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Evening School

Draws Largest Number;
Sewing Second Popular

Evening school was announced to-

day by Gerrit WiegerinK, director
of adult education.
Most popular course is the six-

week course on (ihild Psychology
conductedby Esther Middlewood
of the Michigan Department of
Mental Health. More than 100 are
enrolled in this course which will
continue four more weeks. Anyone interested is still eligible to

When Ham

Suzenaar of Holland became concerned over developmenta In Indoneala where hla parenta are living, he came Into The
Sentineloffice and aaked for the lateet dope. He waa handed reams
of paper which the United Press printershad been pounding out on
the subject, and thus could learn the latest news. Here he reads the
latest exploits of the renegade captain, “Turk" Westerllng,whom he
knew back in
(Sentinelphoto)

'

Indonesia.

persons interested in singing are

There is no fee.
typing class taught by
Doris Brouwer is filled with 35

He Knows That

beginners.
Knitting and Yamcraft, a class

Captain

invited.

The

i

EIGHT PAGES— PRICE FIVE CENTS

As Cars Collide

Named

Fatally Injured

At Intersection

At Hope College

to

Faculty

Renegade

in Indonesia

0.

In 2-Car

Nyland

Crash

• Berrien Springfs Wife
Seriously Injured;
Others Slightly Hurt

the college. Ver Boek Is superin-

One person was fatally Injured
and five others were hospitalized
as the result of a two-car crash
at 5 p.m. Thursday on US-31 two
miles north of , Saugatuck.

And one of the cars involved, tendent of the Henry Street and
driven by Agnes Oosting, 53, of Glenside schools, Muskegon town593 Howard Ave., ended up on the ship.
Ver Boek will replace Prof.
front porch steps at the home of
G. W. Van Verst, 100 West 11th Stephen A. Partington, who will
which is on the aoutheast become assistant to the public

500

which meets each Monday from
7:30 to 9 p.m. under the direction
of Robert Moore of the music faculty. At present the group organizing a Tulip Time chorus. All

Really lien

Wayne

Women Injured

Ave.
adult* in the Holland Community

Town Where Polks

j

Three women were injured Hope college President Irwin J.
Wednesday night in an accident Lubbers announced today that
during the pouring rain at the in- John J. Ver Beek, has been aptersection of 11th St. and Pine pointed professor of education at

Child Psychology Class

join the group.
Sewing classes were second in
popularity,with 72 enrolled in four
classesof 18 each. Lavina Cappon. Mrs. M. De Vries and Esther
Veen Huis of the home economics
department are current teachers.
A new class will start Monday
night with Mrs. Walbridge, home
economics instructor of Hudsonville high school, as instructor.
All classesare filled.
More than 40 persons enrolled
in Community Chorus, a group

Holland,
the

Muskegon Man

3

Community

A record enrollmentof
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school superintendent in Lansing
comer.
She received a right knee cut on Feb. 6. Partingtoncame to
and “slight concussion." Mrs. Ar- Hope in 1948 from Wyoming
thur White, 59, of 580 Long Ave., Park, Grand Rapids, where he
who was riding with her, received served the high school as princicut on her right eye and a pal for three years and superintendent for six years. He is a
strained right shoulder.
William J. Plomp of 294 East graduateof Wheaton college and
11th St., who was driving the oth- the University of Michigan. In his
er car east on 11th St., was not new position, he will be in charge
hurt. Abbylyn DeRoos, 20, of 300 of curriculumplanning.
West 19th St., who was riding Ver Beek is a native of Hamilwith him, had some of her teeth ton. He is a graduate of Zeeland
knocked out, police said. All were high school and was graduated
from Hope college in 1926. He retaken to Holland hospital.
Plomp told police he saw the ceived a master's degree from the
other car and applied his brakes. University of Michigan in 1933.
Upon graduation from Hope,
witness, Antoinette Sikkel of
74 East Eighth St.,
was Ver Beek taught science for the
about 30 feet away from the school year of 1926-27 in Hudsonwreck, told police this morning ville high school. In the fall of
that the Plomp car was "going 1927, he assumed superintendency
too fast." Police said the Oosting of Byron Center public schools,a
car did not have the right of way. position he held until 1944. Since
Estimated damage to each car then he has been superintendent
of the Muskegon township schools.
was J400.
Ver Beek is a life member of
the Michigan Education association. He holds memberships in the
National Education association
and the American Association of
School Administrators.He has

who

Wayne

Olln Nyland, 20, of Vir-

ginia park, driver of one car,
died at 11:50 p.m. in Holland hospital of a skull fracture and internal injuries.
All other occupantsof the two
cars were taken to Douglas Community hospital. Most seriously
Injured was Mrs. Robert Rickett,
21, Berrien Springs, wife of the
other driver,who received a possible skull fracture, internal Injuries and a cut on the forehead.
Her condition was describedas
“fair."

Alfred Vender Veere, 90 years old Wednesday,spends his tlms In
hla big easy chair In the bay window of hit living room reading and
watching activities oh the street. His Inseparablecompanionlo CheeChee, a black cocker formerly owned by Barbara Morrlrf Because of
the dog's devotion to the elderlyman, the left the dog with her
greatgrandfatherwhen her family moved Into their own home seven
years
(Sentinelphoto)

ago.

He Remembers the Big
Holland Fire of 1871

Robert Rickett, 24, the driver,
received internal Injuries,a dislocated collarbone, bruised cheat
and cut mouth. Bruce Gerhart, UL
also of Berrien Springs, a passenger in the Rickett car, received
body bruises and a cut on the
head. Both were said to be in
good condition.
Two passengers riding with Hyland were discharged after treatment They were Allen Fliher, 18,
of 807 South Shore drive, and
Lloyd Ter Beek, 19. of 301 West
22nd St. Fisher received a bruised
leg and Ter Beek cuts on the
face and severe body bruises.
State police of the South Haven
post investigated the crash which
occurred near the Intersectionoi

served the Muskegon County
Teachers associationas president,
US-31 and Allegan county roed
“Westerllngnever k>st •
and held a like position in the
Alfred Vander Veere, the man
No. 436 which leads to Hamilton.
battle and I believe he’ll win
The recently completed"tide of Kent County Teachersassociation who remembers the big Holland
this revolution,"Hang SuzePolice said Nyland, who was trasons.
can citizenshipand hasn’t much toys" drive in Holland netted more in 1940.
fire of 1871, is 90 years old WedMore than 20 enrolled in Machveling east on the county road,
naar said today when he
than
1,200
toys,
according
to
a
relonger to wait for papers.
Active in civic affairs, Ver nesday.
ine shop classes, taught by Franapparentlypulled out onto the
learned of the new developport submitted at the Willard G. Beek is vice president of the MusHis father served as an advisThe day passed much like all
cis Drake and Carl Schulz.
highway without waiting suffiments in Indonesia. Should
Leenhouts
American
Legion
post kegon Y’s Men's club, was preser for coconut oil industries in
the other days. He spent considInterior Decorating, taught by
ciently long for traffic to pail.
Westerllng win, Suzenaar bemeeting Wednesday night.
ident from 1946-1948 of the Mus- erable time watching activities
Mrs. Louis Nykamp, attracted lieves the victory presumably the Department of Economic AfRickett’*speed was estimated at
Local
collections, earmarked for kegon Education council, and is
fairs in Batavia. He has his own
on the street from his chair in the
17 enrollees. This class meets on
60 miles an hour. He was t^ave^
would leave Indonesia free for
distribution
to
children
in
the
now serving the Muskegon chapter big bay window of the living
coconut oil distilleries there. DurThursday night and is open to a
the Indonesians, leaving no*
ing north on US-31.
Netherlands,
weighed
2,000
of
Hope
college
alumni
as
viceing World War II, the elder Suroom in his home at 74 East 15th
few more persons.
Both cars were badly damaged.
ties with the Japs. The local
in
’49
pounds.
American
Legigon
posts
president.He is vice president of St.
were interned by the JapElementary English, taught by
man waa concernedover zenaars
Rickett waa driving a *49 model
throughout the United States par- the Central Reformed church conanese
and
in
subsequent
revoluSpry for his age, he always
Marion Shackson, has 15 enrollees fighting in Jakarta where his
Allegan (Special) -A summary and Nyland a ’42 model.
tions they were interned by the ticipated in the program to col- sistory and serves its Sunday rises early, gets his own breakfast
and is designed mainly for those
Rickett is a student at Emanparents now live.
lect toys for needy European chil- school as assistantsuperintendent.
Indonesian
Republicans.
They
farof
the Allegan Soil Conservation
and calls the family (his daughter
learning to read, write and talk
uel Missionary college at Berrien
The
Ver
Becks
have
three chil- lives with him). Handy about the district’s 1949 work shows a large
ed
far
worse
under
the
lattef, Su- dren.
the English language. There still
Spring*.
Collectionsare expected to total dren; Jeanne, a junior at Hope
There’s one man in Holland who zenaar said.
house, he often washes dishes share of the year’s planned work
la room for a few more students.
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water
college;. John, a sophomore in high
Suzenaar
says
he
is completely five million toys.
is
particularly
interested
in
curand does a bit of housework as was carried through, particularly of Holland ruled “accidental
Upholstery,taught by Oliver
Th$
Pere
Marquette
division
of
Lanting, has 16 enrollees. The rent developmentsin Indonesia. neutral on Indonesian politics. He the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad school, and Carl, who is in the well as going to the store for in establishing cover crops, pas death" for Nyland, listing a skull
He is Hans Suzenaar, a Dutch- said the Dutch have done a good
seventh giade
supplies.He usually retires short- ture seedlngs,sod watarwaya,and fracture as the direct cause.
class is filled.
is sending the shipmentto a PhilVer Beek will assume his duties ly after 8 p.m.
improved rotation*.
Woodworking and Finishing, man who was bom and grew up job in Indonesia, particularlydur- adelphia port of embarkationfrom
Nyland is survived by hi* parThe districts annual report, enta, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Nytaught by Robert Eshelman, has there. He also knows the renegade ing the last few decades, but in- where it will be shipped to Eur- Feb. 1 and will supervise the eleBut mostly, he relaxes In his
captain,
Paul
(Turk)
Westerling
dependence
was
overdue.
He
said
mentary
teacher
training
program
compiled' in a printed booklet il18 enrollees. It is filled.
ope. Railroads throughout the and act as co-ordinator between easy ehair in the company of his
land of Virginia Park; a brother,
Slide Rule and Its Use, taught whose rebels swept into Bandoeng, there is considerablefault on both
black cocker, Chee-Chee, his in- lustrated with many photographs Edwin C; and his grandparent*,
country
are
carrying
the
toys
sides
in
methods
used
in
effecting
Monday
and
held
that
city
of
166,the
college
elementary
education
of
work
done,
covers
the
westby Prof. R. Rissel of Hope colseparable companion. He does
000 for several hours before they the independence. Having grown free of charge.
majors and the critic teachers in lot of reading. His hearing is fail- ern part of Allegan county, with Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Knoll, and
lege, has 15 enrolled.
A
motion
was
passed
to
thank
a great grandmother, Mrs. Martha
Home Nursing, the Red Cross withdrew, taking with them an up in the country, he said the G C. Crawford,superintendent of the local elementary school sys- ing but his eyesight is good and headquarters in Fennville.
Van Huis.
undetermined
number
of
civilian
whole
situation
is
so
complicated
tem.
A chart of soil conservation This was the second Nyland
course taught by Mrs. Lyda Skaalhe wears glasses only for readit would be difficult for any Am- Holland public schools; Dr. Bert
en, has 12 enrollees.This is a no prisoners.
practicesshows work done in 1949
ing.
Bos,
superintendent
of
Holland
fatality in the area within the
Bandoeng is located 70 miles erican to understand. For one
fee course.
Vander Veere stems from early and a total for the four years last six months. Last Aug. 14,
Christian schools; the Rev John
southeast
of
Jakarta
(Batavia)
thing,
he
pointed
to
the
350
diaCeramics, taught by Alleene
Dutch pioneers. His father, Cor- the districthas been organized Richard Nyland, 41, route 6, wa*
W«tdorp of St. Francis de Sales
Lowery Fisher, has 15 enrolled where Suzenaar’sparents live. lects spolren in the Indonesian church; the Holland Sentinel and Tulip Festival
neil, came to Holland from the Major items are: Contour orch- hit by a car while walking on USThe 28-year-old local man hasn’t chain.
and is open for a few more.
Netherlandsin 1848, a year after ards, 85 acres established in 1949 31 just south of Holland city
In Holland,the former Dutch station WHTC, for their help in
Photography,taught by Robert heard from his parents in two
Dr. Van Itaalte arrived. The elder and 300 to date; cover crops, 735 limits and died almost instantly.
making
the
drive
a
success.
officer is in business with his
Van Voorhees, physics instructor, months.
Vander Veere operated the local acres and 6,163; contour farming, The two victims were said to be
At
the
meeting,
the
post
votSuzenaar, former officer in the father-in-law manufacturingmirhas 11 enrolled.It is filled.
hotel, then known as Grand Hav- 27 and 181 acres; pasture seed distantly related.
ed
a
donation
of
$25
to
the
polio
rors.
It’s
a
nice
quiet
contrast
to
Textile Painting, taught by Mrs. Royal Dutch Navy Air Force,
House, located at Sixth and ings, 209 and 1,067 acres; refordrive. Sound movies of United
Tulip Time, Inc., started detailLouise Krum, has 16 enrolled.It came to Holland, Mich., in 1948, the turmoil In his home country. States and Netherlands scenes
ed plans for the 1950 festival at River, now the site of Holland estation, 41 and 2,911; farm drainafter
nine
years
in
the
service.
is filled.
age, 75 and 4,590 acres; improved
completed the program.
a board of directorsmeeting Tues- Furniture Co. That was in the
Salesmanship,taught by Eu- Capt., Westerlingwas discharged
Commander
Harry
Kramer
pre- day afternoon in the Chamber of days when the stage made a trip rotations,485 and 1,981; sod wa- Early Settler, 86,
gene Vande Vusse, has 12 enroll- about the same time but remainsided.
to Grand Haven one day and a re- terways, 2,000 and 49,610 linear
Commerce office.
ed in Indonesia.Suzenaar prefer- Rev. E.
ed. It is open to several more.
feet; perennial hay, 387 and 897
Topics discussed included hous- turn trip the following day. PasHistory of Religions, a class red quiet Holland, Mich., for his
sengers would get out to walk up acres; woodland management, 17
ing,
last
year’s
and
the
proposed
wife,
the
former
Arlene
RosenMn. Sena Tanii, 53,
being taught Wednesday night
Dies in California
and 111 acres.
1950 budgets, and the Little Neth- hill and if they chose to pick a few
by Dr. George Mennenga of Wes- dahl, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Call Diet of Long Illness
The
district, now operating its
flowers
on
the
way,
the
accomerlands exhibits.
tern Theological seminary, is open Joe Rosendahl of HoUand. The
own equipment for soil testing, Mrs. Herman Van der Ploeg, 86,
It was decided to let the man- modating stage would halt.
to anyone interested in learning Suzenaarshave two daughters,
made 1,605 tests during the ) :ar died Tuesday at her home in San
The
Rev.
Edward
Van
Baak,
Zeeland
(Special)—
Mrs.
Sena
When
Vander
Veere
was
about
ager, president and secretary work
Cherie, 3i, and Connie, 10 months.
more about the “isms."
missionarypastor of Fourteenth Tanis, 53, wife of Edward Tanis, out a system to house visitors this 11 years old, the big Holland fire from samples of 110 farms. A Jose, Calif. She was the former
His
concern
over
Indonesia
stems
Public Speaking and ParliaStreet Christian Reformed church, route 3, Hudsonville, died Tues- year. W. H. Vande Water point- swept this settlement and burned field tree planting machine is now AlberdenaVandenberg, daughter
mentary Law, taught Thursday from press reports that the color- has accepted a call to the Bauer
day afternoon at Christian Psy- ed to the many requests for hous- down the 45-room frame hotel available in the district, capable of Mr. and Mrs. Herman G. Vanful
’Turk”
Westerling
had
turned
evening by George Lumsden of
Christian Reformed church. The chopathic hospital, Cutlerville, of a
along with most of the town. The of planting 10,000 or more trees denberg. Her parents came from
renegade.
According
to
some
ing already on file.
the high school faculty, will be
in a day. It is estimated the area the Netherlandsas early settlers
Bauer
congregation
was
notified lingering illness.
Board members authorized that family was at home on their
discontinued if there are no ad- sources,Westerling considers him- of his acceptanceSunday.
Surviving besides the husband bids be taken for renovation of farm on East 16th St. and kept is capable of taking 60 million with the Van Raalte party.
self
a
private
warlord.
He
still
ditional enrollees. The class is deRev. Van Baak and his wife, are two daughters, Mrs. Marvin
Mrs. Van der Ploeg was born
the sparks from igniting the trees on lands useless for cultivathe Little Netherlandsexhibit.
igned to 'help you in your speak- keeps his Dutch nationality and the former Frances Ribbens of
in the original Vandenberg home
Brower of Oakland and Ruth E.
farm
house. The fire cut a swath tion.
is
a
reserve
in
the
Royal
NetherW.
C.
Wichers
presented
a
buding and talking in meetings."
Sheboygan,Wis., served the local
on East Sixth St. later destroyed
A new class on oil painting, lands Indies Army. Suzenaar said church as missionaries to China Tanis, at home; a son, Roger, at get covering March 1 to Dec. 31, through the city destroying Third
by the Holland fire. She taught
home; two brothers, Ben Hopper 1949, and a outline of a proposed Reformed church, many business Frank C. Gardei Dies
water colors and sketching will be Wester ling's mother was Turkish, until conditions there forced them
school in Holland 67 years ago in
of Grand Rapids and Cornelius budget for 1950. The board will places and a large number of resiorganized Wednesday at 7:30 pm. thereby accountingfor the nick- to leave. They left for China on
what is now Longfellow school.
Hopper of Zutphen; a sister, De- discuss this year's budget at its dences. The Pillar church and At Daughter’s Home
with Mrs. Fisher as teacher, pro- name. His father was Dutch.
Sept. 11, 1948. Rev. Van Baak na Hopper of Zutphen, and a sisShe was the last surviving charVan
Vleck
hall
on
Hope
campus
Westerling
is
reported
to
have
Feh.
21
meeting.
viding 10 or more are interested.
stayed in China a year, returning ter-in-law,Mrs. Sadie Hoppen of
Frank C. Gardei, 77, died Wed ter member of First Reformed
were
sf>ared.
collected
a
private
army
of
10,000
C. C Crawford presided.
The class will meet in room 24 of
to this country last October. Mrs.
Grand Rapids.
by paying the men 10 nmes the
When Vander Veere was 20, he nesday morning at the home of his church as well as the last survivJunior high school.
Van
Baak
and
infant son returnFuneral
services
will
be
held
wages
paid
by
either
the
Dutch
or
left
Holland to join his brother, daughter,Mrs. E. G. Landwehr ing member of the Vandenberg
Persons Interested in entering
ed several months earlier.
Short Illness Is Fatal
family. Death followed a lingerCornell, on a sheep ranch in of South Orange, N. J.
any of the classes still open may Indonesian Republicans.Wester- Since their return the Van Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the home
Born
in Saginaw on Dec. 18, ing illness.
and
2
p.m.
at
Zutphen
Christian
ling
is
believed
tp
be
co-operating
western
Kansas.
The
west
was
call Wiegerink at b-6676.
For Mrs. Aron Walters
Baaks have been visiting their
Surviving is the hu^and, the
just opening for ranching of that 1872, Gardei had been an engineer
Drivers’ Trainingwill start af- with the fanatical Darul Islami parents in Detroit and Sheboygan. Reformed church. The Rev. John
on the Pere Marquette railroad Rev. Herman and a daughter,
ter March 1. Already 18 persons group to set up Islamic rule in He will preach his farewell ser- W. Visser will officiateand burMrs. Aron Waltecs, 67. of route type. After 10 years, the brothhave registered.Others interested some comer of Indonesia. He is mon to the local church on Feb. ial will be at Zutphen cemetery. 1, Laketown township, died Thurs- ers had ‘capital"of 1,400 sheep, for many years and was later em- Jeannette of San Jose, Calif., one
hould contact Wiegerink’g of- opposed to communism, he main- 19.
day afternoon at Holland hospital Alfred sold his interests to his ployed at the Holland post office. son; Harold, of Virginia Park, one
He retired in 1938. His wife, Jes- grandson, Harold, nieces and
tains.
fice.
following a short illness and com- brother and returned .to Holland,
Rev. Van Baak is a graduate of Parking Meters Yield
Suzenaar remember. Westernephews.
He
operated a farm near Lake sie M., died in 1937.
MechanicalDrawing and Blueplications.
She
had
lived
in
that
Calvin college and seminary.
He
was
a
member
of Unity
Church service will be held hi
Michigan
shores
north
of
Holland
print Reading, taught by Richard ling as a volatile trigger-happy
916 Dimes for Polio
vicinity 20 years.
lodge 191, F and AM. and the San Jose and the body will be
soldier, fanaticallyfaithfulto the
Martin, has 11 enrolled.
Mrs. Walters was born Sept. and also did carpentry work.
brought to Holland. Due to illness,
Classes in Dutch and Spanish Dutch command. It was common Mn. Jennie De Loof
Parking meters yielded 916 25, 1882, in Saugatuck.She was
While in Kansas, he had mar- Shrine club.
Surviving besides the daughter Rev. Van der Ploeg and his daughdimes ($91.60) for polio when coin the former Mary Van Leeuwen. ried the former Ida Snell. They
•re not being offered this year be- knowledge in 1948 that Westerling would never surrender to Re- Diet at Rinkema Home
cause of lack of enrollment.
boxes were emptied Wednesday, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin had three children, two of whom are two grandsons, Russell Graff ter will not accompany the body
A new course under considera- publican control. Even then, it
according to City TheasurerHen- Van Leeuwen.
are living. They are Mrs. Nellie of Fremont and Charles Land- to Holland.
Mrs. Jennie De Loof, 85, died
A memorial chapel service will
tion is the "Great Books Pro- was known he would organize a
ry J. Becksfort. It was Aid. BerKardux and Mrs. Grace Morris. wehr. of South Orange.
Surviving
are
the
husband;
Wednesday night at the home of
The body will arrive at the Nib- be held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
gram." Anybody desiring further rebel army. Suzenaar said Westtal Slagh who suggested dimes be three sisters, Mrs. Edward Kin- The latter has been living with
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
informationshould get material erling always led the toughest
tu-ned over to polio end promot- caid of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Ray her father since her husband died belink-Notier funeral home on Nibbelink-Notierfuneral chapel
commands and he and his men, and Mrs. Minard Rinkema, route ed the idea. Now all meters are
Friday noon. Services will be held with the Rev. Bastian Kruithof
from Wiegerink.
Hale of Allegan and Mrs. John seven years ago. A son, Chris,
4, Olive township. She had lived
at the funeral chapel Saturday officiating.Burial will be In the
Gasses not open to further en- known as the “Blood Hounds"
tagged requesting motorists to Bekken of Holland; a brother, died six years ago.
with the Rinkemas eight years.
rollment are photography,typing, were called upon to do nastiest
turn over stray dimes to polio. Earl Van Leeuwen of WashingThere are 11 grandchildren and at 2 p.m. under the auspices of family plot . In Pilgrim Home
Mrs. De Loof’s husband, Thomas,
jobs.
Westerling
previously
served
the Masonic lodge. Burial will be cemetery.The family request*
ewing, upholstery, machine shop,
Otherwise,meters yielded about ton, D.C.; also several nieces and 11 great grandchildren.
at
Pilgrim Home cemetery. that flowers be omitted.
woodworking. Gasses open for as body guard for Gen Spoor, died Dec. 25, 1941. She was bom 20 dimes a week.
Vander Veere is the last of
nephews.
Friends may call at the funeral
few more enrollees are ceremics, President Van Mook and Lord July 30, 1864, in the Netherlands
'family
of
five
children.
A
sister,
and came to this country with her
textile painting, salesmanship, Mountbatten.
Mrs. Kate Van Duren, was par- home Friday from 3 to 5 and 7 to Niles Citizens Reject
The Indonesian government has parents,the late Mr. and Mrs.
9 pjn.
knitting and yamcraft, home
ticularlyactive in Red Goss and
nursing, elementaryEnglish, Mec- accused Dutch authorities of in- Leonard Bareman, at the age of
»'
social work in the city. A brother,
Proposed New Charter
hanical drawing, and slide rule,. directly supporting Westerling, eight She vVas a member of CenPlans for an exhibition of local club will have a public ex- Will, operated a meat market Local Court Fines
Classes needing more enrollees charging that the Dutch army aid tral Avenue Christian Reformed
Niles— Mayor Jerome W. Wood
stamps on Saturday were made hibition of United States and for- Others were Mrs. Bessie Boot and
to continue are History of Re- ed Westerling’s cause by refrain- church.
Five,
persons
paid
fine*
In of Niles, and his backers won ian
Cornell
Vander
Veere.
at
the
first
anniversary
meeting
eign
stamps,
Including
a
showing
Survivingare the daughter;
ligions (Wednesday), Public ing to move against his rebels.
municipal court Saturday and overwhelmingvictory Tuesday
of the Holland Stamp club Mon- by Lyle Spees of rare inverts of
Speaking and ParliamentaryPro- The ministry conceded that the eight grandchildren and 13 great
Monday. Alvin Van Iwa^rden, voters rejected a proposal to reday night Twenty-eightattended the 1869 issue and several frames Merry Janes Club Has
grandchildren;
two
sisters,
Mrs.
Dutch
army
was
not
openly
helpcedure (Thursday), and Oil Paint20. of 204 West 24th St, paid $7 vise the city charter and create a
the
affair
in
Bosnian’s
Tailor
shop.
Peter Hamelink and Miss Tina
ing the turncoat leader.
. Ihg, etc. (Wednesday)
of the five and ten cent issues of
for not keeping an assured clear manager-counql form of governMembers attended from Grand 1847. The showing will bp at Meeting at Miles Home
Because of the turmoO in In Bareman of route 4.
distance, and Richard 'E. Blouin meht. The vote was 2,129 to 679.
Rapids,
Allegan,
Hamilton,
Bangdonesia, Suzenaar was more than
Funeral services win be held
Bosnian’s,14 East Eighth St.
Wood opposed the proposed new
Improper Pasting
The Merry Janes club met Wed- of 120 West 10th St, paid $5 for
willing to withdraw to quiet Holl- Saturday at 1:30 p.m. lit Dyk- or, West Olive and Holland.
Similar exhibits are being plannesday afternoon at the home of speeding and running a stop street charter because it did not give
• Lyle Spees of Grand Rapids preJoseph S. Furman, 29, of Calu- land, Mich., in 1948. He mar- stra Funeral chapel; and 2 p.m..h
ned for. the Hobby show and Tulip
Mrs. Lewis Miles, 38 East 18th Floyd Bareman. 18, of route 1, the city manager the ,say-ao remet Gty; 111., paid a, $5 fine in ried the local girl In 1945 Central Avenue Christian Reform sented the club with a large decTime.
St
The meeting was conducted by paid $3 for leaving his tar parked garding the Board of. Public
municipal .court Wednesday for when she was teaching in Cali ed church. The Rev. William orated cake, the icing featuring a
Officers of the club are John Mrs. Walter Van Bemmelen.
with the motor running. Park- Works.
improper passing.Parking fines of fomia. They spent, three yean in Haverkamp will officiate and bur large stamp and anniversary
The mayor, who wa* an early
Schutte,
president;
A1
Vander
ing fines of $1 each were paid by
Games
were
played
and
prizes
$1 were paid by John Wyngarden the south Pacific area, mainly ial will be In Pilgrim Home ceme- greeting.Refreshmentswere servadvocate of charter revision,wa*
ed by Mrs. Hugh Rowell and Mrs. Yacht, vice president; Ray Vande awarded to Mrs. Donald Dekker Shirley Staal of 556 Lawndale
of Zeeland; Raymond C. Milne, Australia,Maccassar, Celebes, and tery.
later joined by five Niles council
Vusse, secretary, and Chris Kara- and Mrs. Lester Borgeson. Lunch- G., and Mrs. John Prina of HolJr., of Pittsfield, Mass., and Al- in Batavia. Their first child was
Friends may call at the chapel Charles Looman.
members in opposing the revision.
land.
eon was served by the hostess.
Saturday from 1 to 9 p.m. the meraad, treasurer.
bom in Maccassar. She is an Am- Friday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
len Fselander of route L
taught by Mrs. Ernest Wingard,
meets on Thursday night. There is
till room for a few more per-

erican citizen.
Suzenaarhas applied for Ameri-
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Zeeland Couple to Mark Anniversary Fillmore Board

American Legion

Okays Nine-Man

Christian

26, 1950

Defeats

Muskegon

Personals
(From Monday's Sentinel)
Ken and Don Northuis, 112
East 19th St, left Sunday on a

Officers Report
Six

Accidents

two-week’« vacation trip to Flor-

InlUngGaine

Planning Group
Fillmore— A nine-man planning
commissionhas been appointed in
Fillmore township to draw up a
master plan for presentation to
the townshipboard.
Appointments were made after
an ordinance to create such a
commissionwas unanimously adopted at a special meeting of the

Henry Holstege Misses
Chance

to Knot Score

After Contest Ends
Put yourself in this spot. Time
has run out of the game, but you
still

In

have a chance to tie the score

by sinking a foul shot which has
been awarded to you.
That’s the unenviable spot in
which Henry Holstege of the Hol-

Holland American Legion's
team completely oiltclassed the best Greater Muskegon has to offer— the US-31 Barbecues 58-33. The game, was played Thursday night at the Armbasketball

ory.

ida.

Dr. Harry J. Hager of Chicago
will speak on "Revival— And the
Way to It," at a meeting at the
City Mission Friday at 7:30 p.m.
Special music has been planned.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer,
who plan to leave next week for
California, entertained their
children and grandchildren at
their home Thursday evening.

The new commission wild pay
particular attention to rapid
growth in the north part of the
township which adjoins Holland

Robert J. Kouw will head the
1950 Community Cheat drive in
Holland. He waa aelected at a
recent board of directorameeting. Kouw haa headed the
buainesa and profeaalonaldivialon for the last two yean. He
is a World War II veteran and
presently la in the real estate

Daring Week-End
Six accidents were reported in
the Holland area during the weekend.

Lawrence P. Smith of 625 Steketee Ave., blamed a "fainting
spell” for causing his car to go off

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bremer, the road and

The

Fillmore township board.

land Christian cagers found him-

Armory Game

Legionnaires sprinted to a 576 Grove Dr., left this morning
12-2 lead in the first six minutes for Florida, where they plan to
spend a month's vacation. They
of the game and were never headwill visit St Petersburg and Braed the rest* of the evening. Aided denton.
by Russ DeVette’s deft passing, Mrs. A. H. Lohman of Two

strike a guard-rail

post and sliding eight feet Sunday
afternoon.

The mishap occurred on Lake
Shore Dr., at "dead man’s curve."
Smith was taken to Holland hospital in an ambulance.

points, Rivers, Wis., is visiting at the
Two accidents in which cars
Fred Brieve four and Carl Van home of her son-in-law and daughdidn't stop were reported by sherWestern State high school led .he
ter, Dr. and Mrs. John Hollencity. It will study the future needs
Dort two, in that first quarter.
iff’s -'fficers.
locals 38-37 with the game officof the district and of the townDeVette counted two to make bach, West 18th St
George Doust of route 4, said
ship
as
a
whole.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Carley
and
ially ended except for Holstege’s
the count 14-6 at the end of the
he was -going west on Ottawa
foul attempt. With the crowd
The following appointments
first quarter.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Carley, Beach Rd. Saturday night and a
lining the sidelines, Holstege shot.
were made by Township SuperviCoach Vern Kraal inserted South! Shore Dr., were in Chicago car coming from the other direcThe ball hit the rim and rolled
sor Ben E. Lohman: George KleinCarl Hornbrook and Jack Van Sunday to attend a birthday cele- tion sideswiped his car. The other
business with his father.
off. Western defeated Christian
heksel, farmer, and William De
Dorple as guards during the sec- bration for Mr*. Henry Carley's vehicle didn’t stop. However,
George Good, board chairman,
38-37 in one of the most thrilling
Haan and John Griep, furnace
ond half and the locals continued brother-in-law,R. M. Hansen, who Doust’s car show maroon paint
announcedthe selection.
games on the local court this year.
company employes, three-year
to stretch ahead with nine points was 80.
marks from the other car.
Charles R. Sligh, Jr., plans to
It was a tough ball game for
terms; Marinus De Jongh, garage
to eight for the visitors. That
Esther Bareman of 150 Vander
the Hollanders to lose, but they
owner, George Tubergen, farmmade the scoreboardread, Hol- leave Friday for Boca Raton, Fla., Veen Ave., told officers she had
Can take pride in the fact that
land 23, Muskegon 14, as the to attend a two-day session of the her car parked at 268 North River
er and factory worker, and Earle
they completely outplayed the visteams went to the locker rooms. National Association of Manufac- Ave. Sunday night and a car comG. Tellman, farmer and deputy
‘(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Huizenga
itors in the final half to almost
During that second quarter, turers NAM President Claude
sheriff,two-year terms; Nicholas
On
Wednesday. Mr. and Mrs. Rev. J. B. Jonkman, then pasA meeting of the Men's Forum big Carl "Cox" Van Dort receiv- Putnam Has appointed Sligh to ing from the north sideswiped her
wipe out a nine point halftime
Prins, furnace installer, Jack
parked car.
tor of North Street Christian Redeficit. Coach Arthur Tuls' club Frank Huizenga of 40 West WashBoerman, screen-sash manufactur- of T'ird Christian Reformed ed a recurrence of a head injury chairmanship of the 1950 tax comOfficers said some debris from
formed
church
of Zeeland. Mr.
played great ball in that second ington St., Zeeland, will observe
er, and Russell Boeve, oilman who church was held in the church that came in Wednesday's city mittee He is also a member of the car that didn’t stop were left
and Mrs. Huizenga still are memhalf and definitelyshowed signs their 50th wedding anniversary.
the inter-association relations at the scene and the Bareman car
is a member of the township board
parlors. The pastor, Dr. J. H. league game. Tom Vander Kuy
bers of the church.
of coming back. Holstege was all
replaced him. The game was going committee
of appeals and zoning board, oneshowed blue paint marks.
They will hold open house from
Mr. Huizenga,who is confined
Bruinooge,led the Bible discus- at a rough tempo.
Hospital Notes
over the court Friday night and 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p.m.
year terms.
Cars driven by Leonard De
to his home because of illness, returned in one of the best perAdmitted to Holland hospital Jongh of route 2, Zeeland and
Both teams started to hit in
Appointmentswere unanimously sion and Dr. Teunis Veergeer of
Mr. Huizengawas born Jan. 31, tired several years ago.
formances of his career m pacing
approved by the township board. the Hope college biology depart- the third canto. Buter with five Friday were Bonnie Bakker, 16 Waldon B. Buhler of route 3,
1875, to the late Mr. and Mrs.
They have a son and daughterhis club with 13 tallies. Several
buckets, and Brieve with seven East McKinley, city; Martin Witt- Zeeland, came together Friday
ment, spoke.
B. Huizenga. Mrs. Huizenga is the in-law, Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Huizother Maroons came in for their
paced Holland’s21-poir.I eveen, route 4; Jack Ramaker, 164 night on M-21. Accordingto offiformer Martha Visch, born Sept. enga of Zeeland;four grandchilA call was extended to Rev. points,
share of the glory. SubstitutesJoe
attack.
The visitorscounted 15 East 16th St.; Gerrit Glebink, cers, the DeJongh car made a left
22, 1872, to the late Mr. and Mrs. dren and three great grandchilFrederick W. Van Houten of points in that period.
Kramer and Ken Knott turned in
Resthaven; Mrs. Abel Berkompas, turn in front of the Buhler car.
Gerrit VischJrhecouple was mar- dren. Another son, Bernie, died
Oskaloasa, Iowa, to become passplendid defensive performances,
route 2, West Olive.
The
fourth
quarter
was
a
passDeJongh was given a summons for
ried at the Visch home by the late June 28, 1920.
tor of the North Street Christian ing game. Both teams went soft
while Ralph Bouwman played a
Discharged Friday were Mrs. making an improperleft turn.
Reformed church.
steady floor game in addition to
on scoring until Muskegon start- Clarence Breuker and daughter,
Two accidents were reported in
Miss Delia Smidderks has re- ed a long-tom attack with two route 3; Mrs. Ernest Ryzenga the city Sunday night.
coming through with several
Former
Businessman
turned to her home, 136 South minutes left in the game. Vander and daughter, 665 Washington Kathryn Swieringa of 368 Pine
timely baskets from outcourt.
Four directorswill be named at Elm St., from Holland where she Kuy was outstanding on the Ave.; Jacob Zoerman, 1533 South Ave., was given a summons for
Christian led most of the first
At Allegan Succumbs
the 28th annual meeting of Hol- stayed for sortie time at the home boards.
period after taking an early lead
Shore drive; Peter Vander Weide, failing to yield the right of way
in the fray, but the Cubs came
Allegan (Special)— Richard D. land Fish and Game club. Inc., of her brother and sister, Mr.
Buter with nine field goals and 322 College Ave.; Francis Nykerk, to through traffic after the car
back to move out in front 10-9 at
Brower, 70, of Allegan, died Sat- Friday, Jan. 27, at 7:30 p.m. in and Mrs. John Voss. She fractured two charity tosses again led Hol- route 5.
she was driving struck the rear of
the first quarter horn.
urday night at Kalamazoo State the VFW hall, it was announced a thigh bone in a fall at her home land’s attack while Jack WeisenAdmitted Saturday were Mrs. a car drived by Robert Vredeabout a year ago and was hos- burger scored five buckets for 10 John Shashaguay route 1; Simon voogd of Grand Rapids. The misIt was the second quarter which
hospital.He had been past presi- today.
Directors whose terms expire pitalizedfor several months. Her points to pace the Barbecues.
really sealed the fate of the Dutch.
dent of the Hopkin’s Creamery
Wiegerink, route 2. Hamilton.
hap happened at the corner of
Stay
Paced by Jerry Knowlton and
Co., for several years was director are C. De Waard and George Tu- sifcterMiss Gertrude Smidderks of
DischargedSaturday were Mrs. Washington Ave. and 32nd St.
Holland made 10 out of 23 foul
Jack Mindeman, the Western
of the Allegan Farmers Co-op and bergen who have served on the Holland, is staying with her.
shots and Muskegon connected Arden Engler and daughter, route
She told officersshe stopped
boys rained in baskets from all
had been active in Democratic board about 18 years, John GaBy Dick Collins
Services at Thirxl Christian Re- seven out of 15 times.
1, Zeeland; Mrs. John Gillette and and let a couple of cars go
lien, 14 years, and Joseph C. Rhea, formed church on Sunday evenangles, while the Maroons could
Kalamazoo— Mighty Kalamazoo Politicsdaughter, Hamilton; Mrs. Donald through, jaw the other car comBox score:
only drop two out of many at- Central added Holland high to its
Surviving are the wife, Sazilla; six years. All will be eligiblefor ing were conducted by the Rev.
Vander Ploeg and son, 275 East ing and thought it had passed
Muskegon (88)
tempts.* Outscoring the locals 12-4 1949-50 basketball casualty list one daughter, Mrs. Carl Germaine re-election.At present there are Henry Bruinooge. who has returnFG FT TP 16th St.; Mrs. Clarabelle Moomey, when she started up.
id that period, State high left the Thursday night.
of Allegan; two sons, Francis of 12 members on the board, serving ed from mission iry work in China. Welsenburger,f
Gerald Timmer of route 3, Zee0
10 Port Sheldon: John Rozeboom,
..... 5
floor at halftime with a 22-13 The Maroon Giants — and we real- Hopkins and Clarence of Allegan; staggered terms of three years
Zeeland high school juniors Currie, f ................... 1
2
4 236 West 16th St.; Mrs. Edward land, was blamed for an accident
lead.
ly mean giants— defeated Holland six grandchildren; • three great each.
and senior students are busy do- Ribesky, .............. 3
6 Hemmeke, route 1, West Olive; on Eighth St., 150 feet east of
0
The gallant Hollanders staged a 55-34 in a game on the over-sized grandchildren; six brothers, Ben
The membershipalso will de- ing research work on some phase Lorenz, g ................... 1
3 Nicholas Hofsteen, 158 West 14th River Ave.
1
of Overisel, Harry of Holland, cide whether an annual banquet of the RevolutionaryWar. Their Jacobson, g ............... 0
terrificcomeback in the third Western Michigancollege floor.
His car struck the rear of a car
0
0 St
period to come within one point
Coach Bob Quiring’s Kalamazoo Ralph of Zeeland, Herman, Tony will be staged this year. All rpen essays will be entered in a con- Matthews, 7 ............... 0
Admitted Sunday were Harold driven by Merle Vredevelt of 44
3
3
of tying the score on two occa- team has this thingamajig called and Nick of Burnips; two sisters, who purchased banquet tickets test, sponsored by the Sons of the
Bos, ...................... 0
0
0 Pippel 395 West 19th St.; Mrs. Pine St., Zeeland. Vredevelt told
•ions. They played good set up basketball down to a T. It was Mrs. Albert Vander Kolk of Hol- last year are regarded as mem- American Revolutionin Holland.
White, g ................... 3
0
6 John Achterhof, route 5, Holland; police he had stopped quickly bebasketball to break loose for 10 easy to see Thursday night why land and Mrs. Jacob Fleser of bers of the club.
Two winners,a boy and a girl, Swiatek, g .............. 0
1
1 Mrs. William Driesenga, roiite 3, cause cars ahead of him had stoppoints in the first four minutes. the Maroons are consideredthe Grand Rapids.
In other business, committees will be chosen on March 20 and
Hudsonville; Mrs. Lowell Black- ped.
Meanwhile Coach Arthur Tuls classiest high school basketball
will present annual reports. There along with other winners from
Timmer, who was following,
Totals
13
33 burn, 236 South 120th Ave.
7
outsmarted the Cubs by using a team in the state. They have size,
also will be a general discussion other schools will be entertained
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. said he put on his brakes, but
rone defense. The bewildered Cubs heft, teamwork and shooting abilon the proposedpurchase of the at a banquet at the Warm Friend
Holland (f8)
Bill Czerkies, 585 West 22nd St.; couldn’t stop in time to avoid tha
shot wildly and were able to gar- ity.
Kalamazoo river bottoms and Tavern in Holland.
TP Mrs. Gerald Van Wyke and son, accident.He was given a summon*
FG
FT
The victory not only keeps the
ner but one basket Score at the
Todd farm by the Conservation
"Out On A Limb," a comedy, Buter, f ....................... 9
2
20 89 West 32nd St.; Mrs. Harold for not keeping an assured dear
end of the' period was Kalamazoo Maroons atop the Southwestconcommission.
has been chosen by the junior class Van Dort, D., f
3 Slag and daughter, route 2; Mrs. distance.
.... 1
1
ference, but gives the defending
28, Christian 27.
Fish and game prizes also will of Zeeland high school to be pre- Van Dort, C., ......
Listed
for
City
4 John Russell and daughter, route
2
0
The winners moved out to a state champs a seven-game winbe awarded.Persons entering the sented at the gymnasium March Brieve, g ................
5
... 3
11 L
quick eight point lead at the start ning streak so far this season.
contest are instructed to turn the 30 and 31. The committee com- DeVette, g ...........
0
2
.... 1
Five bids for building permits
Holland, meanwhile, now has a
of the fourth period, but the
kill report over to John Jousema posed of Barry Van Koevering, Hornbrook, g .......
Store
7
.... 3
1
were
filed
last
week
with
Building
Dutch again narrowed the count record of seven setbacks in 10
at Main Auto Supply or bring it Jack Kole, Shirley Walters, Anne Van Dorple, g ...........
0
2 Birthday Party Honon
1
to one point. Norm Unema sunk games. Thursday’s loss shoves the Inspector George Zuverink and to the meeting.
Marie Winterhalter,and Mrs. Romhouts, g .......... 0
0
0 Carol Nanette Dulyea
two shots following a State High locals back into fourth place in City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed.
Saunders made the selection
Vander
Kuy,
c
5
.... 2
1
Third
basket, but the one point margin the conference standings. It was
Van Liere, ............... 2
They totaled511,575 and are as Local Man Awakens
0
4
Mrs.
Charles
Dulyea
entertainthe
lowest
number
of
points
for
remained until the final horn..
ed at a surprise party Saturday
follows:
John Brink's grocery gtore on
Coach A1 Bush has a fast ag- the Dutch in 10 games.
To Find Bed Smoking
Totals
24
10
58 afternoon for ier daughter, Carol
John Martinie,25 West 32nd St.,
The Dutch managed to stay
M-21, one mile west of Jenison,
gressive ball club which displayNanette who celebrated her 11th was burglarized for the third time
ed smooth ball handling through- even, or within four to five points, erect new residence, 26 by 31
(From Monday’* Sentinel)
John De Groot of 378 West 20th
birthday anniversary. Mrs. Harold since Nov. 23 early Saturday
out. Even though the Dutch lost, for the entire first half. Score at feet, garage and breezeway 11 by St. awakened sleepy-eyedat 7
The GraafschapCivic club held Ladies Aid Entertains
Lemmen assisted the hostess.
morning. The front door was forcthey garnered 14 baskets to the end of the first quarter was 20 feet, frame and cement block a. m. Monday and smelled its regular monthly meeting,
Following an afternoon of skat- ed open with bars after an atState’s 13. Christiansunk nine out 14-13 in favor of Kazoo, and the construction with asphalt roof, smoke.
Thursday night at the home of Consistory of Church
halftimedifference,still in Ka- house $5,500; garage $500; self
of 21 free throws compared to KaWhen he looked about the room Mrs. Richard Strabbing. Twenty- Zeeland (Special)— The Ladies ing at the Zeeland roller rink, tempt to open the back entrance
contractor.
roo’s 12 for 21 average. A total zoo’s favor, was 23-20.
he discovered smoke billowing one members were present. Mrs. Aid society of Second Reformed guests returned to the Dulyea failed, sheriff’s officers report.
Those fierce first-halfunderhome where games were played
Five Star Lumber Co., 284 West from under his mattress. He got Henry Menken, president,conMissing items included one case
of 40 fouls were called.
church entertainedmembers of and a two-courselunch was of assorted coffee brands, cigarFollowing Holstege in the point the-basket tussles for the ball 20th St., erect story and a half out of bed and found his entire ducted the business meeting. Rethe consistory, retiringand elect- served Table decorations featured ettes, chocolate candy, sirloin,
column was Ralph Bouwmen with against the tall and hefty Ma- house. 28 by 24 feet, frame and mattress was smouldering.With freshments were served by Mesed members, at a dinner in the a birthday cake.
roons, told on the Dutch in the cement construction with asphalt
round and porterhouse steaks, as11 for Christian.Knowlton and
the aid of his daughter he got the dames Jim Gennink, John Den
church parlors Thursday evening.
Guests were Judy Van Leeuwen, sorted cuts of beef, pork and some
Steve Fast paced the winners with third quarter. Holland couldn’t roof, $5,000; self, contractor.
bedding out of the house and it Bleyker, and Steve Langejans.
Other guests included Dr. and
keep up.
veal.
First Baptist church, comer continued to smoulder outside.
eight points apiece.
Paul Koeman, year old son of Mrs. J. Van Peursem of Zeeland Juanita Arnold, Sally Houtman,
Kalamazoo
ran
on
ahead
41-27
19th
St.
and
Pine
Ave.,
plaster
Box score:
Smoke billowed throughoutthe Mr. and Mrs. John H. Koeman, and Dr. and Mrs William J. Moer- Nora Mullin, Joan Lemmen, Deputy Clayton Forry has an
Merry De Waard, Shirley Beek- impression of footprints and tire
Christian (87)
FO F TP in that stanza. When the buzzer inside of church, $275; Clifford house after the bedroom door was was released from Holland hos- dyk of Holland.
sounded a timeout, the Giants had Koster, builder.
man, Shirley Borr, Marian Holt- marks left in the snow.
Holstege .......
opened. He slept under an electric pital Thursday evening. He broke
... 4
5
13
scored 18 points to seven for HolThe store was entered Nov. 23
Altena f ......... ......... 1
Warm Friend Tavern, Allen Tot blanket. It was not necessaryto his collar bone in a fall at home. After dinner a short program geerts, Donna Lemmen and Mar
0
2
was given. Edward Cotts led prayland. Many times during that and Gift Shop, new show window
and again Dec. 10.
Unema c ............... .. 1
call the fire department,his
2
4
A paper drive by the local Civic er and David Vereeke, newly- cia Lemmen.
third and the succeedingfourth and remodel display cases, 100; daughter said.
Mast g ................
. 1
5
club is scheduled for Saturday elected vice president, introduced
canto, the Maroons were able to
Bouwman g ............... 5
Jacob Postma, contractor.
1
11
morning, Feb. 4, at 11 a.m. Ail J. H. De Pree, retiringvice presi- Foreign Missions Board
Local Woman HospiH'Ted
pull that old two-on-onetrick on
Kramer g .........
E. D. Wallace, 64 East 22nd St.,
.. 0
0
0
persons who have paper to donate dent who directed the program.
the Dutch coming down the floor.
Mr*.
Grietje
De
Haan
Knott c .................
To Meet in Fourth Church In Grand Haven Accident
install kitchen cupboards,$200;
0
2
are asked to bring it to Mrs. R.
Dr. Van Peursem,who has been
The fourth quarter was all Ka- Rhine Vander Meulen, contractor.
Kok ....................
0
0
Strabbing’s home.
Die*
at
We*t
Drenthe
moderator of the church during
zoo again and up to the automatic
The Board of Foreign Missions
Grand Haven (Special)— Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Schripsema its vacancy the past year, spoke
timeout, at the 2:55 minute mark,
of
the Reformed Church in Am- Ruth Forberg,26, of 133 West
Totals
14
Mrs.
Grietje
De
Haan
87,
wid9
37
and
children,
Gayle
and
Wesley,
briefly.
•
Holland scored just one foul shot Local Eighth-Graders
ow of William De Haan, died at were guests at the home of Mr. Speaker of the evening was Dr. erica has accepted an invitation 11th St., Holland, was to be rewhile the Maroons bucketed eight
to hold its February meeting in leased Monday from Municipal
Western State (38)
5:30 p.m. Sunday at her home in and Mrs. Oliver Den Bleyker, FriFG F TP points. After the automatic,the Keep Undefeated Mark
Moerdyk, formerly of Arabia, and Fourth Reformed church, Feb. 9
Mindeman ......... .. 3
hospital where she was taken
n
West Drenthe. She had been ill a day evening.
6
now Hope college physician.When and 10.
teams tapered off with six points
Sunday afternoon following a
Hubbell f ............... .. 0
3
3 apiece
Holland's eighth-gradebasket- short time.
Miss Norma Strabbing of Grand in Arabia Dr. and Mrs. Moerdyk
Committees will meet both two-car accident.
Knowlton c ......... . 3
Surviving are three sons. Lucas Rapids spend the week - end
2
8
ball team had to fight for victory
were
supported
by
the
Second
ReGuard Dick Noble had his turn
Zitney g ............
The crash occurredwhen a car
3
0
6
No. 7 against the Grand Haven and John of Drenthe and Edward at the home of her parents, Mr. formed church. Dr. Moerdyk dis- morning and afternoon on Thursto star Thursday night. He tallied
day, Feb. 9. On Friday morning, driven by her husband, Wilmar,
Fast g ......................
. 2
4
8
eighth-graders
Friday afternoon of Dayton, Ohio; a daughter, Mrs. and Mrs. R. Strabbing.
six
fieid goals and eight free
cussed
the
changes
in
Arabia
Feb. 10, the board will meet in ex- 27, stopped on the side of the road
Nugent f ...........
George Huizen of Holland; a son1
3
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Knoll and since he began work there in 1923. ecutive session.
throws for a 20-point total. He in an Ottawa county league game
Hill g ........................
in-law, Harm Boeskool,of Holbefore making a left turn into the
. 1
2
4
on
the
Bucs’
floor.
Coach
Bob
daughter. Hazel, motored to Kalawas followed closely by Sam Grow
sdcial time was enoyed
The public is Invited to attend driveway of a home into which
land; five grandchildren, and sevmazoo Monday evening.
after the program.
h
18 and huge Ron Jackson Stupka's team finallywon 35-24.
two meetings— the session Thurs- the Harris Nieusma family had
Totals
13
12
38 with 12.
For the first time this season en great grand children.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Derks and
Others present were Mr. and day evening, Feb. 9, when the defamily of Detroit are spending Mrs. J. H. De Pree, Mr. and Mrs. putation who have visited the mis- just moved. Nieusma who was apHolland’s leader was Ken Schip- the locals were behind at the end
of
the
first
quarter
and
then
at
the
week-end at the home of E. Cotts, Mr. and Mrs. D. Vereeke, sion fields,Miss Ruth Ransom, pointed new undersheriff recently,
pers with 12 For the first time
Polio Victim Walking,
is a brother-in-law of Forberg.
the
half.
However,
a
big
17-point
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Mr. and Mrs. B. Roelofs, Mr. and William Hakken and ±Jr. Luman
this sea-son.Center Bob ArmThe Forberg car was hit
Parents Are Grateful
Derks.
strong played the entire game and third quarter put them ahead 27Mrs. F. De Young, Mr. and Mrs. Shafer, will report on Important
broadside
by a car driven by
21
as
the
third
period
ended.
And he's walking today.
Mrs. Ed Vander West has been A. Elenbaas, Mr. and Mrs. P. T. matters of policy, and the closing
gave a good account of himself
Ron Israels netted 11 points to
The parents of two- year-old against his 6-foot six opponent
confined to her home the past Moerdyk, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard meeting on Friday afternoon, Feb. Richard Brown, 40, Grand Rapids.
Both cars were badly damaged
bring his total points in seven
Earl Wayne Poppcma have par- Jackson.
month due to illness.
Veneklasen,' Mr. and Mrs. J. H. 10.
and four occupants were taken to
ticular reason to be thankful for
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bultema and Holleman, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Holland made seven out of 25 games to 106. Bob Van Dyke
the hospital.
aid given by the Ottawa County field goal attempts during the made pine an ’ Mark DeVelder
children Sandra, Paula and David Van Zoeren, Mr. and Mrs. Cal
Mrs. Forberg received injuries
Chapter of Infantile Paralysis.
first half and five out of 24 during had eight for Holland. DeVecht’s
were guests Sunday evening at the Faber, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hart- Lonf Illne** Fatal for
to her right arm and left leg. Her
The boy was strickenwith polio the second half for a total of 12 11 were hign for Grand Haven..
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tuber- gerink, Mr. and Mrs. W. Keppel, Mrs. Nicholas Mast
husband received few if any inSept. 14 and taken to St. Mary’s out of 49.
gan of East Saugatuck.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bos, Mr. and
Zeeland (Special)— Mrs. Nicho- juries. Brown had a stitch taken
hospital. Two weeks later he was
Kalamazoo connected 10 out of Takes Out Petition
Mr. and Mrs. Don Derks and Mrs. Albert Janssen, Mr. and Mrs.
las Mast, 58, died Friday after- on his right knee. His companion,
taken to Mary Free Bed Guild and 29 times in the first half and 11
lit children, Linda and Carol, left Raymond Elbing.
noon at her home 110 West Verona Curtis of Grand Rapids,
Ex-Alderman John D. Bontekoe
Convalescent Home where he out of 33 tries during the second
Saturday for Florida, where they
Cherry St., Zeeland, following a had several stitches taken in her
has taken out a petition for the
apent 10 weeks. Then he contract- half for a total 21 out of 62.
plan to spend several weeks.
lingeringillness.Surviving are the chin and received injuriesto both
Family
Dinner
Given
ed scarlet fever and because of
The Dutch cashed in 10 out of office of alderman from the seMr and Mrs. Herman Menken
husband; one daughter, Mrs. Clare legs. The latter three were disthis he was taken home on Dec. 6. IS free throws to 13 out of 23 for cond ward. The post now is occuand family have moved into their Following Ceremonies
De Went of Zeeland; and two charged after treatmnt. Sheriff’s
pied by Earl Ragains who has inNow Earl may be up two hours Kazoo.
new home.
sons, John of Holland and Jay of officers are investigating.
dicated .he will not seek re-elecin the morning and two hours in
Box score:
Sandra and Paula • Bultema
Four generations were present Zeeland; four grandchildren; two
the afternoon. He will be taken Holland
FG FT TP tion. Deadline for filing petitions
spent Saturday at the home of Sunday at baptism ceremoniesin
sisters, Mrs. Jack Hendricksonof
to Grand Rapids Tuesday for his Eggers,
..................0
7 is 4 p.m. Feb. 6.
Marsha Streur.
Grace Episcopalchuroh. Melissa Grand Rapids and Mrs. Henry Back in Hospital
first checkup.
Schippers, f ....................5 2 12
Dinner guests at the home of Kay, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Balder of Beaverdam; four broHenry James (Bud) De Weerd,
REBEKAH OFFICERS LISTED
Mr. arwj Mm. Ulysses Poppema, Armstrong, ....................3
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Schripsema, Morris Tardiff, and Robert Doug- thers, John Morren of Hudson- of 172 East 14th St. was in fair
Albgan (Special) — New. offithe grateful parents, contributed'Beerthuis. g
.............. i
2
Tuesday night were Mr. and Mrs. las, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald ville, James of Noordeloos, Henry condition today in Holland hos$150 to the Holland polio fund
g
3
6 cers of the Allegan Rebekah lodge
Peter Quist and children^ Janice Cook were baptized following the
Saturday.
of Grand Rapids and Gerrit of pital where he was taken Sunday
are: Noble Grand, Mrs. Laura
and Jixpmy of Grand Rapids.
11 a.m. service, by the Rev. Wil- Beaverdam.
in a diabetic coma. He responded
Van Dorple, g ................0
0 Cook; vice-grand,Mrs. Florence
Mr;,- Richard Strabbing enter- liam C. Warner.
to treatment and has regained
Tasma. g ...................... 0
0 Pletz; recording secretary, Mrs. Hertry Holstegeplayed an outPage Boy Named
tained at her home Friday afterAlso attending were Mr. and
consciousness. He had returned
.......... 0
0 Georgena Morgan; financial sec- standing game for Holland Chris- noon the following guests: MesMrs. Verne Bush, grandparents, Driver Pays Fh\e
• Grand Haven (Special)— Everhome about a month ago after t
retary, Mrs. Jessie Veenkant; tian Friday night at the Armory
ett R. "Pete" Moore, Jr., 12, son
Totals ...................... 12 io
chaplain, Mrs. Cleo Long; -war- aa he bucketed 18 points to lead dames Ben Klomparens, Harold Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cook, grand- Grand Haven (Special)— George 15-week stay in the hospital.
De Pree, Herbert De Free, Gerald parents, and Mrs. Martha Bil- Reeder, 25, Grand Rapids, arof Mrs. Jayne Moore, Spring Lake,
den, Mrs. Helen Gray; conductor,
the local scoring. Despite his
hu received an appointment as Kalamazoo
lotte, gredf grandmother;Marcia raigned before Justice George
FG FT TP Miss Florence Wynne; treasurer, standout performance, the Mar- Mannes, William Garvelink.
Donny Vanderhill of Lugers Ann Tardiff, Miss Myrna Cook, Hof fer 1 on
page boy for the special session TOPP. t
reckless driving
Mrs.
Adeline
Crandle.
*
.............. 0
1
oons loot oqt 88-87. Holstege had a Crossing, spent the week-end at Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Tardiff and charge, paid $25 fine and *3.90
atarting March 15 at Lansing, the
Brennan, ........................2
4
chance to tie the game with a the home of Tommy Knoll.
.appointment having been made
AMBULANCE SERVICE
family and Mrs. Harry Raffe- costa Monday. State police
iackson- c ........................
5
2 12 Gideon, g —u
foul iosa after the time had run
by Victor A. Knox, speaker of the Grow,
urow. g
B
naud.
charged him with driving at an 29 East 9th
Phon* 3961
Doyle, g
out. His aim waa perfect,but the
House. Pete is a six-th grade stu- Noble, g
....................2
Analysis shows there is nq great
A family dinner was held at the excessive speed and cutting trafHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
ball rolled off the rim and the difference In the nutriment con- home of Mr. and Mrs. Bush, 796 fic on US-16 in Polkton township
cent in the Spring Lake school Bishop, ..............
Z.Z.. . 0
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
Totals ..........................
21 13. 55 Maroona were defeated.
tent of a light or dark shelledegg. Howard Ave, after the ceremony. Jan. 18.
self Friday

night at the Armory.'

Harve Buter tallied six
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Praters Society

Morley Compiles

Zeeland School

Dutch Reserves

AOFann Phases

Contracts Let

Wallop Kalamazoo Edges Jewelers

Zeeland

In Allegan

Report

—

The Fraters society of Hop#
Holland high school’sreserve
team tried a differenttack Thurs- edged out a triumph over Fox
day night against the Kalamazoo Jewelers 51-47 in a preliminary
Central seconds.The locals didn’t
game at the Armory Thursday

Contracts totaling

$240,099 for construction of a

new

public school elementary building

Included in 154-Page

have been awarded by the Board
of Education,with three Grand
Rapids firms emerging as suc-

Annual Farm Picture

cessfulbidden.

1950 Recommendations
'

Allegan (Special) — In a

Bids were opened Tuesday nlgnt,
but because of several alternate
figures, the board studied them
for a day and announced decisions
Wednesday night Twenty-sixproposals had been submtited.

fat,

154-page booklet which ia his
annual report, County Agent A.
D. Morley and his staff have compiled a substantialrecord of 1949'8

Low

bid on general construction

farm picture.But plans for 1950

job was

indicatenext year’s report will be

struction Co. of Grand Rapids on
an alternate figure of $181,893.

even

bigger.

The

entire county extension
program— which includes4-H club,
home economics, as well as many
phases of farm organization and
assistance— will be based on the
principle of the home, the family, and the farm as a unit, Mor
ley explains.

His own agriculture platform E. L. Bates of Grand Rapids, cenfor 1950 includes recommendation ter, state representative of the
of a county soil testing laboratory, National Foundationfor Infantile
more tours for vegetable growers, paralysis, surveys the Ottawa
pasture improvement, soil con- budget of $20,000 with Verne Daservation, and crop inspection; gen, county chairman at left, and
emphas^ on improving market in- Cube Kulte, Holland city chairformation and a reporting system man at right. Bates attended the
to growers; plans for a second
“Little Farmers Week" next winter; special attention tor eforesta
tlon of land not suitable for pas
ture or cultivation.

Writers Support

Kiwanls meeting here when the
local drive for $10,500 was
launched. He described1949 as
the “toughestyear" In polio history. The

country had

43,000

diagnosedcases of polio, an Increase from an average of 11,000
(Penna-Sas photo)

cases.

Personals

made by

Barnes Con-

Elzinga and Volkers of Holland
were third with $193,582.
Contract for plumbing and
heating went to Holwerda and
Huizinga of Grand Rapids with
low bid of $46,300. Modders
Heating Co. of Holland was second
with $47,800.
Elecrtical contract was awarded
to Herman Rentema of Grand
Rapids with a bid of $11,906. De
Jong Electric Co. of Muskegon
was second and Electric Motor
Service of Holland third with
$13,071.72.

Successful bidders will have 300

days to deliver completedjobs to
the school district after signing
the contracts later this week.
Supt. M. B. Lubbers said the

start too strong, but finished like
night.
a whirlwindto win an easy 45-30

decision.

Kalamazoo led 8-7 at the end
of the first quarter, but Holland
took over 14-13 at the half. And
the locals went out front 29-20
at the end of the third quarter
Holland held a 13 point lead at

dm

the automatic.
In its previous three games, the
locals were ahead until the wan
Ing moments, only to lose out.
Tom Maentz was the spark plug
on offense and defense. He totaled 18 points for the locals
The rest of Holland’s starters—
Tom Carey, Dave Hulst, Frank Local Officer Directs
Van Dyke and Ron Bekius— also
San Diego Navy School
played good ball.
Bill Stuiebergenmade 13
Lt. W. J. Droef, USN, formerly
Kazoo.
of Holland, recently became head
of a fire fighting school at the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kuyera
naval base at San Diego, Calif. LL
Home Economics Club
A family party was held last couple.
Drost, who has been in the Navy
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Friday evening in celebration of
Has Meeting at School
for 22 years, directs Instruction
the 45th wedding anniversary of Kuyers and family, Mr. and Mrs.
The Federal Home Economics at the school which trained more
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kuyers. Ed Kleinjans and family, Mr. and
The event was held in the base- Mrs. James Rotman and family, club met Wednesday evening at than 20,000 recruits in 1949.
All recruitsreceive 10 hours inment rooms of Ottawa Reformed Mr. and Mrs. John Alderink and Federal school. Following a busifamily, Mr. and Mrs. Al- ness meeting, Mrs. Carroll Nor struction in fire fighting. This is
church.
Dinner was served. A three-tier vin Zwiers, Mr. and Mrs. An- lin and Miss Lillian Van Tak con- an important part of recruit
cake centered the table. A gift thony Ver Hoeven and family and djeted a lesson on furniture ar- training, as the "greatest wartime
hazard aboard ships is fire,” Drost
rangement.
was presented to the honored Robert Kuyers.
Twenty one members were pre- said.
The officer, who enlistedin the
sent. Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Richard Van Dyke and Navy 22 years ago, recently comSupervisor of Nurses
Memorial
pleted eight years of sea duty. He
Mrs. Joe Drost.
Speaks to Local Group
Given by Allegan Family
New officersare Mm. Dan My- was commanderof a ship in the
aard, president;Mrs. Bartel Mul Pacific.His wife is the former
Allegan (Special)— Officers and
Mrs. William Eby, Ottawa counder, vice president; Mrs. Ralph Gertrude Homfeld, daughter of
vestrymen have been re-elected ty supervisor of nurses, spoke on Smeenge, secretary - treasurer Mr. and Mrs. John Homfeld of
by the Church of the Good Shep"Child Care and Training"at a Mrs. John Baldwin, recreational Holland. For many years she waf
herd parish. Ethol Stone, George
a linotype operator for the Holregular meeting of Women of the chairman, and Mrs. Harry De
Updyke, Floyd Holland and Tom
land City News and The Sentinel
Visser, new* reporter.
I

entire project,including architect
fees and new furnishings, will
Continued practices will aid
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
probablybfing the total cost to
DHIA and ABA work, poultry imRegistrar Paul E. Hinkamp, Dr.
$275,000 The school district has
provement, fruit growers' “twiClarenceDe Graaf, Prof. Jay E.
authorized a 13-year bond issue
light” meetings, spray services,
Folkert and Prof. Kenneth Wellat a maximum of 8 mills, but the
pruning and rodent control demler
represented
Hope
college
at
a
United Press sports writers,
board set up jls bonding program
onstrations,and promotingbetter
throughout West Michigan are meeting of the Michigan Associa- for nine years at an average of
understandingbetween rural find
tion of Church-Relatedcolleges.
about 5 mills for $225,000 At
toasting their hopes in the hot
urban groups.
The session was held at the UniMoose, Holland chapter 1010,
present, the district has $85,000 Cook were renamed vestrymen:
stove
league
on
a
Holland
man—
The 4-H program planning calls
versity of Michigan on. Tuesday.
Wednesdayevening in the lodge
in the building fund.
Stone
and
Updyke,
wardens,
John
for more county- wide- recreation George Zuverink—who is expected Rev. Hinkamp was
speaker
rooms.
Katherler, treasurer, and Cook,
and fellowship utilizingthe new to liven their interest in the forth- during one of the sessions.
Mrs. Eby emphasized health,
secretary.
Camp Kidwell for much of this
Miss Lucille Schutmaat of Holmental, social, emotional, spiritual
coming baseball season.
The Rev. L. Maxwell Brown anactivity,and at the same time,
land, student at Western Michinounced that a new stained glass and recreationaldevelopmentand
Zuverink of all the west state gan college, appears in the role of
raising money for continuedimearly graining. She also distribMr. and Mrs. Albert Mills motprovement which is the 4-H No. men who will attempt to crack Miss Rosen in the Collegeg Play- ored to Grand Rapids on Sunday window will soon be installed in uted pamphlets which explain
1 project Distrkn achievement the majors this spring, is the man ers' presentation of "The Late and attended the Mel Trotter mis- the sanctuaryby the Ethol Stone functions of the health departfamily as a memorial to the Wildays in the five extension areas
Christopher Bean.” The play sion jubilee conference at the
on everybody's list as most likely
kes family, pioneer members. It ment and its servicesto the comare in prospect, as well as comopened Thursday night and will Civic Auditorium.The Rev, Bob
will duplicate the Good Shepherd munity. v
to
succeed.
be repeated tonight .and Satur- Jones of California was the main
munity exhibits of summer club
Twenty four members were
medallion used on another sanctwork at church socials, reunions, Zuverink won 16 games and lost day.
speaker. Miss Charlotte Coplen uary window.
present at the session. Plans
Peter Van Ark, 340 Maple Ave., gave special music.
and the like. A county-wide4-H seven for the Oklahoma City InMrs. John Katherler was named were made to attend the midwintractor project,a county 4-H ser- dians last year and will leave for plans to leave Monday for LanIn the evening the Mills family president of St. Catherine's guild, ter conference at Battle Creek on
vice club, and additional tours, Tuscon. Ariz. Feb. 26, to report sing, where the State Association attended the City Rescue Mission.
and Mrs. Irving Weston, St. Mar- Jan. 29. The Holland lodge will
judging demonstrations,
and of- for spring trainingwith the Cleve- of Supervisorsis holding the an- Rev. Troop a Scotch minister,was
garet’s guild. Delegates to the di- participate in the ceremony. It
nual four-day convention. He will the guest speaker. The Salvation
ficer training are other plans in land Indians.
ocese convention in Grand Rapids was also announced that plans
the minds of club leader William
Zuverink heads the list of big also attend committee meetings. Army Band of Flint played sev- next week arc Mrs. Weston, Bob have been completedfor the new
MacLean and assistant county league candidates from this part
Mrs. C. J. Dregman is visiting eral selections.Miss Coplen sang.
Winchesterand John Van Melle. lodge kitchen. Purchase and inat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Allan
agent F Earl Haas.
The prayer and praise service with alternates,Mrs. Maxwell stallation of equipment was
of the state.
Haas has his year's work cut
Fans are pulling for Stubby B. Ayers, 309 West 11th St. She of the Maple Hill United Brethren Brown, Ralph Franz and E. B. authorized.
out for him in a large measure by Overmire, former Detroit Tiger has been there for 10 days.
church was held Thursday, with Killian.
Followingthe business session,
the expanding land use program pitcher, from nearby Frandville, Miss Lulu1 Harrington, 1653 Guy Shuck in charge.
refreshments were served by Mrs
which got under way the past to make a comeback with the St. South Shore Dr., has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Mills and family
Lenore Otting, Mrs; Marie Huff
year. He will be working closely Louis Browns.
from Rochester where she went had visitorsat their home this Bonnie Lee Lohman
and Mrs. Ruth Rummier. Prize
with ' committees of the Allegan
And supporters are plentiful for through the Mayo clinic. She week.
for the evening was won by Mrs.
Honored
on
Birthday
which among other things, plans Jack Weisenbergerof Muskegon stayed at the Kahler hotel, where
Members of the local U. B.
Rummier.
Mrs. Kenneth Lohman, route 1,
to extend rural fire protection, and Jimmie Command of Grand Kenneth Dean, formerlyof Hol- church are donating their time to
promote county zoning, conduct Rapids to make the grade.
land, is assistant manager. Miss making two new rooms for Sun- Hamilton,entertained Wednesday
a recreational survey, and make
However both Weisenberger Harrington is convalescing at day school classes in their new afternoon in honor of her daugh- Saagatuch Police Chief
ter, Bonnie Lee, who celebrated
Allegan — William Gore, a re
an intensive study of all the and Command appear to be a year home and will return to Rochester church basement
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pickering her third birthday anniversary. tired Michigan Police sergeant,
county's use of land, township by or so away from the big time.
in three weeks for a check-up.
township.
A daughter, Nancy Beth, was and family had visitorsat their Mrs. Russell Wolfe assistedthe has accepted appointmentas
chief of police in Saugatuck and
hostess.
Mary E. Bullis, home demonborn at St. Mary's hospitalThurs- home last week.
Attends
Pictures were taken of the will be named a deputy sheriff. He
strationagent, who, besidesaiding Local
day to Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Potts,
group and each guest received a was commander of the Alpena
963 Covell Rd., Grand Rapids. Marriage Licenses
the 4-H girls' projects, • has 502 Training Sessions
Michigan state police past when
firvor.
women in her 27 home economics
Mrs. Potts is the former Harriet
Ottawa County
Invited wore Randal Wolfe, he retired,and previously had
program. She plans leader trainMrs. Carl Harrington returned Hulst, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold Hassevoortand Jacque- Sandy and Larry Nienhuls, Sharon served in a similar job at Niles.
ing meetings on making a cotton Thursday night from Ann Arbor John Hulst, South Waverly Dr.
lyn Bear, both of route 2, West and Paul Jacobs, Janice Reimink,
Miss Jackie Boersma, daughter
dress, freezing foods, handling where she attended a three-day
Olive; Gordon Widing Grand HavMrs. Gerrit Schrotenboer, Mrs.
A pipeline system more than
property, preparationfor adult- training conference on vacation of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Boersma,
en, and Anna Benes, route 1, John Jacobs, Mrs. Ben Lohman 150,000 miles long is used by the
hood, and flowers. Special projects church schools.Mrs. Harrington 566 Lawndale Ct., has been pledgGrand Haven; Bernard Ter Horst and Mrs. Arnold Nienhuis.
petroleumindustry.
will cover various sewing tech- represented the Michigan confer- ed to Sigma Kappa sorority at
and Joy Ruth Jones, both of Holniques, gardening, landscaping, ence of the Methodist church. The Michigan State college. Miss Boer- land.
and Christmas decorations.Safety, Michigan Council of churches sma is a freshman student.
James H. Riemersma,Spring
Hospital Notes
roadside and home beautification sponsored the training course.
Lake, and Irene Berkompas, West
Admitted to Holland hospital Olive; Howard Sheffield, Spring
are this county's long-range goals
Representatives
various
by the women. A women's camp groups were organized into inter- Thursday were Mrs. Tien Marcus. Lake, and Patricia Campbell,
is planned, along with increasing denominationalteams which will 215 West 12th St.; Mrs. Ben
route 1, West Olive.
membership,especially among serve in spring institutes for Bruins, route 3, Hudsonville; Mrs.
Eugene Oooley and Muriel Venyoung homemakers.
training other local church lead- Harold Volkers, 92 East 22nd St.; der Wagen, both of route 1, FruitGeorge Kolean, route 4; Nicholas port.
With 6,839 people employed full ers.
time on Allegan County's 5,268
Help will be given in kinder- Hofsteen, 158 West 14th St.
James E. Ryan, Jr., Alma, and
DischargedThursday were Mrs. Marie Theresa Van Bragt, route
farms, extension service has be- garten, primary, junior and intercome a project of many interests. mediate departments and admin- Pedro Beltron and infant daugh- 4, Holland.
ter, route 6 Mrs. Dick Vliem, 50
It seeks to serve and unite people istration.
Harry Petter and Alida Poorof varied ancestry and backThe Rev. Harry Lord, Lansing West 22nd St.
tenga, both of Hudsonville.
Admitted to Holland hospital
ground to put this essentially director of the Michigan council
Allegan County
agriculturalarea at the top of the presided at conferences held in the Wednesday was Mrs. Louis De
Gordon Henry Stark, Kent City,
Kraker, 41 Aniline Ave.
list for good farming and good Methodist and Baptist churches.
and Martha Louise Blonshine,
DischargedWednesday were Plainwell; Alfred Lewis Bosch,
products.

New

George Zuverink

The winners went ahead 9-4 at
the first quarter,but the Jew
started hitting and narrowed the
difference to 27-26 at the half.
During the third quarter, the
collegiansscored 13 points to nine
for the locals, making the score
40-35.
Dell Koop of the Fraters and
Ken Hulst of the Jewelers each
racked up 20 points to divide eooring honors. Ron Bos was next
for the Fraters with 14. Tom
Vander Kuy scored eight for Fox.

Window

a

Local

June Bride-Elect

Maple Hill

Woman

In

Man Pleads Guilty

Saugatuck Break-in

Allegan (Special)—Three men
pleaded guilty to breaking and entering charges Thursday in circuit
court and will be sentenced next
Friday.
Frederick Robinson, 34, route
6, Holland, admitted breaking into the Boathouse tavern at Saugatuck. Judge Raymond Smith
placed him under $1,000 bond
which was not furnished.
Lawrence Kephart, 21, recently
of Kalamazoo, and Dallas Grant,
28, of Fennville, entered guilty
pleas to entering a Saugatuck
home on Dec. 8. Under questioning, Grant, who gave his hometown as Bussey, Iowa, admitted
he had served a previous jail term
about 10 years ago. .Kephart is
under $1,000 bond, and Grant, $5,000, neither of which were furnished.
Miss Ruth Ann Poppsn

Mr. and Mrs. John Poppen, Bethel Church Classes
route 5, Holland, announce the enPlan Combined Meeting
gagement of their daughter, Ruth
A Joint meeting will be held by
Ann, to the Rev. George C. Poppen, pastor of Ottawa Reformed three Bethel Reformed church
church. Rev. Poppen is the son of classes tonight in the church. The
the Rev. O. G. Poppen of Belmond, Adult Bible, Friendly Comer and
Iowa. A June wedding is plan- Do-Come-In classes will meet for
ned.

separate business sessions at 7:30
p.m. and will combine at 8 p.m.
A piece of radium will lose only for a program. The Rev. J. Kenhalf its radiating power in 1600 neth Hoffmasterwill officiate and
years.
special music will be presented. -

of

Allegan County Hospital
Surprise

Shower Fetes

Overcrowded, Head Says

January Bride-Elect

Allegan (Special)— Two beds in
single rooms, and use of sunMiss Joanne Kolenbrander, Jan- porches for bedrooms is the situauary bride-elect,was honored at tion at the county hospital,Leon
a surprise miscellaneous shower Godfrey, superintendent, said togiven Wednesday wening at the day. He said there were 45 cases
home of her mother, Mrs. Gary in a hospital where the capacity
Ter Beek, 187 West 19th St. The is 37.
hostess was assisted by Mrs. LilSince 90 per cent of the indig
lian Beyer and Misses Bea Ter ent cases are chronic ailments,
Beek and Barbara Kolenbrander.
no immediate relief to the over
A two-course lunch was served crowding is expected, he said.
after which games were played.
Prizes were won by Mrs. J. Dickerson, Mrs J. Kool, Mrs. Fred
Kolenbranderand Mrs. Art Lampee.
Guests were relatives of the
bride-electfrom Chicago Zeeland.

Bride-Elect

Allegan, Gobles, Hamilton and
Holland.
Invited were the Mesdames JKolenbrander, F. Jaarda, H. Wesseling, J. Koo H. Van Harn, G.
Jaarda, J. Joostberens, A. Jaarda,
G. Joostberens, A. Lampen, H

Ter Beek, William Zych, Tom
Beyer, Cal Van Wieren J. Dick-

Bowman, F.
Kolenbrander,A. Hoek and the

erson, J. Zqerhof, B.

Misses Eva Frye, Bea Ter Beek,
Barbara Kolenbranderand Hope
Beyer.

Mrs. Harold Karsten, 210 West
route 3, Holland, and Evelyn Gen11th St.; Mrs. Floyd Hemmeke zink, route 6, Holland.
and infant, 567 Graafschaproad;
Mrs. Preston Manting, 184 West
17th St.
Births included a daughter, Diane Gayle,
Wednesday to
Mr. and Mrs. John Gillette, Hamilton; a son, Glen Allen, bom
Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Brink, route 6; a son, Robert Thomas, bom Wednesday to

bom

Allegan
Births in Allegan Health Center
include a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Walker, Hopkins;a son to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nelson,
Grand Junction; a son to Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Flynn, Allegan; a son
to Mr. and Mrs. Don McMillan,
Caledonia; a daughterto Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Gibson, Allegan; a son
to Mr. and Mrs. Boone Cook, Allegan; a son to Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Tagg, Allegan; a son to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Sweet, Allegan; a
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McEwen, Hopkins; a son to Mr.
and Mrs. William Clark, Allegan.

Welding Society Plans

By Royal Neighbors

Meeting at Grandville

A. regular meeting of the Royal
Neighbors was held Thursday
evening in the club rooms with
new officers in charge. Mrs. Stel
Jr" Dore is the new oracle. Mrs.
/Anna Kreuger, a transfer from
the Saugatuck chapter, was welcomed as a new member.
During the business session,it
was decided to donate a sum of

money

Miss Elaine Todd Hemwall

Has Potlach Sapper
The

Ladies Bible class of First

Methodist church met Friday
evening at the church. Twenty
four were present. A potluck supper was served.
Mr. and Mrs. William LaBarge, Mrs. Earl Working led devo251 West 23rd St.; a son, bom tions and Mrs. Willis Haight, presWednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Peter ident, conducted the business
Jacobusse, route 4; a daughter, meeting. A calendarof meetings
Margaret,bom today to Mr. and was planned for the year.
Mrs. George Murry, apartment Mrs. George Jones was prize
A-3, Beach court.
winner during the social hour

Regular Meeting Held
.

Methodist Bible Class

Engagement Told

Introducing a

Great Load-Master !'105” Engine
It's

to the polio fund.
A social time followed. Games Austin High and Wilbur Wright
were played and prizes awarded. Junior college in Chicago. Mr.
Refreshments were served with Gilcrestattended Holland high
Mrs, Adeline Van Dam and com- school. The wedding will be an
mittee in charge.
event of Feb. 4.

mon Welding Problems” and

will

here

now

This great Load -Master Valve-inHead engine with 105 horsepower
enables you to speed up heavy-duty
schedules- complete moqe deliveries

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS

Miss Leola Jsane Van Koevsrlng
The engagement of Miss Leola

be demonstratedby photo elastic Jeane Van Koevering to Jack
stress analysis.
Oonjt is announced by her parents," Mr. and Mrs. George Van
Prince Charles Island, nearly Koeveringof Zeeland. Mr. Oonk's
as big as Connecticut, was dis- parents are Mr. and Mrs. John
covered just north of Hudson Bay Oonk, Jr., 121 East 22nd St, Hol-

in 1948.

it’s

performancefor your 1950 hauling.

The Western Michigan chapter
of the American Welding society
will have a dinner and business
meeting Monday at Crackers grill,

man, welding engineer from Battle
Creek. His subject will be "Com-

And

to give you a new high in on-the-job

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hem- Grandville.
Speaker will be John A. Bor-

wall, West 15th St., announce the
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Elaine Todd, to William
A. Qilcrest, HI, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Qilcrest, Jr., West
13th St. Miss Hemwall attended

the most powerful truck engine in

Chevrolet history!

land.

-Master Engine also de liven
more power with improvedperform-

Thrift

ance.

Come

in and look over these new

Chevrolet Trucks in the light of your

in less time. And for light- and medi-

own hauling needs. See all the important improvementsfor 1950. See how
Chevrolet offers just the model you
want-with more power and greater

um-duty hauling, Chevrolet’s famed

value' than ever!

THI HOLLAND CfTY

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

NEWS,

Sunday School

THURSDAY, JANUARY

It, 1950

Good
Old Days
In the

Lesson

Volleys

urer, who has been on the vestry
52 years.

From

Hope Fraternity

Hmmmm, so it was Robert Vermillion covered the story about
January 29, 1950
FOR THOSE who are sentimen- Harry Fleisher, the Purple gangThe Emersonianfraternity of
Unto All Men
ster who was captured down there
Acts 10:17-20,24. 34-43
A petitionhas been circulated tal about railroading— and there in Florida. And we understand Hope college held its winter
among the taxpayers protesting are plenty of us— there was a Vermillion has1 red hair and freck- formal party Friday evening at
By Henry Qeerlings
the Morton House, Grand Rapids.
against the renting of the second sight to see in Holland just before
The Acts is the one historical
les too. Anybody color blind?
Party theme was "Manhattan
floor
in
the
Van
Der
Veen
block
noon
Monday.
Twelve
old
steam
and missionarybook of the New
Memoirs." Program featuresinfor council rooms began a story hogs were being deadheadedto the
Rep.
Jerry
Ford,
in
commentTestament It covers a period of
in the July 1 issue of the Ottawa bonepile. To the unitiated, that ing on his complete disgust with cluded numbers by the Emmie
approximately thirty years immeCounty Times published in 1904 means that 12 steam locomotives the Secretaryof State's over-all quartet and a humorous skit, basdiately following the ascension of
by .M. G. Manting. It was signed were being hauled to a scrap com- Far Eastern policy, writes that ed on past experiencesin New
by a large number of business pany for salvage.
our Lord. In twenty eight brief
Will Rogers had a comment which York, by Bud Holman and Duane
!*»<.«
men and other tax payers bht peThe lineup was first spotted by seems to fit U.S. policy in China Sutfin. The two Emmie pianists,
chapters
it
recites
the
most
marHolland City New*
tition was of no avail as a con- V. A. Leslie of Grand rapids, who today: "In an international egg Herb Ritsema and Craig Van
PublishedEvery Thurs- velous missionary experiences in
tract had already been made.
Jday by the Sentinel
told the Ambusher he (Mr. Leslie) laying contest— our State depart- Zanten, concluded the musical
fPrlntlnj?Co. Office M-56 the historyof mankind. It begins
Miss Ora W. Murray of this city had served his apprenticeship in a ment would do more cackling than portion of tha program with a
West Eighth Street, Holis one of this year’s graduates at railroad round house.
with a handful of disciples in Jerany other country— and lay more piano duet.
land. Michigan.
the YpsilantlState Normal and
Takeoff on several radio perThe old passenger engines were eggs.”
usalem, awaiting the coming of
Entered as second class matter at
receives a life certificate. Other taken out of service when the PM
sonalitieswere included In the
the Holy Spirit, and by the time
the post office at Holland.Mich
graduates from this county are division of the C&O started using
Ford also passes on this bit of comedy features.A two-man show
under the Act of Congress.March 3, it ends it has shown us ChristianMattie Dekker and Marie L. Dek- stream-lined diesels on passenger terse verse he found in his mail describing frustration of a Man1879.
ity established in vast sections
ker, Zeeland; Agnes E. Brown, service.
last week. It's entitled "To the hattan housewife, was presented
of the known world.
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager
Coopersville,and Minnie E. Bird,
by Ed Kerle and Jack De Waard.
One must, of coufse, not stand Taxpayer" and runs thus:
Missions again? Yes, missions
Holland.— Grand Haven Tribune. in the way of progress, but the . 2 plus 2 piade 4
Faculty gusts wert Mr. and
Telephone— News Items 3193
again. The subject is bound to
John Blok of Grand Rapids and Ambusher has a difficult time
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191
Mrs. R. C.. Vanderham and Mr.
So we were told.'
come up as long as we make the
Miss Dena Knoll were married learning to love the whistle of a
and Mrs. H. Frissel. Jack Wickert
2 plus 2 make 5
Xhe publisher shall not be liable Bible the basis of our Sunday
Thursday night last at the home diesel. It’s so impersonal. There
and Canute Vander Meer were
for any error or errors in printing school lessons. The man who
The "planners" hold.
of the bride’s parents, Mr. and was once a time when the Amparty co-chairmen.
any advertising unless a proof of
2 plus 2 make
7
takes the atoning blood out of the
sUch advertisementshall have been
Mrs. H. Knoll, West 16th St., tha busher "knew" several engineers
Emmies and their guests were
Say
Demagogues
slick.
obtained by advertiser and returned Bible is the greatest offender,and
Rev. W. Wolvius officiating.
Don Inglis, Helen Dykstra,Merby the way they signalled.crossBut you have found
by him in time for correction with the man who takes missions out
The barn of John Van Rhee of ings and grades with their own
rill Noordhoff. Dorothy KranenWhen both were through
•uch errors or corrections noted of it is the next greatest offenJamestown was struck by light- distinctive two longs and two
plainly thereon;and In such case If
donk, Phil Feenstra, Marge AarThat 2 plus 2
any error so noted Is not corrected, der. We have come to see, at
ning a few days ago. Fire was shorts.
dema, Herb Ritsema, Marilyn
Has come out 2.
publishers liability shall not exceed least we hope we have, that we
started,but the barn was saved.
Experiments
Veldman, Jake De Young, Betty
such a proportion of the entire space are not permitted to mutilate the
Born to Mr. and Mrs. George
occupied by the error bears to the
Another railroad fan is no less
At your expense
Vande Wege, Gene Harsevoort,
Word
of
God.
so
as
to
take
the
whole space occupiedby such adverHeneveld, South Central Ave., on than Junius B. Wood. He watches
Lynn Van Weelden,Mr. and Mrs.
Has shrunk your dollar
parts of it that suit our fancy and
tisement
Monday a daughter.
the train schedules as a mother
To fifty cents.
Gerald Gnade, Ed Dunning,NJary
discard the remainder. It is amazBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Johannes watches the feeding schedule of a
Lou Hepp, Bob Draper, Mary
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year 52.00; Six months 31.25; ing what adverse attitudes men
Ter Beek, East Eighth St., on newly-born. Any time Die SentinFord also mentioned Willard C. Vander Ley, John Van Anrooy,
three months 75c; Single copy 5c. take toward missions in the face
Monday a daughter.
el fails to carry the times of ar- Withers of Holland and West Margaret De Valois.
Subscriptions payable In advance and of the clearest possibleunder• Sheriff H. J. Dykhuis has ap- rival and departurein a railroad Point Cadet Gerald J. Naber, also
Bob Van Dyke, Nancy Smith,
will be promptly discontinuedl» not
standing that every line of the
pointed J. C. Brown of this city story, one can always expect to be of Holland, were in Washington Richard Holman, Sylvia Lolkema,
renewed.
Bible
is
in
favor
of
them.
That
is
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
as a deputy sheriff, the latter be- upbraided by Mr. Wood.
last week. Naber had come with Harold Bos, Esther Schmidt,Mr.
reporting promptly any irregularity modernism of the rankest sort.
ing specialpolice at Jenison Park.
And now's as good a time as his regiment to attend funeral and Mrs. Bob Harper, Bob Pevla delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
The divine approval crowns the
At the Republicancounty con- any to tell you Sentinel readers services for General Hap Arnold. erly, Jean Cloetingh, Charles Vomission enterprise.That is what
vention, held Monday,* the follow- that Junius had as much to do
taw, May Korteling, Lloyd Dry,
AN UNFAIR PARALLEL
has kept it with us so long. Man
ing delegates from here were with the daylight service to ChiDick Wolters, Sentinel employe Betty Eskite, Canute Vander
by
nature
does
not
favor
missions.
ISome American Reds are makelected to attend the state conven- cago as any other person. He and inveterate bowler who plays Meer, Marilyn Failor, Jack Wick-,
He is too selfish for that, and mistion at Detroit yesterday: E. P. wrote to the C&O just when it in four leagues, threw identical ert. Marion Reichert, Dick Kruizing 1he speciousargument that
sions is about the first and last
Stephan, delegate at large; D. B. was bragging about what a great scores of 158 in three games re- enga, Jean Kranendonk,
the Communist countries have a
word in unselfishness. I do not
K. Van Raalte, P. ft. McBride,B. railroadit was and inquired about cently. Amateur mathematicians .Walter Boerman, Betty Boelperfect right to arrest, try, and know that any nation ever gave
Mulder. To the judicial convention the serviceone used to get around have been attemptingto deter- kins, Bob De Young, Vivian 'Voorpunish American nationals be- itself wholeheartedlyto the proto be held at Saginaw Sept. 6, N. here. The Ambusher saw copies of mine what the odds are against horst. Ken
Young. Jeanette
Whelan, A. Van Duren, George E. the exchange of letters long be- such a combination. At last re- Siderius,Bob Wagner, Edna
cause we claim the right to arrest, pagation of the gospel. When it
does the war clouds will begin to
Kollen, Charles McBride, G. J. fore a Chicago newspaper started port the figure was in the skeen Pierce, Dave Muyskens,Julia Bertry, and punish nationals from
disappear.
Diekema and L. Y. Devries were beating its chest about how it had billions. And even as regular a nius,
Brandt, Elisabeth
those countries.Why protest when
Recent years have seen the enelected from here. The convention got the new service.
bowler as Dick isn’t likely to bowl Schmidt, Howard Vanden Berg,
Hungary arrests Robert C. Vog- tire program of Christian missions
was in favor of Sheldon for state
The way Junius writes a letter enough games to test the theory. Barbara Hall, Dick Vender Heidt,
ejer, American executiveof the challenged.The challengehas
senator.
is a joy to any wordsmith. Deftly
Beth Thompson, Dick Stewart,
The salary of the postmaster at he dresses down his subject to
Internationa]Telephoneand Tele- been brought about through the
Friends agree that Ralph For- Shirley Wlllbrandt, Ray Zwemer,
Saugatuck has been increased proper size in relation to his sur- sten, 416 West 21st St., has the Mary Jo Modders, Freddy Banna.
graph company, when we are try- adoption of the thought that
from $1,000 to $1,100 with an ex- roundings and then has a little makings of a good archer, but he’s Betty Vanden Broek. Richard
ing Judith Coplon’s Russian boy- Christianityis just one more relitra allowance of $200 per year for man-to-man talk. That’s effective gotta learn a few things first.
friend with the unpronounceable gion and not the supreme revelaThompson, Dorine De Wolf.
fuel, light and rent.
name? And why object to the tion of God. Such a view tends to
with high brass— they can't hold
We’re told that Forsten took
Don De Young, Phyllis WierJohn Verwey and Miss Gertie out against such as Junius.
proeeci|tion of Israel Jacobson, weaken the enthusiasm and Inhis place along with other mem- enga, Ken Erickson, Marcia BergBontekoe were married Thursday
head of the American joint dis- terest of the church in missions.
bers of the Archery club in Hol- horst, Bill Finlaw, Doris Haringafternoon the Rev. D. R. Drukker
tributioncommitteeoffice in Hun- The tendency of foreign peoples
John Arendshorst, who is vaca- land high gym last week. It was sma, Bill Van’t Hof, Dot Vader,
officiating.
gary, when we assume the full to accept western civilization
tioning in St. Petersburg,Fla., the first time he held a bow and Ray Lee, Shirley Hungerink,
The plan* and specificationsfor has turned out to be quite a col- arrow.
right to arrest a similar official with its commercialismand pagan
Jack De Waard, Helena GiU,
from a Communist country if we tendencies and to ignore the Chris- The A. K. Zlnn trophy will be biggest and best yet according to the creamery at FillmoreCenter umnist. Like any enthusiasticvaHe released the arrow and Kenneth Otto, Nella Pyle, Walter
think he has broken our laws tian message has contributed to awarded for the beet egg entry Milton J. Ten Have of East Sau- have been completed by Archi- cationer, John extolls the sunshine "zing” it hit the target. .
Scholten, Kathleen Kempers,
the crisis in missions. While our
while here?
Only it was the wrong target. Russell Van Dyke. Esther Kinney,
gatuck, publicity chairman.Many tect James Price and bids will be and the nice weather. He said
In the breeders class nt the MichThe answer is of course that faithful Christian missionaries
entriesare expected from Ottawa received at his office July 8. The touristswere coming in but were It went right through a window Hank Meyer, Jeanne Ver Beek,
there can be no objection to the have been carryingthe gdspel of igan State Chick and Egg show and Allegan counties since this is building will have a cement foun- not filling up all the new motels overhead and kept right on going! Eddie Kerle, Cathy Wines, Hugh
arrest of any American citizen in love and service to non-Christian during Farmers’ Week. Townline the most centralized poultry pro- dation and walls and will be 30 x which are being built. He said
Campbell, Muriel Droppers,Bill
any foreign country, Communist peoples, our commercialrepresent- Poultry farm of Zeeland has won ducing area in the state. Persons 60 feet in size. The company will there are too many vacancy signs
Smith, Virginia Hesse, Jack De
or democratic. Americans abroad atives have been dispensing less the trophy two times and If it is interestedin further details should start out with the best of pros- out. The rates are still high, but
Wolf, Annette Siderius, Mr. and
are subject to the laws of the wholesome views and attitudes winner again In 1950, win take write to the poultry science club pects having about 760 cows he expects competition will bring
Mrs. Laurence Mase, Craig Van
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
countries in which they travel or and creating unfavorablere- permanent possession. The Chick at Michigan State college to ob- promised by patrons so far.
them down soon.
Zantert, Judy Mulder, Richard
Mothers of children taught by
The yacht "Black Cat,” sailed
do business.American nationals in sponses toward the better ele- and Egg show promises to be the tain a show catalogue.
said St. PetersburgIs
Leppink, Barbara Soper, Richard
by Warren Everett, capsized in known as a city of churches— but Miss Betty Brinkman at Beech- Miller, Geraldine Hobler.
the diplomatic service enjoy the ments in the Occident.
same immunities that similar perthe bay Saturday and the skipper there is no Reformed or Christian wood school were entertained at
The responsibility
of the church
sons from other countries enjoy to carry the message of the gospel
and his boat were picked up by Reformed church there.
a tea last Wednesday at the home
the steamer Gladys.
here. Ail others are subject to the does not rest upon a superficial
laws of the lands in which they test of success nor upon an unWilliam Borgman and family of
What's more interesting, he of Mrs. Henry Overbeek,105 Gorfind themselves.
Hamiltonreturned yesterday from enclosed a clipping from a St. don St. Mrs. Clarence Overbeek
favorable reception on the part of
We would not toleratedictation those to whom the message Is bean extended visit to relativesin Pete newspaper which ran a assisted the hostess. Thirteen
Orange City, la.
from foreign countries in the pros- ing carried. The church’s obliga“What Is a Trillion"contest after mothers attended.
ecution of nationals from those tion to make Christ known to the
The clerks at tiie dry goods President Truman spoke of tril- Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Baker,
Mrs. Nina Daugherty presentcountries who have been arrested entire world rests upon the misstore of Du Mez Bros, were enter- lions fn his recent message. Here route 4, were at Boyne Mountain
ed a program of modern English
while here. We should not pre- sionary command of Jesus which
tained Friday evening. Refresh- are some of the answers:
for skiing last week-end.
Butts Kool, who played basketpoetry at the Yadnom club meetsume to dictate to the justicede- has not been repealed.
ments
were served on the third
Lt. (jg) Robert Schoonard, ball for Holland Christian last
ing Monday in the home of Mrs.
partments of other lands. It is at
floor of the block and later a
Were there no great commis- Irene Ver Hulst, 309 College Ave.
H.D.C.— "Since coming to Flor- USNR, son of Mr. and Mrs. For- season, led the Calvin college
least conceivable that American sion to inspire Christians to share
trolleyride was taken to Maca- ida I am conscious of the new est Schoonard of Allegan, is cur- freshman team to a 52-47 victory
She began her program with a
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
citizens abroad can break laws.
tawa Park. The guests were the three-cent sales tax. It takes 140 rently serving with Composite against the Hope frosh in a prethe gospel with other peoples, we poem by Wilford Owen, "DisMrs. Lizzie Feige visited the
But we have a right to insist on would still be impelled by the
abled,” a desperate cry against first of the week in Grand Rapids Misses Dena Dunnewind, Henriet- pennies to weigh a pound, or about Squadron 21 at the Naval air sta- liminary game at Burton gym
an open trial that can be attended spirit of brotherhood to give to
ta Kronemeyer, Reka Cook, Anna 14 million pennies to make a 50- tion, San Diego, Calif. The squad- Tuesday night.
war. She gave "The Unknown Citby representativesfrom our diplo- those who lack the blessings of
with relatives.
Dunnewind, Mamie Nauta, Hen- ton carload.If a train of 50 such ron is engaged in a training proAlthough the Dutch stayed
izen," by W. H. Auden, who is dematic service. We do not insist Christianity,which we have inThe Parents club have had a rietta Kerkhof, Theresa Van Vui- cars left Washington every hour, gram to familiarizemembers with with the Knight frosh for the first
voted to poetry and communism;
that such Americans as Vogeler herited through the church.
"The Listener” and "Old Susan” telephone installed in the Douglas pon, Nellie Smith, Reka Kamfer- night and day, starting Feb. 1, the latest anti-submarine warfare half and a part of the second half,
and Jacobson should not be arbeek, Mary Elenbaas, Mrs. Brink- 1950, bringing to Florida sixteen methods and in usin# electronics Calvin was able to take advanTe reflex value on the home by Walter De !a Mare, who "clings school building.
rested and tried. But we do insist, church would also lead us to share
billion, eight hundred million pen- in under-waterdetection.Schoon- tage of many pass Interceptions
to the memory of childhood and
The Douglas Music Study club man, Klaas Prins and P. Prins.
and should do so, that the charges the Christian message with those
The wedding of George Nichols nies every day, it would take un- ard's wife is the former Marguer- and turn them into scores. The
the dignity of the individual.”
will be entertained Thursday
against them be aired in open who do not have it. It has been the
home team v ent ahead 39-30 midOther poems presented by Mrs. evening, in the home of Mrs. John and Miss Inez Harrington took til May 23, 1966, to deliver them ite Vermurlen of Holland.
court, and that when arrested our experience of congregations and
Two Holland students will be way in the second half and stayDaugher^v were "Dark Song" and Kent. Mrs. ClarenceEllinger will place Wednesday evening at the providing Mr. Truman used the
nationals shall have a full oppor- denominations that those who
"By the Lake” from the hard-to- assist Mrs. Kent. Mrs. Thomas home of the bride’s parents, Mr. Taft-Hartley law or its successor graduated from Western Michi- ed out front the rest of the game.
tunity to defend themselves.
and Mrs. Wilbert Harrington, to prevent any railroad or coal gan college, Kalamazoo, at the
have the deepest interestin mak- interpret poetry of Edith Sitwell; Gifford is program leader.
The count was 25-23 in Calvin’s
‘We give that right to any for- ing Christ known to others have
south of the city.
strikes."
end of the fall semester, Feb. favor at the half.
"The Little Red Fox" by Elizabeth
Don
Bird
has
returned
to
his
eign nationals who appear in our the richest experienceof Christ
John Van Dommelen of Grand
4. They are Theodore Clifford Frank Breen was high for Hope
Goudge; "The Travelers” and home after visiting his grandcourts. Russia or Hungary or any
Mrs. R.T. — “Change a trillion Brandt, who will receive a bach- with 16 points., Kool made 15
in their own life.
"Outside and In” by C. D. Lewis, mother, Mrs. Cora Campbell at Rapids and Mrs. Minnie Moerdyk
other Communist nation may do
were married Tuesday afternoon dollars into quarters and you elor of science degree and state points for Calvin.
Most of us, as soon as we hear and "Sea Fever” by John Mase- Idlease.
all in its power to achieve acquitat the home of Dr. B. J. De Vries could fill up Mirror Lake and secondary provisional certificate,
the word missions, let our minds field.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Van Wytal for one of its nationals arrun across the sea to India. Africa,
Refreshmentsand a social hour nen have rented the home of Mr. brother of the bride. The Rev. j! make a parking lot. (Note— I do and Paul M. Kleis, who will rerested here. America would not Japan, and other faraway counT. Bergen performed the cere- not advocate the move.)”
followed the program.
ceive a bachelor of arts degree.
and Mrs. Ralph Miller while the mony.
be living up to its responsibilities
tries. But we have home missions,
to
Mr and Mrs. Ben L. Van Lente
Mrs. Georgene Brown presided .Millers are in Florida. Mrs. Van
if it did not demand the same
H.R.F.— "If an electric fan could and Paul Van Lente attended
and also inner missions. What we at the business meeting. A letter Wyncn was formerly Miss Mirights in the case of American
be built to last that long and the their insurance company’s annual
must try to do is to realize that was read thanking the club for haiy, a teacher in the school.
citizens being tried abroad. Any
blades turned at 1200 rpm, it convention in Lansing on Monday.
doing missionarywork is giving cookies sent to Percy Jones hosMrs. Fred Thorsen and Mrs.
country that refuses us that right
would have to run steadily night Mr. Van Lente was given a special
the gospel to men and women any- pital. The club decided to donate Walter Whiteman will be hostessforfeits the right to diplomatic
(From Friday's Sentinel)
and day for 1,500 years before it award as one of the top agents
where and everywhere regardless to a fund for the purchaseof a es to members of the Past Marelations with us.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Meyaard would have turned over a trillion
Holland basketball fans are goof distance or anything else.
refrigerator
for
Dr.
Margaret
in the state. The Van Lentes retrons club of Douglas chapter. and family of Oakland were dinAmericans abroad must be protimes.”
ing to get relief from the hardWe
would
be
better off if we Rottschaefer’s mission in India.
turned
to Holland Monday night.
Thursday,
Feb.
8,
in
the
Thorsen
tected sternly and with all of Amner guests at the home of Mr. and
did not speak of home and foreign
The next club meeting will be
William L. Reeve has been sitting bleachers at ihe Armory.
,
erica's power if we are not to lose
Mrs. Bert Meyaard in Zeeland.
Miss C.C. — "In a trillion minWilliam A. Sikkel, president of
missions but simply of missions. held Feb. 13 at the home of Mrs.
In conjunction with the March
the respect of the world. The AmThe Rev. Harmon Kuizenga and utes we could hear 66,666,666,666elected vice president of Zeta Psi the Armory board of control,anThere
are people in our own land, Henrietta Lokkor a id Miss Laura of Dimes drive, htere will be a
fraternity
at
University
of
Micherica Reds who argue agairet this
Elder William Blauwkamp attend- radio programs of 15 minutes
and millions of them, who need Knooihuizen, 229 West 12th St.
igan, Ann Arbor. Reeve, a junior nounced today that the state has
smorgasbord supper at the Con- ed the classis Zeeland in the new each."
policy haven’t a leg to stand on.
the gospel quite as badly as those
majoringin chemical engineering, approvedpurchase of new bleachgregational church, Saturday in Immanuel Christian Reformed
er boards.
who live on the other side of the
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
the church parlors, 5:30 to 8:30 church in Hudsonville.
Mrs. F.W.— "One next to nothSikkel added that the purchase
earth. Wo have heathen right here Birthday Party Given
p.m The entire proceeds from A number of local people at- ing. Get it? I (one) next to 000,- C. Reeve, 585 Elmdale Ct.
will be made as soon as possible
in America, and many of them
Keith
A.
Nieboer,
petty
officer
this will be added to the ‘Polio tended the funeral of Mrs. Jane
For Bruce Stegenga
000,000,000 (nothing)”
and it is hoped the new boards
have come from those faraway
second class, aerographer’s mate,
contributionsfrom Saugatuck and Boerman of Bentheim last Monmay yet be available this season.
countries.
was high man in the class which
day.
Bruce Stegenga was guest of Douglas.
The present boards have been
D.C.W.— "A trillion divided evThere are some things we can honoi at a party Monday afterspecial
The Home Extensiongroup for
Mr. and Mrs. Evart Vis and enly among all Communists in recentlycompleted
in use for 20 years and have bedo for the cause of missions as it noon given by his mother, Mrs. the SaugatucK-Douglas Ladies daughter, Jennie of Zeeland, had
course at the Naval Air Technical
Russia would make every one of Training unit at Lakehurst,N.J, come "uncomfortable and dangeris carried on abroad. First, we George -Stegenga, 46 West 21st
met Friday afternoonin the as guests Mr. and Mrs. Edward them a capitalist”
ous” lately, Sikkel said.
Holland high school students can be friendly to that work. It St., oh his 10th birthday anniver- American Legion hall in Sauga- Hulst of Oakland Thursday eveNieboer,who has been in the
found their serious-minded exam has always seemed strange that sary. Prize for games was award- tuck.
Navy three and one-halfyears,
ning.
Mrs. D.L— "A trillion'seasy to
schedule enlivened by an unex- we in the church are often heard ed to David Houtman.
Mrs Wallace Williams is in Miss AntoinetteOverbeek of define, ask any weary mother— has been with the weather bureau Mr*. John Van Peeren
pected chance-stop
Gene to speak against sending the gosA large birthday cake and Flint as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Overisel gave special music last It's just the ’don’ts’ and Ws' each at Norfolk, Va., nearly the entire
Autry, the rootin’ tootin’ cowboy pel abroad. If we are not friendly favors decorated the table at
Harry Williams and other rela- Sunday evening at the Young day admonished to Sis and Broth- time. The special course taught Die* of Heart Attack
hero of the young in heart.
toward it there is nothing else we which a two-course lunch was tives.
fundamentalsand intricaciesfor
People’s meeting at Oakland er.”
Mrs. John Van Peeren, 66, died
' The film and radio star, en will do to further it.
forecastingweather for both
served.
The Altar and Rosary society Christian Reformed church. She
of
a heart attack Monday mornroute to Grand Rapids stopped
Second, we can prajl for it. Our
ground and aircraftoperation.
Guests, includingmembers of of St. Peter's Catholic church played two piano selections.
For the last week or so, visitors
ing at her home, 818 North Shore
for his coffee and was immedi- missionaries need onr prayers. Cub pack 5. den 1, of Longfellow has elected the following officers
Nieboer
is
a
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The Steven Welters were visi- to Holland hospital have been enately surroundedby admiring stu- They tell us they can tell when
Jack Nieboer, route 2. His wife is Dr. She was born in the Netherschool, were Mrs, Richard Speet, for the’ coming year: president, tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs
tering again at the front door. It
dents, fresh out of exams. And we are praying. Their work goes den mother, Kirtland Speet, Donthe former Joan Pippel of Zeeland. lands April 11, 1883, to the late
Mrs. Agnes Kline; vice president, John Heck of Bentheim.
was a welcome change from using
Mr. and Mrs. John Lupkie. She
there were quite a few faculty better.If we pray for it we will ald Housenga. David Houtman
Hospital Notes
Mrs. Edward Archambeau; secrethe rear door which led to labymembers in the crowd.
find ourselves helping in other and Terry Brower; also David
..Admitted to Holland hospital has lived here for the last 18
tary, Mrs. John Kiss; second
rinthine halls and makeshift reAutry was decked out in a light ways.
Tuesday were Lloyd Ter Beek, years.
Jacobusse,Lloyd Jacobusse and secretary, Miss Loretta Biller; Hope Debaters Hosts
ception- rooms. But the men who
brown cowboy outfit, complete
Surviving are the. husband;
Third, we can give of our money Judy Stegenga.
301 West 22nd St.; • Mrs. Arthur
treasurer, Mrs.’ Joseph Dempski; To Kalamazoo Teams .
tore up the lobby.’ did a good job
with 10-gallon hat.
for it. The gospel is free blit it
Woodwyk, route 5; Mrs. Abe Van three sisters, Mrs. L. Cornelia of
Mrs. Frances Goshom, chairman
in putting it together again. For
An autographstampede was on takes money to send it abroad.
Belgium and Mrs. H. Slingerland
Sunshine committee; Mrs.* Ray- • The Hope college debaters were a time, all was confusion In a Langen, 75 West 13th St; Howard
and followed the cowboy song- We could do more work if we Christian Veterans Choir
and Mrs. T. Beute of Delft, the
mond Stitt, publicity chairman. hosts to the Kalamazoocollege welter of torn up- wires, floors and Becksfort route 6
Netherlands,and three brothers,
singer out to his station wagon had more money to do it with. We
Discharged
Monday
were
Mrs.
For ihe past ‘year there has debaters on Saturday. Two de- whatnot. Now, with the bleached
parked in front. Police were call- ought to give regularly for the To Present Concert Here
Albertus, Hendrick and Gerrit H.
Walter
Hoek,
route
6;
Patty
Ann
been a change in the management bates were held in the afternoon woodwork which lends a cheerful
ed to keep traffic moving. Some of church that is at work on the
The Christian Veterans choir of of the Community hospital,Doug-' after which dinner was served at tone, the lobby awaits arrival of Dyjtema,156 East 10th St.; Mrs Lupkie, all of Delft, the Netherthe girls simply thrust their hands other side of the globe.
George Murray and daughter, lands.
Grand Rapids will present a pro- las. Instead of renting, the board the Temple building.
only a few more pieces of furniinto the car window for an autoFourth, we can acquaint our- gram in the Central Avenue of directors have taken over the
In the. evening both squads at- ture before everythingis ship- Beach court;. Mrs. Gerald Jaarda
graph in bright red ink.
selves with missionary work both Christian Reformed church Wedand daughter, 168 East 37th St.; Mr*. Hirari Vande Bunte
control and it has been a suc- tended the Hope-Kalamazoo bas- shape.
“Now you’re branded,” Autry at home and abroad. The reason nesday at 8 p.m. The choir, form- cessful plan. Many Unprovements ketball game. Dr. Ethel Kaump,
Mrs. William A. LaBarge and son,
would say in his easy-going drawl. we do not live more and pray more
251 West 23rd St
Die* Following Illness
erly the Veterans choir of Calvin have been made and it is in better head of the speech department at
Add to plaudits lor Otto KramHia horse Champion followed for it Is because we do not have college, is directed by Albert
shape
than
ever
before. On the Kalamazoo college, accompanied er, subject of a "bouquet"editorlater with the rest of his 25-mem- any idea of the wonderful success
Zeeland (Special)— Mrs. Hiram
Smith. This will be their first
ial this week for his 58 years of Fire Engines Called
ber company that included the that attends the labors of our mis- concert of the season in this dis- dollar drive, ' $5,000 Was received the Kalamazoo teams.
Vande Bunte, 52, died early Tuesand more contributions are comStudents debating for Hope active participation in the busiFiremen were called to the Aar- day at home in Jamestown folMelody Ranchers.
sionaries.
trict. The program is being, spon- ing in. The community hospital is college were David A. Coleman
ness life of Holland:He also has on Shuck residence at 288 West lowing an illness of several
The troupe appeared In Michisored by the Sunday school of a self supportinginstitution.
and Elton Bruins, „ Charles W. completed50 years as vestryman 13th St., early this afternoon months. Surviving are the husgan City, Ind., Monday and is curThe southwest region has 10 the church.
Link and William Kloote, Guy at Grace Episcopal church and has when smoke appeared to be com- band; one sister, Mrs. Edward Nyrently on a two-month tour of the of the 13 varietiesof rattlesnakes
Unused power will slip imper- VanderJagt and Philip Gifford, been re-elected for a 51st year. in from between partitionsin the kamp of Grand Rapids; three
States and sections of known to exist in the United First steel made in Afherica was
ceptibly into the hands of an- and Richard J. Kruizenga and Another Veteran vestryman is W. house. However, after investiganephews, Robert, Phillip and DonStates.
made in Connecticutin 1728.
other.— Heiden.
Charles Wissink.
Roy Stevenson,-first parish treas- tion, firemen did not find any fire. ald Nykamp of Grand Rapids.
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Legionnaires Back Legion Auxiliary

r

-

Federal School
‘

Two-Way

Tie

month and
future plans were reviewedat a
meeting of the American Legion
Auxiliary Monday evening. The
monthly session wai held in the
Activities of the last

For Second Place
Aldington

to

Appear

•

At Armory Saturday;

GAR

Easy Washers

Two Overtimes

f

rington 20-18 in a crucial gamt

Thursday afternoon in

M'
Ben

L.

Van Lente, who has been

an insuransce agent in Holland for

23 years, handles a completeline
of insurance. He writes automobile Insurance for State Farm
Mutual, which Is one of the largest auto insurancecompanies in
the world. The many policy holders of State Farm Mutual in this
community are benefitting from

Henry

room, City- hall. Mrs.

Agent 23 Years

After

Wins

Federal school defeated Har-

Reviews Plans
In

Van Lente Local

Essenburg Sells

Klomparens presided.Pledge to
the colors and reading of the preamble opened the meeting.

Mike Essenburgowns and manages EssenburgElectric Co. located at 51 West Eighth St. Among
the Items sold by Essenburgin the
two modernizedbuildings are
Easy washing machines, the popular machine with the spindrier
and splralator.
The splralatorhas exclusive
roll-over washing sctlon which
keeps the clothes moving in A

North

Shore gym. Federal now leads the
Suburban league with Harrington
in

second place.

The

regulation game Thursday
ended 18-18 and two two-ntfnuta
overtimes were necessary.
High scorer for Federal was
Paul Beukema with 9 points.Ray

Havlland, Harrington student who
recently moved here from New
Mrs. Vaughn Harmon, repre
York, had 9 points for the loaers.
The Holland Legionnaires 56-39 sentative of the Junior Chamber
gentle
rhythmic
spiral
path
In a prelim the Harringtonrethe lowest rates now available in
triumph over Ludington last Sat- of Commerce Auxiliary, was prethroughoutthe entire tub. Every serves defeated Federal’*seconds,
the
auto
insurance
field.
Van
sent
to
announce
plans
for
the
pourday night moved the locals
per cent of the autos insured in piece gets equal washing action. 17-4.
back into a tie with Schultz Mo- lio benefitdance on Jan. 28 in the
Ottawa county arc now insured in It speeds up washing, makes room
ballroom of the VFW club house.
tors of Grand Haven for second
for more clothes and prevent*
It Is estimatedthat American
State Farm Mutual.
Letters were read from veterplace In the West Michigan bastangling wear and tear for con- tourists traveling In Canada In
Van
Lente
also
handles
fire
and
ans who received Christmas gift*
tinuous one-way motion.
ketball league.
1948 spent a quarter of a billion
life insurance for State Farm.
The Easy spindriernow has dollara.
League competition moves into from the Auxiliary. Mr*. J.
The
Tsiplet
Life
Insurance
policy
boom reported on the current esthree extra value features. The
the second round this week and
is a flexible20 pay policy. Van
say contest and Mrs. J. Cook,
exclusive "cleanflow” filter cleans
Ludington will come to Holland
Lente states it has ordinary life,
sunshinechairman, reported that
the water before it washes your
Saturday night. That contest will
20 pay life and retirement income
plants were sent to four ill memclothes. It filters out rust and
be played at the Armory.
features, all in one policy. The
bers during December. Christmas
other impuritiesin the water.
Whitehall, a surprisevictor over
policy is designed to fit the needs
cards were sent to all gold star
Recojditioned and
The automatic spin-rinse makes
Schultz Motors last week, travels
and
the
purse'
of
the
average
permothers, according to Mrs. A.
clothes bright in three minutes
to Grand Haven for
return
Guarantetd Used Can
son.
Dogger.
with only three gallons of warm
game with the Motors Wednesday
There is also the Special OrdinIt was announced that a joint
water.
All
you
do
Is
turn
a
tap
night and Besteman’s Produce and
ary policy which gives the maxiSTANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
meeting with the Legion will be
Creston Body tangle in the other
mum amount of coverage at mini- and fresh rinse water needleheld Feb. 8 at the Boat and Canoe
sprays
a
full
load
of
clothes
right
Washing
Greasing
game at Grand Rapids Saturday club. It was voted to send $25 to
mum cost. Mr. Van Lente urges
in the spinningbasket.
night
all young people and home owners
Simonizing
Grand Rapids facility for enterFinger-tip control faucets lightBesteman's lost its first game
with mortgaged property to in
tainment and supplies. Mrs. C.
en
your
washday
labor.
One
fauof the season to Pastoor Bros. Kosten reportedthat the recent
M-21 and Wavarfy Road
Manufacturing heads of H. J. pany. Among those attending the mick, factory manager here; P. K. quire about this low cost protec cet fills the tub then swings over
Monday night at Grand Rapids.
tioo.
He
will
be
glad
to
explain
Shoemaker,
general
manager
of
white elephant auction netted $17.
Phones 66360 and 67221
Hein* company’s factories conference were C. B. McCormick manufacturing; H. E. McKinley, thus economical protection plan to basket to supply fresh water for
However, the Produce defeated
Followingthe business session,
and P. N. Frank. They are shown
the automatic spin-rinse. The
that same Pastoor outfit earlier
throughout
the
United
States
refreshments were served by Mrs.
above with other Heinz manufac- manager, mid-west region; Frank, anyone who is interested
other faucet returns hot suds to
this season and have an unblemThe local agent informs home
have concluded a three-day man- turing heads, left to right: J. R. resident factory buyer here, and
H. Poppen and her committee.
washer tutf for a second loadished record in the West Michigan
agement conference at Pittsburgh, Bechtel, department head, salting J. I). McKinney, Muscatine, lu., owners interestedin saving 20 per drains rinse water Into sink, then
league.
cent on their fire insurance, that
house district operations; McCor- factory manager.
empties the washer when you’re
Bud Cheyne and Jim Command, Open House, PTA Meeting national headquarters of the comhe now represents the Pioneer Cothrough.
Besteman’sforwards are current
operative Fire Insurance Co. of
Planned at Beechwood
Stop at Essenburg’s for a washwas a Sunday guest of Mr. and Greenville,N Y. Thus is an old rely leading the league in scoring.
ing demonst:%tlon.
Mrs. Corneal Frtber and Marian.
Both have racked up 75 points in
liable , non -assessable fire insurA 1 combination PTA meeting
The company engages in serMr. and Mrs. Andrew Faber and
five games for a 15 point a game
and open house will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Spaman family of Holland were Sunday ance company.
vicing and prepairing motors and
average.
Paul B. Van I>cntc also Is work7:30 tonight at Beechwood school.
and family of Dunningville were evening guests at the C. Faber
electrical appliances and does
Felt of Whitehall is third in the
ing with his father us an agent
Interested fesidents of the school
recent Sunday guests of Mr. and home.
commercial and industrialwiring
scoring column with 65 points
for these companies.
district as well as parents of the
Mrs. Henry Spaman and family.
Anything you might want in the
Mrs Freda Wabeke and Nancy
followed
Holland’s Harve
area" are invited to attend the
Mrs. M. Wabeke of Holland wore Tuesday afternoon guests of
line of electrical appliances can be
Vi’n to "Actors” hr
Buter and Frank Fett of Schultz
meeting and to Inspect the new
‘Shaken Up’
obtainedat the store where Mr.
A 50 per cent increase in high spent several days at the home Mrs. John Vanden Brink of Zeeaddition to the school building. school driver training is indicated of Mr. and Mrs. C. Wabeke.
Mrs. Peter Botsis of 186 hake- Essenburg attractivelydisplays
land.
variety program has been by records of the Chevrolet MoMrs. H. Van Haitsma was s'
Harry Dunning was called to wood Blvd., was "skaken up" but his stock.
planned. Refreshments will be tor division which reveal 2,336 last week Wednesday afternoon Sharon. Wis., on Friday due to the not hurt seriously Friday evening
served by the social committee, Chevrolet sedans on loan to guest of Mrs. William Van Zoeren. illness of his brother, John Dun- at 8 p.m. in an accident on M-21.
was hooked onto a truck. Mrs.
including Mr. and Mrs. George schools by dealers. Jack Decker,
React Roofini
Lavern Boss, Marjorie Hoeve, ning who- suffered a stroke.
a mile and a half east of Hudson- Lohrberg Was flagging traffic but
Heeringa, chairmen, Mr. and Mrs. local Chevrolet dealer, said two and Ellen Wyngardenattendeda
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke. ville. According to Deputy John Mrs. Botsis said she didn’t know
PhoiMt 9051
Em 66734
Alvin Schulling and Mr. and Mrs. cars are being delivered in this Golden Chair CE executive com- Mr. and Mrs. Merton Wabeke and
DeVreo, Sr., Mr... Botsis struck a what for, DeVree said.
Gordon Kardux.
vicinity for the driver training mittee meeting on Monday even- daughterswere Sunday guests of stopped tractor driven by Merle
Recently-elected officersof the course. A Chevrolet was delivered ing at the home of Wayne Schip- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence South and Lohrbcrg of route 1, Caledonia.
PTA
are Ted Van Oosterhout, to Fennville high school Monday per of Ovorlsel.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin DeVreo said the tractor was
Repair All Kinds
president: Mrs. John Kleis, vice and one will be delivered to SauMrs. Ed Ver Hage and Mrs. Costing and family in Muskegon stopped to untanglea chain that
president;Mrs. Robert Kouw, gatuck soon.
Of Leaky Roofs!
Buikema of Grand Rapids were Heights.
secretary,and Joe Borgman, trea"Chevrolet is glad to co-operate Tuesday callers on Mrs. D. , C.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Faber were
"OUR REST" MOTOR OIL
We'll recover old roofs
surer. •
in this program because we be- Ver Hage of Zeeland.
last week Wednesday evening
like new . . . install new
lieve driver instructionin schools
Mr. and Mrs. M. P Wyngar- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred De
2 Gallon
is one of the most important con- den were Thursday evening guests Witt of Hudsonville.together they
ones reasonably. Estiwith 62 apiece In five games.
Can ...
tributionsto tiie future safety of of Mr and Mrs. G. De Vree
attended the dedication services
mates furnished promptStandings:
Mr. and Mrs. G. Van Noord of the Immanuel Christian ReL
Pet. travel," comments W. E. Fish,
ly.
1.000 general sales manager of Chevro- and family were Sunday afternoon formed church in Hudsonville.
Besteman’s............ 5
0
.600 let Motor division. Under an ar- callers on the Rev. and Mrs. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer J. Boss
2
Cars Called For and Delivered
Holland ................ 3
SUPER SERVICE
.600 rangement with the American C. Schaap and family of Allendale. and family of Grandvillc wore
2
Grand Haven . ...... 3
Automobile
association,
ChevroMrs.
K.
Pott
of
Holland
was
a
Monday
supper
guests
at
the
2
3
.400
Ludington ............
Michigan Avenue and f8th tt
The tier Ksidsr off ere many'
.200 let dealers supply dual-equipped last week Thursday supper guest Henry Boss home.
Whitehall ............. 1
4
eenrices for year pleasure.
.200 training cars to their local high of the Rev. and Mrs. John Pott
The Rev. John Pott preached on
4
Creston Body ........ 1
SUPER
SERVICE
The beat la draught an#
schools.
the following subjects on Sunday:
and family.
Don Hartgerlnk — Herm Blok
The local garage and show- Mrs. John Freriks is spending "Christ’s Lesson On True Greatbattled been and wines and
rooms recently underwent com- some time in Grand Rapids.
125 W 8th
Phone 7777
ness" and "Christs Prayer for
ehampagrea. Also, aon*
plete modernization. Biggest imHenry Vanden Bosch of Edger- Christian Unity.’
PRODUCTS
wtohes and snaeka AM
provement was the new 50 by 60- ton, Minn., spent a few days at
The local consistory met Monserved by trained employee*
29 Eait 6th Street
foot showroom and general office the home of his sister,Mrs. D. day evening.
Alr*ondltloneeand open
which replaced an outside gas G. Wyngarden.
Prayer meeting was held on
11100 A.M. until midnight
station. The old showroom now is
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Van Tuesday evening with the Rev.

Buter Leads Locals

FRED’S CAR LOT

a

—

Chevrolet Reports

Vriesland

Course Increase

by

Woman

RUN-DOWN ROOFS

A

Roiuii

-

.

We

s

MERCURY MADE

LUBRICATION

IB

CAR WASHING

W

DRAKE SERVICE

GEO.

MOOI

H.

...

ROOFINC CO.

' PHONE 3826

SCRAP
MATERIALS

Louis Padnos
IRON and M^TAl

CO

120 River Ave.

USED CARS
Come Over and See Our

STEERING

Selection

RECONDITIONEDand
GUARANTEED

SERVICE
The John Bean VISUALINER

Shows YOU- whether vour
car needs steering service

LINCOLN AVE.
GARAGE
881 Lincoln

Ave.

Phone 9210

and helps US do a faster,
more accurate job of cor-

the quarteis for an improved Zoeren of Grand Rapids were re- John Pott in charge.
parts department, centralizing cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Hubert Heyboer was CE leader
parts and suppliesat one location. Van Zoeren.
last week Wednesday evening.
The company also has a complete
Mr. and Mrs. G. De Vree were The topic discussed was "I Bebody shop and a large used car callers at the home of Mr. and lieve In Jesus Christ."The young
lot illuminatedat night with Mrs. C. Rynbrandt of Hudson- peoples' catechism class mot at
clusters of flood lights.

ville last week.

Stop in at the modern showroom and see the 1950 Chevrolet
on display, introducing the power
glide automatictransmission.
Chevroletfor 1950 brings you
the best of everything at low

Manufactureof a ton of paper
requires 135,000 gallons or about

Mr. and Mrs. H. Smallegan of
The Sewing Guild meets ThursHolland, Mr. and Mrs. H. Van day afternoon with Mrs. Henry
Haitsma, Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Roelofs as hostess.
Wyngarden of Vriesland were
The CE Golden Chain union
Wednesday callers on C. Van mooting will be held Thursday
Haitsma.
evening in the South Blendon ReMrs. D. C. Ver Hage and Marie formed church. The Rev. Biwood
Ver Hage of Zeeland were Thurs- Dunn. Michigan CE field secreday afternoon callerson Mrs. T. tary will show picturesof ChrisW. Van Haitsma.
tian Endeavor in action.
The Rev. and Mrs. R. C Schaap
The annual meeting of Camp
and family of Allendale were re- Geneva association will be held
cent supper gugests at the M. P. on Friday, at the Hope Reformed
Wyngarden home.
church of Grand Rapids.
Mrs. J G. J. Van Zoeren reThe Willing Workers will moot
turned to her home on Wednes- tonight at 7:45 p.m. with Mrs. G.
day after spending nearly a week Zuiverink and Mrs. L. Meengs as
at the Peter Leetsma in Grand joint hostesses.

540 tons of water.

Rapids.

cost— great beauty, finer performance with economy and outstanding driving ease, comfort and
safety.

More

than 92,000 streetcars,
electrictrolley coaches and buses
are used daily to carry U.S. transit passengers.

Qt

only takes a few minutes to

check your wheel alignment
on the

VISUALINER

.

With

.

FLOWERS
Driv

ia for o comp/tfo

WARM

FRIEND

FLOWERS

and a thorough

Geo. Vlnnems, owner

WsihlngtonSquare

You'll got quick torvicohorol

Decker Chevrolet, Inc.

12-14 W. 7th'

Service Department238G
221 River

Ave.

8t

Starting Monday, January
16th, Our

DODGE Job-RutcdTRUCKS

OPEN UNTIL 9
EVERY

TROPHY USED GARS
Sold With

A

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
EAST 8TH

8T.

Phone 6422
Your Bulck-PontiscDealer

Written Guarantee'
large selection to choose

P.M.

MONDAY

Used Car Lot Open
Every Night

160

Bonafido

Show Rooms

Will Be

-PlVmOUTH

DODGE

Hdlland, Mich.

Phone 66578

from

UNITED MOTOR SALES
723-33 Michigan Av«nue

Phone 7225

FOR BEST RESULTS
USE

SHELLANE
The Modern Bottled Gas

With

Sim Insurant

for

POULTRY BROODING

STATE FARM INSURANCE Offs.
BEN VAN LENTE, Agertt
tri’Cetiege Avenue

AUTO

Phene 7WI

—

—

UK

COMPLETE SERVICE
All

Makes

a

the

Locally Known Authors

VANDENBERG
SHELLANE
M-21 Between Holland-Zeeland

for at the Henry Wyngarden
home.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Wyngarden
were Wednesday evening guests at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. M.
Wyngarden of Hudsonville. They
also attendedthe dedication services of the Immanuel Christian
Reformed church together.
Sharon Lynne Faber of Holland

HADS

WARM

FRIERD

TAVERN

Sandwich-Soda Bar
PHONI

Haan Motor
25

HUDSON DEALER
W 9th Street Phone 7242

-

Fine Selection of

PETER

JOHN

ELZINGA A VOLKERS,

lie.

WALL PAPER
You’ll eelect
Papere for niches,

GENERAL C0NTRACTINI

borders, dadoesl

ENGINEERING

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
West
81 Phone

,

YOU

7997

Sales

home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss Appear in New Listing
50
8th
4811
in honor of Mrs. Boss’ birthday.
The funeral services of Mrs. Names of local authors appear
Corneal Van Haitsma were held in the new publication"Who
on Tuesday, Jan. 10, in the Vries- Knows— And What," rolea.sod last
land Reformed church. The Rev. week by the publishersof "Who's
John Pott officiated,Mrs. Gary Who in America."
Need for a reference book listSchermer and Mrs. A1 Kamps
sang. Burial took place in the ing "knowers" and their fields,
Vriesland cemetery. Relatives and specialtiesand conversances, are
friends then met at the C. Van the reasons behind the publicaHaitsma home. Those who attend- tion.
Miss Ruth Keppel. local musiced the funeral came from Lowell,
Grand Rapids, Holland,Zeeland. ian, appears in connection with
Beaverdam, Zutphen, Forest her book. "Trees to Tulips" and
Grove, Drenthe, and Vriesland.
also articleson music
Miss Metta Ross of Hope colThe Ladies’ Aid and Missionary
society met last week Thursday lege appears in recognitionof her
afternoon with the president,Mrs. articles on internationalrelations.
Others, locally known, appearJ. G. J. Van Zoeren. The meeting
was opened by the singing of a ing in the book include Dr. Arnold
Dutch psalm verse, Scripture and Mulder of Kalamaax college,
prayer by the president.The read- author of books. with the Dutch
ESPECIALLY WHEN ITS
ers were Mrs. H. Spaman, Mrs. theme; Dr. Theodore Yntema,
University
of
Chicago,
for
his
conH. Roelofs, and Mrs. Van Zoeren
Maple Grove Milk
and closing prayer was by Mrs. tribution to economic policy; Dr.
PHONE 2937
C. Faber. All of the old officers Paul Visscher of Cleveland, authwere re-elected: President, Mrs. or and researcher in science.
J. G. J. Van Zoeren; vice president Mrs. J. Pott; secretary, Mrs.
C. Faber, and treasurer, Mrs. H.
Roelofs. The missionaryoffering
was $28; silver $1.05 and birthday,
60 cents. Those present were Mrs.
J. G. J. Van Zoeren, Mrs. J. Pott,
Mrs. H. Roelofs, Mrs. C. Faber,
Miss Marie Ver Hage, Mrs. D. C.
Ver Hage, Mrs. H. Spaman, Mrs.
T. W. Van Haitsma, and Mrs. M.
P. Wyngarden. The next meeting
will be held on the second Thursday in February.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Morren were
Wednesday afternoon guests of
Mrs. D. C. Ver Hage of Zeeland
Mrs. Jack Wyngarden is confined with illness^ and is being cared

IMP
set River Ave.

’

OTTAWA AUTO SALES

R0AD

service

A

WINTER LUBRICATION

ENGINE TUNE-UP

(Ws

vyyy

8 p.m.

John Van Regenmorter was

Monday evening guest at

recting the trouble.
It

B.

St

ALWAYS BUYING

mCKOID

&

HARRISON’S

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCTION
Phone 2284

86 East 6th 8t

Hollind. Mich.

GOOD
BUY
FOR

GOOD

pul
9 East 10th

St.

PHONE

Comma

2326

Mention

WONT GO WRONG
with

LENNOX

DUTCH

Aik Any Ueer.

MILL
CATERING

FRESH BAKED GOODS

SERVICE

We Maintain
BANQUETS
LUNCHEONS
WEDDINGS
Lennox
Gas Conversion

BURNER

DUTCH MILL

HEATING

RESTAURANT

Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

Tasty Products

BRIDE PARTIES
INOUbTRIAL DINNERS
BUSINESS MEETINGS

HARRY KOOP
116 East 14th St
HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZEELAND PHONE 3147

High Quality

S Weat 8th

8t

Phone 2587

Holland. Mich.

At

FAIR PRICES

-

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
fHONE
CENTRAL
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Intramural Loops

f

THE HOLLAND CITY
x.

-

in the Hol-

land high school

intramural
leagues were played last week.
The Slaves, again led by Jim
Hillebrands,with 13 points, marked up their second victory of the
season by taking the Sweepsticks
36-11.

With scoring honors evenly distributed. the Stags defeated the
Elves by a 22-12 tally. It was the
first win of the season for the
Stags. Ron Walters led the losers
with eight points.
Two new teams added to the
Monday night league battled it
out and at the final horn, the
Marines were a 56-14 winner over
the Alley Cats. Dick Draper and
Gerald DeWeerd scored 22 and 24
points respectively for the win-

South Blendon
•

Jaycees to take over the ice skating project on the 19th St athletic field. The Youth Welfare
committee, John Benson, chairman, will be in charge.
President Heuveihorst also commented on "Operations Economy,”
state and national JCC project to
promote adoption of the Hoove)?

commissionreport

Elves

2
1

....................................

Steininger Twins

Marines .....................
1
Stags ....................................
0
Alley Cats ............................
0
Sweepsticks........................0

Have

Birthday Celebration
Jim

and Bill Steininger, twin
sons of Mr. and Mrs. John Steininger, route 1, celebrated their
11th birthday anniversary with a
party Monday.

Sunday afternoon in Jenison with
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Poskey.
Miss Evelyn Chris tier, teacher
of the lower grades at the local
school, was a supper guest last
Fridayw ith the family of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman. G. Vruggink.
Miss Hilda Stegeman was a dinner guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob A. Vruggink and Jimmy.
Mrs. Christine Wabeke was
surprised at her home last Thursday evening when her children
and grandchildren gathered in
honor of her 60th birthday. Those
present were the families of Mr.
and Mrs. U De Witt of Zeeland,
Mr and Mrs. Marvin Wabeke of
Hudsdnville, Mr. and Mrs. Egbert
Machiela of Borculo, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Wabeke of Zeeland, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Elzinga, Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Wabeke and Mr.
and Mrs. Justin Wabeke.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Van Heukelum and Marcia spent last Friday evening with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Heukelum
and sons at Kalamazoo.
Kenneth Ver. Beek of Oakland
was guest soloist at the church
service here Sunday evening.
The Rev. F. Ligtenbergserved
as moderator for the Beaverdam
Reformed church at a congregational meeting last Friday even,

During the business session It
was reported that the city recreation department has asked the

*

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey spent

television.

Standings:
Slaves

Membership Meet
A membership meeting was held
Tuesday evening by the Holland
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
President Eld Heuveihorstpresided at the dinner meeting held at
the Dutch Mill restaurant
Past President Ernest H. Phillips presented lapel pins to two
new members, Robert Greenhoe
and Harold Vande Bunte.
Howard Topp and Robert Bennett, vice presidents, were in
charge of the program. John
Swieringa presented an explanation, report and demonstrationof

At KoDand High

ners. •
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Held by Jaycees

Play Second Tits

Second-roundgames

NEWS,

Thanks,’ says Or. Milton E. Muelder of Michigan Stats college as
Richard E. Martin, presidentof the Exchange club at right, presents
him with a pair of wooden shoes, a traditional gesture of Holland to
all distinguishedvisitors. Dr. Muelder, who spent several years during the war and afterwards working on German administration,addressed members of the Exchange club and guests at the annual
Ladies Night
(DuSaar photo)

Allegan (SpeciaU—A total of
15,334 hospital bandages and
dressings of various types were
provided Allegan Health Center
by the units of the Women’s Hospital Service league, during 1949.
In addition,98 items for the nursery, including clothing and Hn-

were made.

en,

The

figures are part of an annual report compiled by Mrs. Ervin Andrews, chairman of the
public relationscommittee.
Other service include hundreds
of tray favors provided by a special committee; a library cart
which provides books and magazines to hospital patients; and
many purchases of equipment
Larger items include a washing
machine, ironer and exhaust fan
for the laundry, silverware,dishes,
two coffee services,and toaster,
bedspreads and ticking, and birth
certificates. Cash donation* to the
hospital were made by several
units.

The league finances Its purannual benefit in

chases by an

September, with the junior unit
sponsoring a' spring style show,
and ChristmasHolly Hop, to supMembers of the Manley Stege- port its particular projects of a
man family and other relatives nurse scholarship and the library
Games were played and reand friends are making several service.The annual membership
over the Rail Lers. Dan Haze- It's all repaired now. but this Is storm a week ago. Muskegon freshments were served.
trips to Grand Rapids to see Mrs.
brook led the victors with six how the battered metal stack workmen erected a gin pole next
Guests were Rob Stewart, Dadrive, which also goes into the
Stegeman who is a patient at St fund, is slated for February,
points while Ivan Immink and looked at Holland Color and to the stack to support It and to vid, Jim and Gil LaMar, David,
Mary’s hospital where last MonCharles Armstrong each scored Chemical Co. while <t was being allow steeplejacks to repair It Phyllis, and hfildred Enstam,
If
day night she submitted to an
four for the losers.
repaired.About 15 feet o! the 125- Work was completed Thursday. David Zoerman, LeRoy Fogerty,
emergency operation for appenRobert Bernecker, Ronald DisThe Wolyerines held the Aces to foot stack collapsed in -a wlnd- (Penna-Sas photo)
dicitis. Her condition is favorable.
brow, Lloyd Tinholt, Karla, Jean
two field goals while they piled in
Mrs. William Roberts, teacher
and Jim Tyink, Faye Brunsell,
46 points to gain a lopsided 46-4
of the upper grades in the local
Karen Stielstra, Ann Pierce, Joyce
victory. Team Captain Norman
"Germany is a country divided
school, was a supper guest last
Walters, Carl Weiss and the
Overbeek led scoring with 17
into four zones and surroundedby names were drawn for secret pals Friday at the home of Mr. and
guests of honor.
points.
The Qlemmies appeared the
hate,” Dr. Milton E. Muelder, and the meeting closed with sent- Mrs. George Vruggink and children.
team to beat as they easily won
head of the department of politi- ence prayers. Mrs. .James JoostAt the PTA meeting held last
their second straight game. This
berns and Joan served refreshcal science and public adfhinistraFriday evening at the school the
A charming musical program, of music at a radio station.Now
time it was a 44-6 decision from
ments.
tion at Michigan State college,
the Fighting Irish. Garry Visscher arranged by Miss Jantina Holle- a teacher in the Englewood,N.J.,
H. D. Strabbing, local chairman following program was given: A
Winter time activities and plana
told Exchangitesand guests at
swished 11 field goals to lead man of the Hope college faculty, music department,he some years
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
of the polio fund drive, reports playlet by Mrs. Willard Van Harn for future entertainments are octhe annual Ladies night Monday
and
Mrs.
C.
Rynsburger,
a
piano
scoring for the winners with 22
E. L. Leland is vacationing in
ago turned to piano for his own
that more than 25 canisters for
cupying the Blue Birds and Camp
night in the Warm Friend Tavern.
was presented Tuesday afternoon music career.
Florida for the winter months.
points. Bruce Van Voorst added 14
funds have been placed locally, in duet by Mary Lou Vruggink and Fire girls.
During
the
war
Dr.
Muelder
befor$ members of the Woman's
points.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Burgess
Mrs. Coburn, a native of Frankstores, offices, garages, service Ardith Kunzi, two songs by Janice
Sharon Deuitch reports that
In a nip-and-tuck contest, the Literary club. Miss Holleman lin, Pa., came to the concert stage and little son moved Wednesday worked with the Army > in the stations and restaurants, giving and Judy Klamer and a reading the Gaytime Blue Birds met at
planning
and
co-ordinati6n
of
Grave Diggers squeezed out a 19- played several piano selections after she won a scholarship among to their new home at Paw Paw.
everyone opportunityto contrib- by Mrs. N. Vander Wal.
Lincoln school where Mrs. Wilmilitary government and control
Mrs. Effie Vrugginkspent a few
15 decision over the Flop Shota. and introduced her madrigal sing- 400 contestantsto thr Juilliard
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sewers were
ute. There were 18 cases of polio
liam Pluim, leader, taught them
branch
in
Germany
from
January,
The score was tied 5-5 at the end ers. Her brief remarks about the School of Music in New York. recent guests of Mr. and Mi’s.
in Allegan county last year and days last week at the home of handicraft. Plans were made to
1946, to August, 1947, and served
of the first quarter and 7-7 at the various numbers contributedto Now living in Englewood,they Jack Kershaw in Grand Rapids.
county funds were inadequate for Mr. and Mrs. James Voss of Hol- take a trip to the Grand Rapids
as director of education and culplan to make their home into a
half. The Grave Diggers outscor- the program.
the care of these victims. Assist- land.
Miss Jessie Viets was hostess to
tural relationsdivisionfrom June,
A Golden Chain meeting was museum during spring vacation.
Miss Holleman first played conservatory of music.
ed their opponentsby one basket
ance was given by the National
members of the Tuesday club at
1948, to August, 1949. For his miliheld
at the local church last The girls expect to help Carol
three
18th
century
pieces
originFoundation. The canisters will re
in the third and fourth quarters.
her home, Tuesday.
Jurries celebrate her birthday
tary
service
with
SHAEF,
and
the
Thursday
evening.
main placed until the end of JanTeam Captain Jerry Kruithof led ally composed for harpsichord. Rev. Hoff master Speaks
Miss Ruth Simmons has returnwhich falls on Lincoln’s birthday.
U.S. group commission in Europe, uary.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Vander
These
were
"Prelude
and
Fugue
in
his team with nine markers while
ed to Chicago, having spent a few
The Cheery Chirp Blue Birds of
he
was awarded the Legion of
Laan
entertained
with
a
chicken
F
minor”
from
the
"Well
TemperThe Van Den Bosch Trucking
Norman Van Langen and VaugAt Harrington PTA Meet weeks in Saugatuck.
Longfellow
school met at the
Merit.
Co. of Zeeland entertaineda supper at their home last Friday home of Melva Ann Rowan last
han Jansen scored seven and six ed Clavichord," and "Fantasiain
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Temple
"It is the feeling of hate that
evening
in
honor
of
the
birthday
C
minor,"
both
by
Bach;
also
group of local celery growers, at
respectively for the losers.
HarringtonPTA members were have been Chicago visitors for a
must be overcome if Europe is to a dinner last week in Bosch rest- anniversary of Mrs. Vander Laan's Tuesday afternoon. They made
"Sonata in A major” by Scarlatti. taken on a toui of England and few days.
Standings: ............ ........
proceed
very
far
with
the
problem
mother, Mrs. Alice Glashower of heart invitationsfor the MotherThe madrigal group, composed the Continent in a speech by the
L
Mrs. George Theodore and of economic rehabilitationand its aurant at Zeeland.After dinner
Daughter party to be held on
of
13
student
singers,
opened
the
colored slides were shown by Hoi Grandville. Guests were Mr. and
0
2
Rev. J Kenneth HoffmasterTues- daughter, Jean, of Kalamazoo,
relation to the spiritual and eduSidney Glashower,Mr and Mrs. Valentine’s Day. This group ensecond
part
of
the
program
with
lis
Northuis
of
Holland,
depicting
day
night.
Wolverines ............................
0
1
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. cational recovery in Germany,"
joyed a skating party on SaturPhil Rich’s trip to Alaska. Attend- Peter Glashower, Mr. and Mrs.
Basket Hangers ............. 1
0 'To Music," Schubert: Three
The speaker vividly sketched Russell Maddon. Mrs. Theodore he said.
day afternoon.
John
Glashower
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ing were Mr. and Mrs. John Gris0 rounds followed— an old Latin the places he visited and answered was the former Ellen Smith and
Grave Diggers .................. 1
Mary Jane Overway reports
Dr. Muelder said Germany's ecPeter Glashower, all of Grandhymn,
"Dona
Nobis
Pacen,” ‘Talsen,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Glenn
Albers,
questions following his talk.
Flop Shots ............................
1
is well known here.
1
that the CheerfulBlue Birds of
onomic output is now almost up Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma, Mr. ville.
lis Canon,” and "The Orchestra."
Rail Lers ........................... 0
Preceding the program, a short
1
Miss Delia Boyce of Allegan to the 1936 level and that the
The Rev. and Mrs. F. Ligten- Van Raalte school met at the
Other selections w&e "Sing We business meeting was conducted
and Mrs. Julius Kempkers, Mr.
Aoes
0
2
will be guest speaker at the meetstarvation danger of 1945 is about and Mrs John Kaper, Mr. and berg entertained the retiring and home of their leader, Mrs. E.
and
Chant
It,” Morley; "Which Is
2
Fighting Irish ............... 0
by President D. Ivan Dykstra. ing of the Woman’s club Friday over, but many are still dying
present consistory members and Gerritsen.Plans were made to go
the Properest Day,” by Ame and
Kenneth Peirce, chairman of the afternoon. Her subject will be from weakened resistancebrought Mrs. Wallace Kempkers, Mr. and their wives at the parsonagelast skating at Zeeland on Sautrday
a modern number, "Music, When
Mrs.
Marvin
Kaper,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Only two games were played in
improvement committee reported Women and the Law." Mrs. Earl by former sub-normalfood raSoft Voices Die,” by Cramer.
John Nyboer, Henry Kempkers. Monday evening. An informal afternoon, with the remainderof
the Thursday night division.
that the kitchen project was com- McVoy, Jr., will present the glee
tions. He said communications Unable to attend were Mrs. Kemp- evening was spent after which a the time used to make nut cups
For her final piano numbers
The Ramblm’ Recks defeated
pleted with new cupboards, work club of the Saugatuck high school
systems are normal in the west- kers, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Drenten two-courselunch was served by for the Mothers’ tea.
Miss Holleman played "Inter- space and sink installed.
the Plow Boys by an 18-9 tally.
and their director, Mrs. Peston ern zones.
Ruth Van Liere of the Akaga
mezzo” and "Ballade” from the
and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van the hostess. Those present were
Arnold Van Dussen led the Recks
Plans were made for a com- Shaffer of Holland. The girls will
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wabeke, Mr. Camp Fire Girls of Beechwood
"The U.S. has striven mightily Dyke.
later works* of Brahms and two
with eight while Lyle Vander
munity dinner 0n Feb. 21 at the sing two groups of songs: “Beau- to improve the school system,
and Mrs. C. Zwieghuizen, Mr. and- school reports an interesting
modern numbers by Villa Lobos,
Meulen bucketed seven for the 'The Little Paper Doll" and Marquee. Arrangements are being tiful Savior,” "American Lulla- broaden the social base and in- The Kings’ Daughters Mission- Mrs. C. Kamminga, Mr. and Mrs. meeting. The previous meeting
ary
group
of
the
local
Reformed
losers.
made by Mrs Charles Stewart, by,” "I Heard You Go By,” 'The troduce social studies. Formerly a
"Polichinelle.”
church was entertainedin the Herman Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- their leader,Mrs. John KWis, had
The Shooting Stars continued
Mrs. C. Oonk and Mrs. Theodore Blue Tale Fly,” and 'The Brown small percentage of the people
Mrs. Clyde Geerlingspresided.
home of Miss Shirley Reimink rit Elzinga, Mr. and Mrs. A. Ny- showed the girls how to make a
Knoll.
their winning ways with a 24-15
Bear." The sextet will sing were extremely well educated.
huis, Mr. and Mrs. John Brink, hospitalbed so this time the roles
A
public affairs group meeting
win over the Bashful Bachelors. was announced for next Tuesday
John Ter Vree led in group "Shortnin’ Bread." Mrs. Charles Germany is now providing free for the January meeting. Miss Mr. and Mrs Renzo Vruggink, Mr. were reversed with the girls
Reimink
presided
and
the
sponsor
singing.
Roger Borr led his team with 10
Heistand will be hostess.
books and tuition and has agreed
at 1 p.m. when the Grand Rapids
the group, Mrs. Peter J. Muys- and Mrs. Dick Elzinga, Mr. and making the bed. After inspection
points while Dick Schultz scored
A social hour was held with Saugatuck-Douglas Lions club to an exchange of peoples in all of
League of Women Voters will prekens, conducteddevotions. Miss Mrs. Richard Vruggink,Mr. and the girls played games.
six for the Bachelors.
The Okiciyapi girls met at the
sent a skit. Next Tuesday’sclub PTA members inspecting the kit- will sponsor a fun party, Feb. 4 professionsso that these people Vivian Wentzel was in charge of Mrs. Melvin Gerriti, Mr. and Mrs.
Standings:
program will be a Michigan con- chen. Mrs. Edwin Fuder and her and 11. All proceeds will go to the may see at first hand democratic the missionary study on Africa.At George Vruggink,Mr. and Mrs. home of their guardian, Mrs. Carl
committeeserved refreshments.
National Foundation for Infantile principlesand practices.The peo- the close of the program the Peter Brink, Mrs. Henry Van- C. Van Ralate. The group discussservation film.
Shooting Stars ...............
«... 2
Paralysis and the United Fund ple themselves have come to re- girls worked on scrap books for der Wal and Mrs. Justin Wabeke. ed giving a play for the parents
Earlier in the afternoon the
Horrors .......................
1
Campaign.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kort spent at a Valentine party.
gard the U.S. Military in Ger- mission stations.Joining as new
Child Study group met for dessert Golden Chain CE Union
Atomic Five .......................1
Irving K. Pershing was elected many as being there for benevo- members were Shirley Klein, Lor- Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
and a program featuring a talk
Carol Plakke reports that the
Long Shots ...................... 1
secretary of the Allegan county lent rather than punitive purpos- raine Bolks, Joan Tanis and Alma John Poskey.
by Miss Sarah Hill, dental con- Meets at South Blendon
Huda Konya girls met at the
Ramblin’ Recks ................ 1
chapter of the NationalFounda- es,” he said.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dykstra home of Ardith Naber, with their
sultant of the MichiganState DenDrenten.
Happy Losers .......................0
Monthly meeting of the Zeeland tion for Infantile Paralysis,at the
tal department. Also scheduled
Dr. Muelder opined it would be
John Elzinga was elected elder and Gloria of Georgetown spent guardian, Mrs. Robert Longstreet.
Bashful Bachelors............ 0
was a film entitled"Family Team- area Golden Chain CE union was annual meeting. Other officers a serious mistake for the U.S. to of the local Reformed church at a Sunday with their parents, Mr. Mrs. Longstreet checked the girls
Plow Boys ............................
0
work,” and a discussion in which held Thursday night at South elected are president, Irving Tuc? pull out of Germany for another special meeting held last week, to and Mrs. Herman Betten and Memory books and refreshments
sons.
ker, and C. Frank Peck, both of 10 or 15 years.
several members of the group par- Blendontchurch.
were served by the hostess.
fill a vacancy in that office.
A son| service was conducted Allegan.
ticipated.
Music was provided by Dale
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and
June Moeller informs us that
William Gore has taken over Beernink,cornet solo; Be-rnink children visited in Kalamazoo last
Speaking on "New Signs of and Gerald Huyser of Beaverdam
the Tanda girls and their guests
Hope for Dental Care," Miss Hill played two solovox-pianoselec- his new duties as police chief at and Tom Cady, cornet duet; and Sunday at the home of the formenjoyed a roller skating party on
said that only one out of every tions. Speaker of the evening was Saugatuck as announced by Irving Robert Kranendonk, three solos. er’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Friday evening. At Tuesday’s
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
10 kindergarten children does not the Rev. Elwood Dunn, field sec- K. Pershing, chairman of the
Dr. Lester Kuyper welcomed Deketna.
meeting the girls made plans to
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Pree re- need dental care, two out of 10 retary of the Michigan CE. His police committee of the village the guests and President Richard
The senior and junior high
sell candy at the Montello park
turned to their home on East receive some dental care and sev- theme was "Build With Christ." council. Gore had just retired Martin was master of ceremonies. ChristianEndeavor groups conschool movie night on Feb. 2.
by
Central Ave. Saturday after en out of 10 need care but do not He also showed slides of the CE from 25 years with the Michigan Martin presented Dr. Muelder sidered the topic, "I Believe in
spending two weeks at the home follow the suggestion.
conventionat East Lansing and State police and had been com- with a pair of wooden shoes and the Holy Spirit” at their Sunday
Holland Christian’s Little Ma- Bridal Shower Fetes
of their children, Dr. and Mrs.
She stressed the need for three the international convention at mander of the Alpena post. He Mrs. Muelder with a pair of services.Discussion in the former
roons
dropped a heartbreaker
Leon De Pree in Chicago.
Toronto,
Canada,
last
summer.
times as many dentists,just for
left the Michigan police with an Dutch figurines.
group was John Brink, Jr., and
Tuesday night to the Kalamazoo Mrs. Rex Robinson
A hymn sing will be held at the care of childrenalone, exFollowing the program, re- enviable service record. Gore will
in the latter group, Myron HoffSt. Augustine reserve squad, 30the Beaverdam Reformed church plaining that less than 30 per cent freshments were served by the have complete charge of the Sauman and Connie Haakma were in
25 in a preliminary tussle. The A bridai shower was given Frinext Sunday evening, Jan. 29, un- of the population of the United entertaining CE society. About gatuck police force and will
charge.
Hollanders led all the way, except day evening for Mrs. Rex Robinder the auspices of the Holland States gets dental care. To pre- 240 were present
streamline and re-organizethe poMiss Betty Ann Dowd was for the last minute of play when son, the former Margaret LamYouth for Christ.GUbert Van Wy- vent decay, the speaker suggested
lice department.
guest soloistat the Sunday eve(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
the Little Irish spurted to victory. pen. The event was given at the
nen will be song leader.
restrictionof sweets and the use Annual Meeting Planned
ning service of the local church.
Harold Fairhead of St. Louis is
The
Music
Hour
club
held
the
Paced by Forward Earl Schip- home of# Mrs. Henry Nyenhuis,
A meeting of the Ladies Aid of sodium fluorides,a program
She is a, former Hamilton residvisiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
firfst meeting of 1950 in the home
per, the Dutchmen moved out to 242 West 17th St. Hostesses were
society will be held at the Sec- now being carried out in Holland By Farm-Labor Council
Alfred Fairhead.
of Mrs. George Lam per Monday ent, daughter of the Rev. and an eight point lead in the first Mrs. G. A. Vos, Mrs. Sarah Peters
ond Reformed church next Thurs- public schools.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Waugh and evening with Mrs. Justin Sale Mrs. Isaac Scherpenisse,who
minutes of play. They found and Mrs. Nyenhuis.
day afternoon. Mrs. Richard Van
Annual meeting of tho Co- son, Van, of Owosso, were weekReports were given by members
served the American Reformed
presiding.She conducted the opentougher going for the remainder Miscellaneousgifts were preZoeren will be in charge of de- of the group. Mrs. Harold Klaasen ordinatingCouncil of Western end guests of Mr. and Mre. L. H.
pastorate here for a number of
ing numbers and the business sesof the game. Score at the end of sented to the bride. Games were
votions.Hostesses are Mrs. Frank talked on "Are We Helping or Michigan will be held Friday at Waugh.
years.
played and prizes awarded to
sion. Annual election of officers
the first period was 10-7. St
„ the
lt
De Young and Mrs. J. Janssen. Hindering Our Children?”Mrs. 7:30 p.m. at the Warm Friend
An audience of over 700 former continued
Mr. and Mrs. William Gore and took place and chosen were, presito peck away at the ’Misses Gladys and Fannie BultPeggy Kole was in charge of the Ray Swank spoke about the local Tavern. More than 50 are expect- daughter, Ann, jiave moved to
families
of
this
community
atdent, Mrs. Sale; vice president,
margin in the second period and man, Esther Barbels and Lois LugIntermediate Christian Endeavor Whitehouse Conference on Chil- ed to attend the session, which their new home, corner Grand
tended the special program retwo-rourse lunch was
Miss
Della
Bowman;
secretary,
trailed 14-12 at halftime. Chris- ten.
meeting of the Second Reformed dren and Youth, and Mrs. Clar- will feature a fish fry.
cently, arranged for them by
and Mason Streets.
served.
Mrs.
Ted
Harmsen;
treasurer,
tian
held
its
advantage
in
a
slow
church on Sunday discussing the ence Becker on 'The Modem
The organization, made up of
Invited were the Mesdames
Miss Josephine Bolks; librarian, Hamilton Farm bureau, local Min- third quarter to lead 18-16. Then
topic, "I Believe in the Holy Mother’s Dilemma.”
representativesof farm and labor
Mrs. Henry Wassink. The piogram neapolis-Moline Implement dealer, in the final period with two min- George Peters, Edward Tanis, H.
Spirit.”
Mrs. Olen Anderson presided. groups, has members in the Mus- Jail Sentences Stiffer
with the topic, "An Evening With at the Hamilton auditorium. Two utes remaining, the Little Irish J. Lampen, Robert Hall, Mabel
Dr. William Moerdyk of Hoi The dessert was arranged by Mrs. kegon, Grand Rapids, Holland and
Mozart" was in charge of Mrs. feature films were shown "An caught fire with two quick bas- Gould, Nicholas Wiggers, Kate
For Man Who Beats Wile
land, former missionary in Arabia, Edwin John and her committee.
Grand Haven areas.
American Journey” and "Weather
Longden, Julius Tripp, Hester
kets to assure the win.
Grand Haven (Special )—Thirty Floyd Kaper and Mrs. Sale. Sev- Whys."
was guest speaker at a meeting of
- George Bowers of Muskegon is
eral
recordings
were
enjoyed
A
Turner, Jean Englesbeeand the
Tony
Diekema
and
Earl
Schipdays
in
the
county
jail
is the latest
the Senior Christian Endeavor
council president.Functionof the
Carnegie Hall Concert
per led the Dutch offense with Misses Louis De Klein, Fannie and
sentence for Albert Reynolds, quiz closed the meeting. During
society of the First Reformed
group, according to spokesmen, is
34, Grand Haven, who seems to the business session plans were Two New Staff Members
eight points apiece, while Tony Gladys Bultman, Lois' Lugten,
church. The Intermediate C. E. Interests Alleganites
to .discuss common farm-labor
discussed for a program in observEsther Bartels and Wilma and
be
making
a
habit
of
beating
up
Lascala led St A with 10.
society met with them.
problems and co-operate in set- his wife.
ance of National Music week, Join Wildlife Station
Joyce Nyenhuis.
A meeting of the Senior Chain Allegan (Special)— A concert in tling differences.
Reynolds appeared before Just- which occurs the first week in
was held at the First Reformed New York’s Carnegie Hall on Feb.
Allegan (Special) — Two new Muikefon Man Waivei
ice
George Hoffer on a charge of May.
church Tuesday night. Mrs. P. Van 14 will be of particularinterest to
Street Paving Awaits
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Tellman
left
staff
members have joined the On 2nd Offense Count
Hymn
Sing
Scheduled
assault and battery, placed by
Eenenaam is president of this or Allegan residents,and to Mr. and
last
week
for
Florida
to
spend
Swan Creek Wildlife Experiment
city police on complaint of his
Expected Federal Aid
ganization.
Mrs. Orson Cobum, especially.
At Beaverdam Church
station.
wife, Irene, upon whom the alleg- a few weeks there.
Grand Haven (Special)— Lloyd
The featured artist will be
Mr. and Mrs. John GilletteanOne- is Clair Woolf, of Allegan, A. Westover,63, Muskegon, who
Allegan (Special)— Drawing up
ed assault took place Friday.
Irene Watson, the recent bride of
On Sunday at 9 p.m. the Holnounce the birth of a daughter,- the new clerk replacing Ed Kin- pleaded innocent to a drunk driv- of assessmentsfor the proposed
Local Man in Crash
Last
Nov.
9
he
was
sentenced
a former Allegan! te, William J. land Youth for Christ will conduct
to serve 10 days in Jail and pay Diane Gayle at Holland hospital caid who was transferred to the ing charge Jan. 18, appearedagain Marshall St. paving will be deGifcnd Haven (Special) — Cars Cobum, son of the Allegan couple.
a hymn sing in Beaverdam Redriven by Edwin J. Boeve, 20, The contralto’s program wiU in formed church. Gilbert Van Wy- $25 fine on a similar charge. Twp Mrs. Gilletteis the former Gayle conservation department’s poet at Tiiesday.on another count of drunk layed until definite word is rePt MoUille.
foute 4, Holland, and Dr. Robert elude five Robert Frost poems, set nen will be song leader. Shirley years ago on Jan. 23, 1948, he Kooiker.
driving,’second offense.He waived ceived on expected federal aid,
The Junior Girls league was enThe other, is Prince Michael— examination and Justice George City Manager Philip Beauvais
aerved 15 days and paid $25 fine
H, Stobbelaar, of Grand Haven, to music by her husband, who will
Smith, 13-year-old marimba playtertained in the home of Joan "Mike” for short an English Hoffer bound him over to circuit
for the same offense.
j
were involved in an accident at accompanyher on the piano.
er, will present selectionsand the
Joostbems last wee# for the Jan- pointer pup who will work with court to appear Feb. 2.
- If the federal grant is received,
Clinton and Third Sts. at 9:45
Coburn started his career when Gosselar sisters will sing and preuary meeting. Connie Haakma. Manager Orland Haugen on grouse The charge was changed after as requested by the state highway
a.m. Monday. Boeve, traveling he attended the local high school
sent trumpet and saxophoneduets. Tree Falls on Man
presided and conducted devotions census and other field work.
investigation by state police re- department,local costs may run
south on Third, skidded in to the and played trumpet in the band.
Miss Eva Meinsma will accomSimon Wiegerink, route 2, Ham- and Bible study was in charge of
Haugen and Biologist Clayton vealed Westover had been con- as low as $3,000.Originally, the
doctor’s car which was going east He assisted Herman Priebe, dirpany at the piano and Gerald Huy- ilton, wa« in "fair” condition to- Miss Helen Kuite. Several girls Douville will leave Sunday for a
victed of similaroffenses on three city’s idiare was estimated at $7,op Clinton.
ector at that time, and then went ser of Beaverdam, at the organ. day in Holland hospital where he
participatedin a program on week’s training at Higgins’ lake. previous occasions.
500.
on with his music studies at Michwas taken Saturday after a large China, prepared by the sponsors, Game division men will be disBeauvais said he expected the
Unable to furnish '$200 bond,
Industrial accidentsthat crip- igan State college and Eastman
A diseased heart may cause tree fell on him near his home. He Mrs. Gilbert Lugten and Mrs. M. cussing management problems, Westover was taken to the coun- paving would be done by summeror MU occur in the U.S. every School of Music at Rochester,
pains in part* of the body re- received a skull fracture and oth- Ten Brink. An accordian solo was game seasons, and hear recom- ty jail. He was arrested in Crock- time. Ely St. and Park drive pavminute*.
IN.Y. For a year he was in charge mote from
A
er injuries.
played by Barbara Strunk. New mendations for the coming year. ery tdwnship Jan, 17,
ing i* also slated for this-year.
In the first game of the Tuesday league, the Basket Hangers
scored 16 of 18 points in the first
half, then coasted to an 18-12 win
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WANT-ADS

StanskilsHero

RosendaU Leads

YOUR FINANCES

Knights to

Over Hope

As Hornets Nip

Win

When you combine your

Dutch

Team

MIAA

Star Plays Standout

wc.ve time! Save worry! Saltguard your credit standing! Lump
all of your financial obligations
into a clean-up loan from Holland
Loan Ass’n. Stop in or phont 9060
today for full information.

Conference

Heap;

Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor

Chuck Starski, a guy they didn’t think would play becaust of
four stitche* near his left eye.
played and emerged the hero of
the Kalamazoo-Hopebasketball

college,

led by Duane Roaendahl's big 23point total, outdistanced Hope
coUege by the wide gap of 64-51
Tuesday night in the first 1949-50

game at

Adv.

ENJOY EARNING |85

season renewal of their tradi-

No

the Armory Saturday

unnecessary.
investment
Advance commissions. Bonus.
Free outfit.Samples. Paragon
Shoes 716Y Columbus, Boston,
Adv.

After trailing since early in the

Mass.

game, the Hornet* had pulled
even with the Dutch at the 20second mark Bill Bo* fouled Paul

,

Rosendahl, a Holland man, play
ed high school ball for Holland

weekly

selling shoes direct Experience

night

f tionally hard-fought basketball
'

ThriUer

Hope Hai,Two Defeati

Game Under Boards

series.

in

debts Into
a one-place-to-pay
Holland Loan
Ass'n. Loan.

Kalamazoo Stays Atop

Ex-Holland Christian

By Dick Collin*
Grand Rapida— Calvin

AltE

EASIER TO MANAGE...

Muysketis. The rangy Hope center stepped to the foul line, shot
The S. R. O. sign was out early
and the ball rolled off. Hope took
St ‘A’
at Burton gym in Grand Rapids
it outside.
as a partisan Calvin crowd, with a
After a b^ief skirmish the ball
few Hope rooters squeezed in,
went over to Kalamazoo. Stanski
crammed every available seat in
took it up the floor to just past
the place. Crowd estimates ran
the centerlineand let go with five
up to 2,400.
seconds left in the game. The ball
Rosendahl’s contribution to the
swished cleanly through the hoop
In
Knight victory consisted of nine
and the game ended before Hope
field gtoals, five out of six foul
coutd get past the foul circle. Finshots and many shots that bareMaroons Are Handed
al score Kalamazoo 53. Hope 51.
ly missed the mark.
It was a heart-breaking loss for Think teaching someone to drive had habits from relatives, or vllle high school.They are watchThe defeat was Hope’s seventh
Their Se?enth Loss
the Dutch to swallow. Coach Russ
friends acting as teachers. Stand- ing Robert Peckham of Allegan,
hi easy? This group, part of 40
in 11 starts this season. It was the
seated,
take
a
field
of
vision
test
De Vette’s men had played the
ing left to right are Dr. C. V. MlfOi Current Canpaifn
third straightsetback for the
best brand of basketball they state high school teachers and lard, Michigan State coUege edu- The Institute Is co-sponsored by
„ ,
Michigan State college,State Deknew how throughout the game police officers attending a five-day
cation director; Bill Kerttner, partment of Public Instruction Kalamazoo — A much ImprovCoach Chuck Bult’s Knights
and were ahead most of the time. driver-training InstituteIn I,aned Kalamazoo St. Augustine took
now can boast a season record of
And for Kalamazoo, the victory slng Jan. 16-20 discovered most Kalamazoo county deputy sheriff, and the Automobile Club of Michthe measure of Holland Christian
six victories in seven games inmeant overcoming the away-from- drivers pick up at least a dozen and Burrell H. De Young of Fenn- igan.
cluding five in a row since the
eager*
on the Treadway gymnahome jinx that has been rampant
loss to Kalamazoo.
in the MIAA this season. MIAA
sium here Tuesday night by the
Although the final score doesteams had been losing consistentscore of 42-26. It was Christian's
n’t indicate it, the teams were
in
seventh loss in 11 starts this sear
ly on the road.
deadlocked 10 differentlimes. And
By virtue of victory,Kalamazoo
on. It also marked the fourth
Mr. and Mr*. Wayne Ca*h
at the half, Calvin was ahead by
time in six days that a Kalama(Bulfordphoto) remains undefeated in five games
the scant margin of two points,
City
Tilt
at
zoo club has stopped a Holland agMiss Mary Bouman, daughter ed Dick Henderson of Spring Ar- that count toward the conference
25-23.
gregation.
bor, as best man; Jim Kirkendall title. Hope practically eliminated
The lead was tied eight times of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bouman of
Something has to give tonight In other games tonight, DownA combination of factors spelled
and Leonard Phipps, groomsmen, itself from further championship
town
Nash
will
try
to
keep
its
during that first 20 minutes. Zeeland and Wayne Cash, son of
in the city league standings.
defeat for the Maroons Tuesday
and David Bouman and Jerry Bur- consideration.The Dutch now are
Shortly before the half ended, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cash of MemGoing into tonight’sthree-game step ahead of J. H. Kole Auto of
night. The inabilityof the local
gess, ushers. Mr. and Mrs. S. in second place with three wins
Moose Holwerda powered in for a
schedule, two teams are tied for Zeeland. That contest begins it
and
two
defeats—
a
difficult
mareager* to hit the hoop with any
phis, Mich., were married Satur- Sherman were master and mislay-up shot that knotted the count
second place and two for the cel- 7:45.
gin to make up.
day
evening
at the Woman's Liter- tress of ceremonies.
Nash currently is in third place consistency, plus a clever St A
at 23-all. However, seconds before
Zeeland (Special)— In a mid- lar. With only three weeks of
The wedding Ceremony was Although both teams were off week
rushing defense gave the Hollandahead
of Zeeland and Allen's Radthe buzzer sounded. Rosendahl ary club house. The Rev. J. C.
game at Coopersviile Tues- league competitionremaining, reon their shooting during the first
ers
a rough time. Coach
Flewelling officiated. Gndelabra, written by the groom and vows
took the ball under the basket and
half, Hope's rebound work kept day night the Broncos scored 15 sults of tonight’s tussles will io shop who are In a two-way tie Freeman of the Irish broke all
were memorized by the couple.
for
the
cellar
pushed in an easy two-pointer to palms and ferns formed the setweigh
heavily
on
the
final
outA reception for 125 guests fol- the locals ahead. Also Moose Hol- points in a big fourth quarter to
Allen’s take
Washington St A basketball traditionby emmake the scoreboardread 25-23 ting.
come for the season.
werda's four field goals, his best overcome Zeeland 43-39.
Wedding
music
was
played
by lowed the cerqmony.Guests came
Square
in
the
finale
at 9 p.m. ploying a much faster style of
In
the
main
event,
which
starts
in Calvin’s favor.
Although
the
game
didn't
have
scoring performance this season,
Showing
steady
improvement
in play. Usually the Kasoo mentor
The teams continued the hectic Miss Kathryn Cnossen.She also from Grand Rapids, Spring Arbor, helped build up the local lead.
any bearing un the Tri-County at 6:30 p.m., the Fox Jewelers get
Memphis,
Detroit,
Ann
Arbor,
is content to play control bill
accompanied
the
soloist,
Mrs.
basket-for-basket pace for about
The lead see-sawed back and league standings, Zeeland felt the a shot at league leading Pete’s recent weeks, the Radios are hop- with his revolving offense.
Leoti, Kans., Greenville,111., Coring
to
really
get
tuned
in
tonight.
the first eight minutes of the third John Huff, who sang "I Ix>ve You
Barbecue.
setback in its won and lost record
The contest was closer than tha
Truly,” "Because” and "Wedding sonville and Kalamazoo. Serving forth until the nine-minute mark.
Washington Square, on the
It'll be a contest between the
quarter.
for the season. The Chix now are
\tare
the
Misses
Kay
VViersma, At that point the Dutch stretched
final count indicates, with tha
Prayer.1'
other
hand,
hasn’t
forgotten
that
Calvin unleashed a classj passrace-horse
Jewelers
and
the
rugbehind
the
board
with
five
setout front 18-12. And the locals
The bride wore a gown of white . ngeline Lam, Lornetta Scott,
ing attack that netted many shots
ged, hard-playing Barbecues. Tom upset administeredby Downtown green clad victors only moving
backs against four victories.
Kay
Flewelling,
Mildred
Berg- stayed ahead 24-19 as the half
slipper
satin
with
tiny
seed
pearls
close into the basket and slowly
Vander Kuy will try to match his Nash two weeks ago. The Mer- out of real danger In the final
The
loss
to
the
aggressive
horst and Mrs. Ray Snow. Mrs. ended.
quarter. Coach Arthur Tuls* dub
eased to a 44-36 lead. Hope count- outlining the neckline. The sleeves
During that first 20 minutes. Broncos can be laid to erratic height with big Carl Van Dort chants realize they'll have to win
Lula Rookus, Mrs. Winne Anger
were
long
and
the
full
skirt
ended
had trailedthroughout but manthis
one
to
stay
in
the
thick
of
ered a few minutes later with a
under the boards.
and Mrs. John Berghorst assisted. Hope connected 9 out of 41 tries passing by the Chix and poor ball
aged to stay In the tUt until the
fast-break offense that brought in a train. Her circular fingertip
the
title
race.
In
their
first
meeting
earlier
and Kazoo just seven out of 43. handlingthroughout the game.
veil was edged with French lace A brief program was presented
closing minutes. In the first game
The
league
competition
con
the score to 46-41.
After five minutes of the sec- Coopersviile men appeared to be this season, the Jewelers were out
The Knights started tc take ad- and was held in place by orange and a buffet luncheon was served. ond half, Hope was ahead 35-25. in front of Zeeland passes almost in front at halftime and made a tinues for the next three Wednes- between the two clubs this acaaon
The couple left on a northern
vantage of any loose ball and blossoms.She carried a colonial
game of it until they faded in the day nights and after that its the locals won, 87-23.
That was the biggest lead of the eight out of every 10 times.
The first quarter was a tkm
quickly got down the floor for bouquet of white roses centered wedding trip, the bride wearing a game. But the Hornets still had
last of the third and fourth quart- visiting teams against the locals
The
lead
swayed
back
and
forth
melon dress, grey coat, black acaffair, with neither dub being
two-on-one type scores that made with white gardenias.
Feb. 15.
their stingers and slowly pricked and Zeeland was ahead 17-10 at ers.
Bridal attendants were Miss cessories and a gardenia corsage.
able to shake loose for any dear
the count 51-41 with seven minRuth
Kraak of Zeeland, maid of They will be at home Feb. 1 at 29 that lead down to 45-38 with six the end of the first quarter.
shots. Moat of the scoring was
ute* left in the game.
and a half minutes left. The count
Coopersviile
came
back
witn
business trip to
done via the foul route, with
Aided by Hope fumbles or in- honor, and Mrs. Lloyd Brown of East Eighth St.
was 47-43 with four and a half nine points in
low-scoring
Mrs. Cash is a graduate of ZeeGeorge Copeland, Robert Mt* Kalamazoo taking a 5-4 margin
terceptions, Calvin boosted the Leoti, Kans., and Miss Alice Arkminutes to go. At the automatic it second quarter while holding tue
son and Alex Avery, delegates at the end of the Initial period.
count to 61-45 as the game time sey of. Greenville,111. The maid of land high school and attended was 47-45.
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
visitorshj a more point to make
Greenville,111., college for two
A bad second quarter gave the
fizzled out. Three foul shots and a honor wore a gown of old rose tafThen came the ending that saw the count 19-18 at halftime in
Mrs. Charles Kuhnee of Bay from Grace Episcopal church, are
A long tom by Jerry Jacobson gave feta. The bridesmaids wore iden- years. She has been employed at the Hornets tie it up with BUI favor of the home team.
City,
formerly
of
Holland,
has attending the 76th annual con- Irish their big lead and the ban
tical green taffeta gowns. All car- the J. C. Penney Co. Mr. Cash is
" Hope another six points.
Bos’ two foul shots, and Stanski
Zeeland again spurted ahead at been visitingat the home of her vention of the Diocese of Western game. The HoUanders Just couldRosendahl’* total points and his ried white Bibles with white car- a graduate of Greenville college barrel in the winning basket
n’t .get a decent shot, while the
the
end of the third quarter 31- son and family, Mr. and Mrs. Michigan, being held in St. Mark’s
and plans to enter John Wesley
aggressive under the basket play nations.
Plucky Bucky Walters was the 28, but fell off the scoring pace Charles Kuhnee, Jr., 231 West Cathedral. Grand Rapids. The tricky Irish were hitting the
The groom’s attendants includ- seminary in Kentucky in the fall. scoring leader with 20 points on
made him the outstanding player
in tne final canto. Three rapid 22nd St. Mr. Kuhnee. former chef Rev. William C. Warner is also hoop with above average ooodston the floor Moose Holwerda was
seven field goals and six free field goals by the Broncos shortly at the Warm Friend Tavern, is attendingsessions. The two-day ency. Owen Bennett, St A guard,
a tiger for the Dutch on rebounds. worker for the WCTU and LTL home of the bride's parents, Mr. throws.
was the big offensive gun In this
before the automatic sealed the now chef at a hotel in Bay City. convention opened at 3:30 pm.
In the Hope scoring column, Ja*- organization,and will create a and Mrs. William Bronkhorst,29
period u he connected on three
Muyskens was high for Hope victory.
Of interest to Holland friends today.
cobson was No. 1 with 14 points new and more enthusiastic inter- East Seventh St. The ceremony with 12. Muyskens and Holwerda
one banders from outcourt. By
Connie
Norlln
and
her
mother,
Bob Hamilton with 11 and Del Is the announcement of the birth
halftime the Freeman-coached
was performed by the Rev. M. E. along with Nick Yonkers were the
est in the work in this city.
Wiersma with 10 were the ^coring of a son, David, Jan. 20, to Mr. Mrs. Carroll Norlin, 346 East
Hope cashed in 15 out of 23 free
Miss Ebba Clark left Monday Broekstra, pastor of the Fourth mainstays of the local attack with leaders for Coopersviile. Glenn and Mrs. Edward Walder, 454 Fifth St. will leave Friday for quint was enjoying an 18-8 lead.
throw tries while Calvin made morning for Boston, Mass., where Reformed church.
Christian’szone defense paid off
their terrificunder-the-basket Schrotenboerhad nine and Gerald Carlisle,Hanover, Pa. The Wal- St. Paul, Minn. Connie has been
good on 12 out of 17.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. play that gave Hope control of re- Kiekover had nine for Zeeland
she will spend the summer as the
asked to participate in the loe in the third period, stopping
ders formerlylived in Holland.
Box score:
guest of her cousin, Mrs. Charles William Arendshorstyesterday.
bounds and netted many addition- In the second team game, ZeeRobert Steketee, son of Mr. and Carnival parade and to enter the most of the St. A offense. MeenFG FT P Hess.
Hope (51)
Miss Nellie Westrate and An- al shots— many which were good. land won 44-36. Geerlingspaced Mrs. George Steketee, 80 West juvenile division of a national while the Dutch looked like they
.... 2
3
Varde Wege, f .............
A marriage licensehas been is- thony VanDuine were married Box score:
Zeeland with 13 points while 18th St., has been pledged to Beta twirling contest. The prelimini were off when they narrowed the
Jacobson, f ....................
FG FT P* Shook tallied 12 for the losers.
sued to Benjamin Van Oss of this Wednesdayevening by the Rev. Kalamazoo (53)
Phi Theta fraternityat Tri-State naries will be Saturday and the margin to five points on acversl
... 2
5 city and Miss Margaret Nagen- Henry J. Veldman at the home of Simanton. f ................... 4 0
Muyskens, c .................
3
occasions, only to lose the epark
college,
Angola, Ind. He is a stu- finals on Monday.
The Chix host Otsego Friday.
...... 1
2
Holwerda, g ..............
1
the bride.
gast of Grand Rapids.
Willson, f .......................1 0
Mrs. Mable McKervey, nurse again. Third quarter score was 24dent in the engineering school.
0
Yonker, g ................ ...6
4
3
........2
Hope College baseball team Herman Vanden Brink, HolMrs. James Wayer of Holland from Detroit and a niece of Mr*. 17.
.... 1
2 Monday afternoon defeated the land's treasurer,is in Grand Hav- Stanski, g ....................... 3
Marema, f ....................
4 Dr. Tena Holheboer Will
1
The Dutch continued to bother
will be in Muskegon Wednesday Nicholas Hofsteen, 158 Weit 14th
....
0
0
Hinga, f ........................
4
City "Y” team in a seven:inning en, Spring Lake, and towns of Walters, g ...................7 6
the Kazoo boy* in the final perSt.,
is at the Hofsteen home
and
Thursday
to
speak
at
two
..... 2
0
Peekstok, f ....................
game by a 4-1 score. The batter- that vicinityin the interestof his Sayers, g ........................... 0 0 0 Speak at Fourth Church
meetings in observance of the care for Mr. Hofsteen who recent iod, but never could get doatr
..0
0
Wagner, c ..................
0
Sentz, c ........................... 3 2
ies were Hope, De Jonge and Hov- campaign for registerof deeds.
than a 27-23 score. Finally Holton ;
75th
anniversary of the Women's ly suffered a stroke.
Dr.
Tena
Holkeboer
will
speak
0
Van Regenmorter,g .... 0
A tractor plow slowly lumbered
en; "Y” Jappinga and Rank.
dashed all Maroon hopes of a win
Hospital Notes
Board
of
Foreign
Missions
of
the
at
a
public
meeting
Tuesday
at
...0
0
Piersma, g .................
Totals ....................... 20 13 15 7:30 p.m. in Fourth Reformed Reformed ehurch. The Wednesday
For several weeks the city has through the city yesterday making
Admit^pd to Holland hospital when he iced the win with three
been filled with the rumor that more noise than a fire truck. The
Monday
was Mrs. George Prins straight baskets. From then on it
meeting
will
be
at
First
Reformed
church.
Her
subject
will
be
"China
.. 18 15 16
Totals ........................
FG FT P
Aniline Dye works would be lo- machine has four wheels, two and Hope (51)
was all St. Augustine .
Today."
Music
will l>e presented church and Thursday, at Central 60 West 27th St.
1
cated here and a committee has one-half feet wide to prevent it VandeWege, f ...... ......... 3 1
Discharged were Mrs. John A total of 41 fouls were callReformed
church.
by
the
Men’s
Chorus
of
Fourth
FG
FT
P
Calvin (64)
5
Jacobson,f ...................3 2
gone out to solicit a fund of $5,000 sinking in the loose earth.
Henry Carley, 1741 South Shore Zoerhof, 176 West 20th St.; Mrs. ed in the tHt, with the Hollander*
.... 1
2
Walcott, f ....................
2 church. The program is spon-sored
Miss Julia A. Soule, principalin Muyskens, c ................... 5 2
as a bonus which has all been
Dr., left Monday for a three-day Bill Prince and daughter, 40 East losing two men by the foul rout*
by
the
Mission
Guild.
Ribbens, f .................... 4 1
3
subscribed. George E. Kollen told Grand Haven, will teach in the Holwerda. g ......... .......... 5 1
20th St.; Mrs. Andy Vander Vliet and St. Augustine, one. Christian
Roaendahl, c ....................9 5
3
this paper this morning that the literary department of the teach- Yonker, g ....................... 4 3
and daughter, 853 Central Ave.; sunk 12 out of 24 attempts, while
Slager, g ........................4 3
1
option on 160 acres of land direct- ers' training department at the Hinga, f ........................... 1 0
Mrs. John Shashaguay, route 1; the winners made good on 10 out
DeStlgter, g ....................6 1
Totals .......................21 9 15
ly north of the gelatin factory on Central State Normal college at
Mrs. Edward Brink and son, route of 23 tries.
Cooper, f ........................2 1
•Personal Fouls.
the North side had been secured Mt. Pleasantduring the summer
Bennett was far and away the
6; Mrs. John Hulst, 556 State St.;
Vender Wag, g ................0 1
and that $15,000 is now on depo- term.
Bonnie Bakker, 60 East McKin- leading point maker for the night,
Miss Helena Ver Berg of this
sit in one of the local banks as a
getting 18 tallies on eight basley, Zeeland.
Totals ..........................26 12 17
significationof good faith by the city was married to Gerrit Dekker
Hospital births included a kets and two free throws. Ed Almen who are back of the com- of East Saugatuck in the office of
led the Dutch with nine
daughter, Frances Elizabeth,born ter
pany. This news story appeared Justice Miles. They will make
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Alan Te- points.
in the Wednesday, May 24, issue. their home on a farm near East
all, 280 West 17th St.; a daughter
Box score:
At the home of Mayor and Mrs. Saugatuck.
FG F TP
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Christian
Nicodemus Bosch Tuesday evening
3
1
Marvin Schans, 30 East 17th St.; Holstege, f ................1
the Social Progress club of HolThe Broncos in the American In3
3
9
a daughter, Sharon Lee, born Sat- Altena, f ....................3
land entertained the Social ProMidgets in the Nationalare first3
1
urday to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Mo- Unema, c ....................1
gress club of Grand Haven.
round champions of the National
€
4
ist, 264 Lincoln Ave.; a daughter Mast, g ................
. ...... 1
Holland if on the boom and all Eighteen visitingmembers came
Guard sponsored basketball lea3
named Jacquelyn Beth, born Bouwman, g ___________ 1
1
indicationi point toward unpre- to Holland.
gue. Gaines are played Saturday
1
1
0
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Knott,
At the Literary club Tuesday
cedented prosperity, accordingto
mornings at the Armory.
1
1
(or
Prince, 40 East 20th St.; a son, Marlink, c ...........
.........0
a story appearing in the Tuesday, afternoon Miss Sue Parks and her
Second-roundcompetition opens
0
0
0
Larry, Allyn, born Sunday to Mr. Kramer, g ....................
May 23, issue of the Holland Daily Girl Scouts gave a demonstration Throe teams are deadlocked this week.
0
0
and Mrs. Albertus Schrotenboer, Schipper, f ...... ..... 0
Sentinel published in 1916 Hol- of their work being done in Hol- for the Holland Junior high inFinal first-roundstandings:
12 26
7
route 1, Hamilton.
land will build in the very near land: Miss Elsie Gowdy gave a tramural league basketball lead
American
A daughter, Lynn, born Sunday St. Augustine(42) FG r TP
future a new furnace factory.The paper outlining the history of the after two weeks competition.
L
0
0
to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Van Lan- Maury, f ........
0
name of the new. concern will be organization and of the Girl Scout They are St. Johns, Globetrotters Broncos .................
5 0
2
18
gevelde, 351 East Seventh St.; a Bennett, f •••••••••••«••••••8
. vf
the Holland Heating Co.
movement and told of the work and Kentucky.
0
Slipshots ....................................
4 1
daughter. Karen Jean, born Sun Farrell, c ..................2
Kentucky defeated Michigan41* Leftovers
The comic opera "Bulbul" will they are trying to do. Miss Fern
.................
* ...........3
2
0
day to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Nien- Eady. J.. g .... '• ... 2
be presented in the high achool De Fey.ter gave the 10 Scout laws. 15 last week. Boeve with 13 was Red
2 3
3
huis, route 2; a daughter, Sheryl Holton, g «••••#•••••••••••• 1
L.'i
auditorium. Friday night, May 26,
Henry , Karsten and Johanna high for the Kentucky Colonels
0
6
Lvnn, born Monday to Mr. and Coash, g ................ 1
by the high school Glee clubs.
Timmer of Central Park will be and Ward contributed seven to Little Dutch ............................0
3
Mrs. Bob Vork. 34 East 17th St.; Kavanaugh, f ............ 1
Before a large crowd of citizens married today at the home of the the losing cause.
National
2
a son. Gifford Dean, born Monday Eady, G., g .............1
Globetrotters defeated
Monday night, the noted speakers bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al10 42
to Mr. and Mrs. George Haver
16
Hope 59-35 with Frank O’Connor Midgets ..v....«.
of the State Flying squadron bert Timmer.
•••••••••a
dink; a son. Duane Ellwyn, born
made their addresses and showed At a meeting yesterdayof the peppering in 28 points. Roger Falcons ........ .............................
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Zeeland Coal Dealer
sufficient cause for making Michi stockholders of the new Furnace Israels was high for the losers Wolverines ......
Nienhuis; a daughter. Ruth, born
gan dry in Noverhber. A. chair- Co. the following board directors with 16.
..... ••••»•
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Fined for Shortafe
man of the county organization, were chosen: George E. Kollen, In another game,, the Spartans Hotshots•••••••••••a*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Jansen.
A. K. La Huis of Zeeland was G. W-. Kooyers, N. J. Yonker, Otto defeated the Lakers 48-20. A1 Rockets
•aaaaa*a»aaa#»#aaaa»»aaaaa«
Zeeland — Melvin Boons tr a, doA son bom Monday to Mr. and
named. Vice presidents were P. Kramer and Henry Pelgrim, Jr. Meyer was high man for the winMrs. Gordon Pippel, 666 Lincoln ing business as Home Fuel and
named as Luke Lugers of Hol- The organizationis as follows: ners with 18 while Sandy and
Ave.; a son, Vernon Jay, bom Supply Oo., pleaded guilty to a
land, J. G Lehman of Grand Hav- President, George E. kollen; vice Boersma each counted six for the Milk Law Violation
Monday to Mr. and Mrs, Herschel charge of selling a load of coal
In municipal court Tuesday,
en and J. Ter Avest of Coopers- president,C J. Lokker; secretary, losers.
Hulst. route 6; a son, David Doug- 135 pound* short of the declared .
ville. Henry Geerlings of Hollc d treasurer and manager,N. J. Yon
St. Johns nipped Northwestern Wilbur Zwagerman, 29, of route 1,
las, bom today to Mr. and Mrs. weight when he was arraigned bewas named secretary and treas- ker. Ihis news story appeared in 33-18. Hibma, Holt and Stam Zeeland, paid $20 fine and $3.90
Norwood Reck, 377 Lincoln Ave. fore Justice Isaac Van Dyke Tuesurer.
the Thursday May. 25 issue.
each had eight for the winners costs for seilink milk in a rusty
day. Boons tra paid a fine of $73
The Ottawa county road com- Tuesday evening the marriage while Liitn made six for the losers. container.
.Mount Rainier, Washington Is and $4.75 coata
missioners have ordered signs to of Miss KatherineVan Hoven of
Standings:
The alleged offehae occurred
the fifth oldest U.S. nationalpark.
L TRY HONEY MERINGUE
be placed at the county line be- Zeeland to Benjamin Nysson of
It was establishedby Congression- Jan. 16. The arrest was made by
Next time you bake a custard
tween Ottawa and Kent, Muske- this city took place at the home St Johns .••••••••»••••••••••••••••••••
0
Cowbdy Film Star Gene Autry graciouslytook time out to give auto2
a representative of the state divial act in 1899.
graphs to countlessteen agers during a chance stop-over for lunch In
gon and Allegan, with speed lim- of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Globetrotters *•••••••••••••••••••••2
0 pie, try topping it. with this honey
sion of weights and measures hi
Holland Tuesday. The singing cowboy was en route to Grand Rapids
it cautions letteredon them.
0 meringue. Beat 1 egg white with
Van Hoven. The Rev. J. H. Geer- Kentucky ...............
2
...; ....... .
Yellow earth washed in by the co-operation with the Zeeland pofor s public-appearanceand was immediately surrounded by a crowd
Miss Mary B. Ervin, national lings of Zeeland performed the Spartans ...............................1
1 electric beater until it begins to
Yangtze river is believed to be re- lice department
of students,frelh from exams. On a two-monthtour, Autry said he
lecretary of the LTL 'will be in ceremony.
1 froth. Then add i cup honey gradNorthwestern •«••••,•••••••••••••1
Enforcement officials said hi
ponsible for the coloring of the
____
________
_
had
experienced
stormy
weather
in
Minnesota
but
hadn’t
hit
Icy
ually,
beating
until
meringue
this city tomorrow and will apeak
Miss Delia Bronkhorstand Wil- Lake rs
0
2
.....
water to be found in the Yellow their opinion the shortage resultk fa mis hiehin peaks, (from five !• roads until 20 miles -from Holland. He goes on tour every year, but It
2
in the First Reformed church. liam Van Regenmorter were mar- dope
0
ed from poor weighing methods.
sea.
' was his first visit to Michigan in 15
(Penna-Saa photo)
2 to 10 minutes
Miss Ervin is an enthusiastic ried yesterdayafternoon at the Michigan *•••#•••••••••••••••••••••••••0
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Western Michigan Farm Operators

Ticket Sales Begin (or Polio Dance
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St. Francis de

State

Holland to Peter Heydens and wf.
Pt. Lot 35 Weersing’sFirst Add.

Egg
Drying Plants Used
To Make Plan Work
Michigan Has No

Holland.

Herman Jacobs and wf. to Fredrick Jacobs and wf. Lot 80 Slagh’s
Add. City of Holland.
Peter H. Vap Ark to Rev. John
H. Geerlings and wf. Lots 2, 3 Blk
D R. H. Post’s Park Hill Add.
Holland.
Wm. C. De Roo and wf. to Jack
Dykstra and wf. Pt. SWtt SW)4
7-5-15 Twp. Holland.
John Shoemaker and wf. to Hqbert Keelean and wf. Pt. S% SE)4
32-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Gerrit John Wiegerink and wf.
to Benjamin Lemmen and wf. Lot
9 and pt Lot 10 pnd 8 Oak Lawn
Park.
Alfred James Plant and wf. to
Romaine C. DeCamp and wf.
NWtt NEtt 9-8-15 Twp. Crock-

Although Michigan poultrymcn
have not yet had to worry about
selling eggs at support prices,
there’s a question about -how
they would get the job done. Eggs
sold at support prices must go to
egg drying plants and none of
these plants is operating in Michigan.

Henry Lare-Mere, poultry and
egg marketing specialist at Michigan State college,explains how
the government egg support program works.
The government has announced a price support program which
will attempt to keep the national
average price of all eggs sold by
producers at or above 37 cents a
dozen for 1930, which is 75 per
cent of parity. But this supiort
is accomplishedentirely by purchases of dried eggs.
The government buying programs call for the purchase of
dried eggs from dryiry plants
which certifythat they have paid
producers
minimum average
price per dozen for eggs. For Janu»y and February this year that
price is set at 25 cents.
This method of supporting price
is based on the expectation that
prices paid to producers for eggs
Sales of tickets for the polio
will sometimes be above 37 cents.
benefit
dance on Jan. 28 began
They buy at the buying price only
as needed to keep the annual na- appropriately this week wheti Gational average from falling below briel Kuite local polio campaign
37 cents.
chairman, purchasedthe first ticin

ket from Mrs. Irvin De Weerd.
Michigan, according to Larzelere, Mrs. De Weerd and Mrs. Willis
is that there are no egg drying Welling are co-chairmen of the
plants in operation. Such plants dance, which is being sponsored
have not been operated mainly by the Junior Chamber of Combecause producer prices in Mich- merce Auxiliary.
igan have generally been above Mrs. Ernest H. Phillips,ticket
both the support level and national average. Michigan producers
therefore,have no access to outlets which must buy eggs at or
The Ladies Missionarysociety
above a set minimum price.
of Burnips Methodistchurch met
Wednesday in the home of Mrs.
John P. U. Nelson of Burnips. The
meeting began at 11 a.m. Dinner
was served the guests at noon.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Boy Scouts of Troop 30, Har- The business and devotional meetrington school, will meet Wed- ing was at 2 p.m.
nesday at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
Donna Schuck of Holland was a
Grace Episcopalchurch choir Sunday dinner guest at the home
rehearsal will be postponed for of her brother and sister-in-law,
one week to give members an op- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shuck and
portunity to hear an organ con- children Jimmy, Patty and Chercert by Alexander Shreiner in yl of Burnips.
The Rev. and Mrs. John KotesGrand Rapids on Tuesday night.
Mrs. Teunis Prins, who is acting ky and children^ John and Carol
*

Burnips

More farm people perish in motor vehicle mishaps than any other class of accidents,4 comments L.
R. Arnold, county agricultural
agent. Thirty per cent .jf all private trucks in the United States
are owned by farmers, he reports.
Even the best commercial truck
body will break down if it is constantly overloadedor improperly
loaded. Besides ruining the body,
overloading causes excessive tire
wear and is apt to cause a bent
or broken axle, spring, or frame,
which will throw the truck out of
alignment If jt is the front axle,
steering will be extremely difficult
Improper distributionof load
will have the same effect on the
frame, axles, springs, and tires.

—

Zeeland (Special))
Zeeland
high school’sbasketball team lifted Itself out of the Tri-County,
league cellar Friday night by coming from behind in the waning
minutes to sink Paw Paw 38-33.
The game was played on Zeel-

Excessive overhang of the body
and loading most of the material
toward the back can place up to
95 per cent of the weight, on the
rear axle. This results in a grave
ery.
Agnes Fisher et al to Thomas hazard of insufficient weight on
permit safe
R. Bosch and wf. Lot 20 Blk 12 the front tires
steering.
Legatt's Add. Grand Haven.
The agent recommends the folJennie Schepel to Herman Bos
and wf. Pt. Lots 38, 39, 40 Post's lowing truck-operating pointers:
1. Know the signs and rules of
First Add. Holland.
Charles H. Chapel to Robert E. the road and always obey them.
2. Keep lights, brakes, steering
Johnson SE14 NE*4 and pt. NE%
mechanism, and windshield wipers
NE*4 16-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
Arthur Slag and wf. to George in perfect working order.
3. Slow to a safe speed for turns
Schippers and wf. Lots 169, 170
and use proper signals.
Steketee Bros. Add. Holland.
John H. Moeke d/b/a Black 4. Be on the lookout for pedesRiver Lumber Co. to George J. trians.
Lt. Comdr. Fred S. Bertsch, Jr.,
Moeke Lot 36 Roosenraad’sPlat 5. Nevei drive while under the
USN, at right, receives his Navy
influence
of
liquor.
No. 3 Zeeland.
John H. Moeke d/b/a Black 6. Come to a full stop when en- wings and aviator’s diploma at a
River Lumber Co. to George J. tering the main highway, at rail- recent ceremony conducted by
Moeke SW% NEK 1-6-15 Twp. roads, or at regular stop signs, Capt. J. B. Dunn, commanding ofand do not proceed until it is safe ficer of the Naval Air station at
Olive.
Ann Idema Crawford and wf. to to do so.
Corpus Christi,Tex. Bertsch is a
Kate Idema Welch Pt. Lots 129,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred S.
130, 131 West MichiganPark Twp.
Bertsch Sr., of 864 South Shore
Park.
drive, Holland. His wife is the
Directors
Martin De Jonge and wf. to
former Lorraine F. Timmer of
Conrad VanDen Bosch and wf.
Lot 7 Mannes’s Sub. Twp. Hol-

and’s court.
The win sets Zeeland down in
third place and evens it* season
record at 4-all.
The Chix paced off an early
lead but blew it in the first quarter and the canto ended with Paw
Paw on tHe long end of a 12-8
count. Zeeland watched the visitors run ahead to an 11-point lead
in the second quarter. The half
ended with the count still in Paw
Paw’s favor 23-16.
Both teams scored heavijy in
the third quarter and the Chix
were able to narrow the count to
a^32-27 as the horn ended the per-

U

a

One of the problems here

Sales Church,

chairman, reports that ticketsare
selling satisfactorily. All local ser-

vice clubs and the Chamber of
Commerce office are handling the
ticket sale. A limited number is

being sold because of the capacity
of the ball room, she said.
The benefit event will be held
at the VFW ball room. Red Working’s band will play. All proceeds
will be given to the Ottawa counland.
ty chapter of the National FounAgnes E. Ducey to Dennis P.
dation for Infantile Paralysis.
Allen and wf. Lot 25 Resub. Buena Vista Plat Village of Spring
were among those who attended Lake.
the funeral services for William
Clayton Zaagman and wf. to
Van Roosin of Grand Rapids on Glenn F. DePagter and wf. Lot 10
Friday.
Clayton’s Sub. Grand Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred De Jongh James W. Oakes and wf. to
had as guests Sunday Mr. and Durwood Barnes and wf. Pt. SK
28-8-16 City of
Mrs. Herbert Klinesteker of SWK NEK

SoO

Set

Election Meeting
The directors of the West
Ottawa Soil Conservation district
have set Saturday, from 1:30 to 4
p.m. as the time for holding their
annual meeting and election of
officers.

Program

of

Outlined at

Paw Paw really cooled off in
the final quarter, so much so that
Zeeland went one point ahead 20
seconds before the automatic
timeout. Erk Poest came through
with that field goal to put the
Chix on top.

Holland. They have two children,
Susan Lorraine, 4, and Martha
Ann, seven months. Bertsch, a
graduate, of Holland high and
Hope college, entered the Navy in
July, 1940, and received his commission in September,1941. Since
then he has served continuously in
the Navy. He entered flight training in 1948. He is now assigned to
the Pacific fleet at San Diego,
Calif. (Official U. S. Navy photo)

However, Paw Paw evened the
count with a foul toss at the automatic— the only point the visitor*
scored in that last quarter.
Gerald Kiekover, Glenn Schrotenboer and Bern Raterink came
through with field goals after that
to sew up the victory.
Kiekover was high man in the
game with 17 points. Ed Bylina
scored 16 for Paw Paw.
In the reserve team game, Paw
Paw won 25-23. Morlan and Staken each pumped in seven for the
visitors. Komejans and Geerlings
each racked up six for Zeeland.

Fellowships

Maroon Reserves

AAUW Meet

Nip Cob Seconds

A graduate fellowship program
involving an endowment of nearly
one million dollars is the unique
contribution of the American Association of University Women to
the advancement of education for
women in the United States and
the world, Mrs. E. V. Hartman
told members of Holland branch,
AAUW, Thursday night at their
meeting in Junior High school.
Mrs. Hartman, local fellowship
chairman, traced the history of

AAUW members who know about
qualifiedwomen can often support
appointment of a well-prepared
woman for a position being filled
in public life, she said.
Dr. Ella Hawkinson, international relationschairman, told
about the state committee which
has formulateda Michigan Council for UNESCO. Dr. Hawkinson
is state vice president. The local
branch decided to join the state
UNESCO project, and Mrs. Kenneth De Free and Miss Bernice
Bishop were appointed to the committee.
A suggestion that the branch
sponsor a young people’s performance of the Hope college Palette
and Masque play, “Tlie Emperor’s
New Clothes," was made by Mrs.
Henry Steffens,scholarship chair-

Coach John Ham’* Holland
Christian reserve squad won it*
game Friday night when it downed a scrappy Western State reserve club, 30-26. It was the sixth

The place will be the Robinson
Township hall, located one mile
NWK
north of the Yellow Jacket, on
win of the year for the Little
Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Ken- Grand Haven.
County Road No. 677.
Maroons.
Durwood
Barnes
and
wf.
to
neth Moored of Burnips and Mr.
The meeting will begin with
Christian held the lead most of
and Mrs. Raymond Brummel of Cornelius Kemme Pt. SK SWK musical selections.Clarence Reenthe way but was hard pressed
NEK NWK 28-8-16 City of Grand ders, chairman of the board will
Zeeland.
for the victory. The locals led 10-6
Haven.
be officerof the day. William SinMr. and Mrs. Morris Smith and
at the first quarter mark and 16Clarence Welling and wf. to derma n will give the annual resmall son of Hastings w-ere Sun10 at the half. Coach Fred SteSWK port Hunter Hering, the first
day guests at the home of their Lewis Miller Pt. WK
vens’ club fought back in the thiid
34-8-15 Twp. Robinson.
chairman
of
the
board,
will
give
a
parents, and grandparents, Mr.
the fund, which was started in
quarter to gain a 21-21 tie at the
Beatrice
Gilman
to
Theodore
short talk.
and Mrs. Albert Smith of Burnips.
1890 by a small group of women
end of the period. Christian manM. Mroczka and wf. Pt. Lot callA
colored
movie,
"Fishing
In
Roy Swartz of Grand Haven ed "Forest", Plat of Belle Point
who contributed a stipend of $500
aged to take a small margin in
Alaska" will be shown.
called on friends in Burnips Twp. Spring Lake.
for graduate study.
the final moments and were able
dean of women at Central college, of Burnips entertained on Monday
The
main
business
is electionof
Thursday evening. He is a former
Now the united effort of
to stall for the victory.
Pella, Iowa, is spending the week- and Thursday, Mrs. Kotesky’s
Henry Weyenberg and wf. to three directors.Frank Garbrecht,
Burnips resident.
Jerry S chipper and Tony Diekend in Holland with her mother- brother, Roy Breekhuizen.
Kenneth H. Campbell and wf. Pt. chairman of the nominatingcom- branches throughout the country
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Moomey and Lot 1 Heneveld’s Plat No. 11
has brought the project to its
ema led the local offense with
Mrs. Harold Shuck spent Monin-law, Mrs. Teunis Prins, 54 East
mittee
will take charge. The terms
daughter, Sandra were guests at Twp. Park.
present effectiveness,she pointed
seven points apiece while De
14th St, and with Mrs. Della day in Grand Rapids.
of ClarenceReenders and William
the home of their cousins,Mr. and
Mrs.
Hyde
of
fielding
arrived
Freese led the Little Cubs with 10.
Steininger,house director at Hope
Leonard Lambregtse and wf. to Sinderman expire this January. out. A total of 32 fellowshipswas
Mrs. Francis Palmbos and chil- Berneth Lemmen and wf. Pt. SEK
offered this year in the amount of man. Mrs. Robert Vanderham incollege. Mrs. Prins is on her way Friday afternoon to spend several
Ed Schaeferwas elected last Jandren.
SWK 20-7-14 Twp. Allendale. uary but died in March. Edward $50,000 to carry on advance re- vited all interested to attend the Funds Sought to Care
home from Buck Hill Falls, Pa., days at the home of her son and
Mrs.
Jonathan
Klinesteker
was
Mr. and Mrs.
Ross K. Loew and wf to Louis Dinkel replaced Schaefer until the search in a wide variety of fields. next AAUW child study group
where she attended a conference. daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Harold Kars ten has re- Keith Hyde and ave children of hostess to a group of women of H. Peck et al Pt. NWK 30-8-13 next annual meeting and election. This general fellowship fund was meeting when Miss Esther Mid- For Stray Animals
Sand Hill Wesleyan Methodist Twp. Wright
established in 1919 and awards dlewood will be speaker.
turned to her home at 210 West Burnips.
Six nominees have been select- are given, on the graduate level,
Mrs. Kenneth Allen, program
11th St. from Holland hospital A Home Economics group was church's Women’s missionarysoAllegan, (Special)— Funds to
ed, the three receiving highest to the most promisingapplicants.
chairman, distributed year books continue its work of caring for
where she submitted to major held Monday in the Burnips ciety at her home last Thursday
number
of
votes
will
become
dirThe AAUW fellowship award which were made by Miss Ade- stray animals, investigatingcases
surgery Jan. 7.
school. Mrs. ClarenceDeters and morning and afternoon. A proectors. Followingare the names committee also administersfellaide Dykhuizen. The latter asked of cruelty and neglect, and mainMr. and Mrs. Harry F. Wetter Mrs. Howard Lepw are sponsors. gram w-as given in the afternoon
of the nominees:
lowships of other organizations. for volunteers to work at the Red taining a shelter are being sought
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
The Burnips Parent-Teachersincluding a talk "GettingYour
have returned to their home in
Willard
Antonides,
Allendale
Waukazoo after spending three associationis making plans to House in Order" by Rev. Buden- Mr. and Mrs. Ed Kleinjans are Township; Edward Dinkel. Conk- Mrs. Hartman explained about Cross blood bank canteen.
by the Allegan County Society for
the AAUW international study
seck of Houton, N.Y. He illustrat- the parents of a son, born Monday
Refreshmentswere served by a the Prevention of Cruelty, Inc.,
weeks on a western trip to Cali- hold a supper in March.
lin
Township;
Gerald
Meengs,
grants which grew out of the war committeeheaded by Miss Bernice
Mrs. Thelma Fuller of Burnips ed his talk with the story of in Zeeland hospital.
fornia and Mexico. While in CaliMrs. Franklin’Douglas, Allegan
Olive Township; Clarence Reen- period. These grants of $500. conBishop.
Peter Branderhorstreturned
fornia they witnessed the Tourna- was guest at the home of her chil- building his small home in New
chairman announced today.
ders,
Grand
Haven
Township;
ment of Roses parade and the dren, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Palm- York. Mrs. Johanna Selby, presi- home Wednesday from a visit William Sinderman, Robinson tributedby many branches in
The group operates a shelter
honor of a beloved member, aid
dent, led the song service.
with Iowa friends.
bos and children.
Rose Bowl game.
at the home of Miss Dorothy McBeechwood
Five
Wins
Township;
Lyle
Stevens,
Allendale
women students of war-tom counThe Rev. and Mrs. John Harold
One hundred and ninety five Township.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Selby, Miss
Richard E. Moody, faculty memIn a hard-fought Suburban Clelland,on M-89 between Otsego
tries in completing their education
ber of Purdue university, West Donna Goodman and Bruce Wicks Kotesky were in Grand Rapids guests, including farm bureau
and Allegan. Mrs. McClellandand
in
the
United
States.
Tuesday
evening.
league
game to determine third Miss Hazel Brace, during the past
workers and their wives enjoyed a
Lafayette, Ind., is spending the of Hopkins were Sunday, dinner
Miss Laura A. Boyd presided at and fourth places, Beechwood
Miss Naomi Nelson accompanied dinner in the Coopersvillehigh Sunday School Teachers
week-end at the home of his par- guests at the home of Mr. and
year cared for 607 animas, a work
the meeting. In a report on status
Miss Coleen Parker to Osthemo, school gymnasium recently.Many
nicked Waukazoo 24-22 Friday they have carried on for many
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moody, Mrs. Glenn Selby and children.
Offered
Training
at
Hope
of
women,
Miss
Lida
Rogers,
from here attended.
The prayer meeting of the Bur- Mich.
237 West 11th St.
years.
chairman,told about radio inter- night at North Shore gym. De
Allegan county school children
Funeral services were held at
Five boys from local high nips Methodist church was held
Their year’s summary showed
A
leadership
training
school
for
Witt
led
the
winners
with
10
views
which
are
being
broadcast
will take their annual spring ex- the Christian Reformed church
schools who attended Wolverine at the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
149 dogs and cats placed in homes;
Sunday
school
teachers
will
begin
each Monday at 4:45 p.m. from points followedby Moeke and
cursion on Friday, May 15. The Wednesday for Harry Dyke, 75,
Boys State at Michigan State Earl J. Stine Wednesday.
410 animals returned to their
Monday at Hope college. The col- Kalamazoo. Each week Mrs. ForThe Rev. John Harold Kotesky excursion will begin when they who died Sunday at a Lament
Boeve with 5 apiece. Del Grissen owners or humanely put to sleep;
college last summer, will speak to
lege
department
of
religious
edurest
Burchfield,
former
state
vice
board a special train for Detroit, rest home. He was a resident of
Lions club members Tuesday noon of Burnips attended the Ottawaled the losing cause with 12 points 48 put to sleep at owners’ reth?n across the Ambassador Pearline.He was a member of the cation will conduct the school to presidentof AAUW, interviews
at the Warm Friend Tavern. The Allegan county holiness meeting
quests; and 19 investigationsof
followed by Ploeg with 6.
equip
teachers
for
work
in
varwomen
prominent
in
various
fields.
bridge to Canada. They will re- Christian Reformed church and
club sponsored Bruce Van Voorst on Tuesday at Tallmadge Wescruelty. Their total for the past
ious
classes.
turn via the tunnel to visit Belle had been a Sunday school teachleyan Methodistchurch.
at last year's conference.
four years is 1,754 animals cared
, Each Monday for 10 weeks the
Isle
and
the
Detroit
zoo.
er for many years. He owned and
Vivian Strickfaden was a recent
for.
classes
will
be
conducted
at
Hope
The Frank A. Delps have nam- operated
guest at the home of her cousin,
Pearline hardware
Supportedentirely by contribuAllegan Probate Court
Joyce Strickfaden of Burnips on ed their infant son, Jerry Allen. store until several years ago. He Memorial chapel. Regular sestions, the society is seeking'
sions
will
begin
at
7:30
p.m.
The
He was born or. Dec. 31 m Huizin- is survived by three brothers,
Sunday.
financial aid in a drive which
Report Shows Economy
Dick, Garret and Egbert anl three first session next week will start
On Tuesday evening the region- ga Memorial hospital,Zeeland.
ends Jan. 31. More than 50 Alleat
7
p.m
for
registration.
TeachFuneral services were held on sisters, Mrs. Susan Piers of Calial rally of Sunday scnools of Pilgan residents used the shelter in
Allegan— The annual Probate
Tuesday, Jan. 17, for Leroy Bert fornia, Mrs. Sena Knoper of Al- ers will be faculty members of
the last year, Mrs. Douglas points
court report submittedto the grim Holiness churches held in the
Hope
college and Western TheoCartwright,
73,
brother
of
George
lendale and Mrs. Minnie Miedema
out
fioard ot supervisors reveals a Grand Rapids Pilgrim Holiness
logical
seminary.
church. Rev. Willard Van Dree of Cartwright of near Burnips.He of Grand Rapids. Burial was in
large "case load" but also shows
Courses will include the life and
died last Saturday morning in Allendale cemetery.
economy in serving a large num- Holland was guest speaker.
work of Paul, the prophetsand
Birthday Party Given
The
Burnips
Girl Scouts held Saugatuck.
Mrs.
Morris Hinken has returnber of people, according to ProMr. and Mrs. John Kleinbrink ed from Holland hospital where their messages and instructionin
their weekly meeting Jan. 16 in
For Connie Lou Slighter
bate Judge Harold F. Weston.
dealing with the needs of children,
of Mqnterey and former Burnips she underwent to surgery.
A total of 600 official cases was Salem Township community hall
Mrs. Harold Slighter entertainresidents announce the birth of a
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